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i SUMMARY
Increased helicopter usage in urban areas has led to requests for
information about responses to helicopter noise when there are low
[ numbers of noise events. A new type of survey was designed to provide
information about responses in these little-studied situations. A
community which was normally exposed to helicopter noise was selected.
On 17 study days the numbet-s of helicopter operations and the noise
levels from those operatio_.s were controlled so as to meet the needs
for an efficient study design. Some 338 community residents were inter-
viewed about reactions to the helicopter noise on each of the days when
the helicopter operations were controlled. Respondents were asked
about a 9-hour study day (0800-1700) thus no informtation was collected
about nighttime reactions. Noise levels were measured on all study
days. Analyses of follow-up interviews show that respondents were un-
aware of the purpose of the study.
• The results from the survey are consistent with the equivalent
energy assumptions which are implicit in such average noise level in-
dices as LEO (Equivalent Continuous Sound Level) or LDN (Day-Night
A_ :rage Sound Level). Reactions are represented as well or better by
a logarithmic transformation of the number of events than by a simple
linear representation of the number of events. The data are consistent
with the representation of duration which is implicit in equivalent
energy assumptions. The relative effect of noise level and number of
events is consistent with that in the equivalent energy model.
Reactions to sounds from helicopters appear to be approximately
: equally well accounted for by SEL (Sound Exposure Level) and EPNL
_ (Effective Perceived Noise Level). The reactions to relatively _"
impulsive and non-impulsive helicopters are found to be approximatelyl
equivalent when duration is taken into account in noise indices. |
Reactions to helicopter noise increase steadily above 45 dB (LEQ, '
9-hour).
This new type of study design was able to produce estimates of _
parameters in a human reaction model which could not have been as eco- !
,|
nomically obtained, if at all, from a conventional survey or labora-
tory study. The estimates are less precise than is desirable. An
important source of imprecision is day-to-day variation in reactions
which can not be explained by noise level. Reactions to daily noise
levels measured with repeated interviews resemble reactions to long-
term noise levels as measured in conventional surveys in respect to
sensitivity to noise level, the weak effects of demographic variables
and the importance of attitudinal variables. Some of the evidence
suggests that annoyance with aircraft noise is affected by the length
of the study period. This effect did not interfere with the achievement
of this particular study's goals.
}
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INTRODUCTION
Increased helicopter usage and a demand for more heliports in ur-
ban areas has led to requests for uniform guidelines for land-use plan-
ning purposes and helicopter operating procedures. For conventional
aircraft operations such guidelines are. often based on the extensively
studied and widely accepted average energy noise indices such as LEQ
(continuous equivalent sound level) or LDN (day-night sound level).
The applicability of such indices for operations around heliports in
the United States is uncertain because most heliports have quite low
numbers of daily operations, usually less than 50 a day. A major issue
concerning community response when there are such low numbers of noise
events is the applicability of the equivalent energy assumptions about
the relative importance of noise level and number of noise events• The
research described in this report was thus designed to investigate the
reactions of community residents to noise from low numbers of helicopter
ope rat ions. .
It was not feasible to use conventional survey techniques to study
reactions to low numbers of helicopter flights. A conventional social
survey of residents' long-term reactions to naturally occuring helicop-
ter noise environments was rejected for two reasons: (I) satisfactory
i combinations of numbers and noise levels of helicopter flights could
i not be identified in existing communities and (2) an economical noise
! measurement program could not provide a satisfactory estimate of the
long-term noise level because of the daily variations in noise levels
and the typically unscheduled nature of the operations. A laboratory
study was rejected because the small number of flights (as few as 2 in
: 9 hours) could not be realistically rated The final design combined
features found in both laboratory and field studies: community resi-
dents were interviewed but helicopter operations were, unknown to the
_ residents, standardized for easy measurement during the study period.
Important aspects of the innovative study design are discussed in
the first two major sections of this report before moving to a discus-
sion of the main results. In the first major section, the planned
study design and data collection procedures are. presented. The designs
of the noise exposure plan and the social survey sample are described.
The four phases of the social survey interviewing process are discussed.
The noise measurement program is described as well as the methods for
converting the standard noise measurements into individualized 9-hour
exposure indices for each respondent.
The s_,cond major section draws on the data collected in the survey
to describe the study area and the actually measured helicopter noise
environments. Information about the community setting and the normal
noise environment is presented. The respondents' demographic and atti-
tudinal characteristics are presented elong with information about their
perceptions of the survey process. The helicopter noise environments
which were actually measured during the 17 controlled exposure days are
described.
The survey results are discussed in the remainder of the report.
Three major topics in the evaluation of helicopter noise are discussed:
the relative effect of noise level and number of noise events, the effect
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of helicopter type and the relative predictive power of different noise
"-" "_ indices. Several r_ethodological issues involved in measuring annoyance
_" with noise are explored with this survey's data. Finallv a more com-
plete understanding of the annoyance response is provided through an
analysis of the effects of both personal characteristics and study
design characteristics on annoyance responses.
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
|
More details for indices and scales for acoustical measurements
i can be found in general noise references (e.g., Bennett and Pearsons,
A Annoyance with noise
B Partial regression coefficient (not standardized)
B0 Intercept for regression equation
: DLE O Difference between the values of LEQ for two types of _',
_ helicopters on a single day, dB _!
-_!
_i EPNL Effective Perceived Noise Level, dB '_
'|
i! k The decibel equivalent of the effect that a variable has
on annoyance (defined by the ratio of the partial re_ i" "
gression coefficient for the particular variable to the
partial regression coefficient for noise level)
Y
L Sound Level, dB i
n
LA Maximum A-weighted Sound Level, dB _
LDN Day-Night Average Sound Level, dB _
LEO Equivalent Continuous Sound Level, dB
PNL Perceived Noise Level, dB
SEL Sound Exposure Level, dB
Subscripts
F Fixed noise measurement position
H Helicopter type
Imp Impulsive type helicopter (UH-IH) I
M Mobile noise measurement position !
N Number of helicopter noise events i
Non Non-impulsive type helicopter (UH-60A)
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iSTUDY DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
_ Ove rv Jew
The study was conducted in a suburban section of Newport News,
Virginia, which is normally exposed to helicopter flights from Fort
Eustis, a major U.S. Army transportation center. The noise exposure
was controlled during 17 study days by scheduling flights over a fixed
flight path between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. The sample consists of residents
who are normally hom_ during the day and who live within a 500m corridor
under the study flight path. The initial interview was conducted in
person before the controlled flights began but the remaining 22 repeat-
ed interviews were conducted by telephone in evenings following 17 con-
trolled helicopter noise exposure days and five other days. Analyses of
response to noise are based on only the 17 controlled exposure days.
The other 5 interview days were included for methodological purposes.
Each study day is described in tables in appendix A. Three noise meas-
-: urement teams measured the noise from helicopter flights on all con-
!, trolled exDosure days.
Helicopter Noise Exposure Plan
The helicopter ,loise exposure was controlled on the 17 controlled
exposure days by routing specific types of flights from Fort Eustis over
the study area and by rerouting other helicopter flights away from the
study area. Local air traffic control officials tried to keep all other
flights at least one mile from the study area. The map in figure 1
: shows the flight path which goes through the middle of the rectangularA
study area. The flight path was chosen for easy identification from
the air: much of the path follows a central straight road which is in
line with a distant water reservoir. Most flights proceeded in a north-
erly direction, as indicated by the arrow on the map, but some came in
the reverse direction. Almost all of the controlled exposure flights
were provided by rerouting flights on-route to or on return from routine
training exercises. The center of standard Fort Eustis helicopter oper-
ations is labeled "HELIPORT" in the upper left corner of the map in
- figure I.
The exposure condition for each of the study days was desigped to
• provide a particular type of helicopter noise exposure. The number of
i study days planned for each type of noise exposure condition is presen-
ted in table I. The study was designed to manipulate the three vari-
ables in table I: noise level, number of flights per day, and helicop-
I ter type. The two maximum A-weighted noise levels, (85 dB and 75 dB)
are based on two altitudes (500 ft. and 1500 ft.). The numbers of
flights are the number of flights scheduled on the flight path between
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Two helicopter types are included: the relatively
impulsive UH-IH ("Huey") and the less impulsive UH-60A ("Blackhawk")
(fig. 2). Large numbers of UH-60A helicopters could not be obtained
and thus in table I the flights on high number-of-event days are of
UH-IH helicopters. Table I contains 18 exposure conditions, however
only 17 controlled exposure days were actually acI_ieved due to a flight
scheduling problem on the last study day.
4
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The various types of exposure days were intermixed over the study
period except that the two highest number-of-event days were scheduled
_ for the last two weeks so that if publicity were generated b,_ the high-
est noise exposure conditions, it would not bias ,he pre',ious interview
responses. Controlled exposure days and in fact all 22 study days were
weekdays, Monday through Thursday. Flights tended to be concentrated
in the late morning and early afternoon. The actually achieved heli-
copter noise environments are presented in tables A-II and A-III in Ap-
! pendix A.
v
I
Sample Selection
The study area enclosed by a 500 m strip along the approximately
6 km long flight path (fig. I) includes 861 dwellings. The study area
is a suburban residential area (fig. 3). No commercial establishments
are enclosed in the area. All dwellings are either one or two story
frame construction dwellings. The study area is bounded on the north,
west and south by rivers which are not crossed by roads. As a result
.! there is only local traffic and no major roads are included in the area.
The study population is defined to be all adults residing within
the study area who are normally at home during the daytime on weekdays.
:| An attempt was made to include every eligible member of the population
_ in the sample with the single exception that no more than one person
i was drawn from each household.
i The sample was drawn by first creating a list of all addresses by
: up-dating a map of the area during an address listing visit. Before
_ interviewers visited the area for sample selection, letters were sent
to all 861 dwellings asking for the residents' cooperation in the study
i (appendix _). Interviewers used the "Respondent Selection Sheet"
I (appendix B) to determine whether each resident met five eligibility
i criteria: (I) at least 18 years of age, (2) usually at home during the
. daytime on weekdays (at the very least on two of the Monday to Thurs-
day weekday morr ings), (3) expect to be home for the following five
weeks, (4) not a night worker (i.e., awak ,9 during the day) and (5) nor-
mal hearing (no difficulty in hearing normal conversation). One indi-
vidual was randomly drawn from among any eligible adults in a household.
At the end of the initial face-to-face interview, the respondent was
told about the telephone follow-up program and was given a 40-dollar
honorarium for agreeing to participate.
Of the 861 dwellings in the area about half had eligible adults
from which the final 338 respondents were drawn with _ response rate of
84%. Of the 338 respondents, 330 completed the program and yielded a
concluding interview thus giving an attrition rate of 2%. More details
on these response and attrition rates are provided in appendix C. With
338 respondents and 22 follow-up days there were a possible 7436 fol-
low-up interviews from which a total of 6345 interviews were conducted
with respondents who had been at home at least part of the 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. period on that day. Thus 85% of the attempted follow-up con-
tacts yielded usable interviews.
In the analyses which relate the respondents' annoyance to measur-
ed helicopter noise exposure levels, only the interviews from the 17
5
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noise exposure days are included. A total of 4880 interviews were con-
ducted when people were at home during controlled helicopter noise ex-
posure days. From an examination of these respondents' activity pat-
terns it was determined that 4178 interviews were conducted with indi-
viduals who were at home during at least one of the scheduled helicop-
ter noise events. Most of the analyses of response to helicopter noise
are based on these 4178 interviews.
Social Survey Data Collection
The social survey questionnaire development and data collection
process consisted of four distinct phases. Special steps were taken to
maintain a high quality of data collection during the extended study
period.
Ouestionnaire Development Phase (June to August, 1983). - The question-
naires were developed in accord with standard noise annoyaqce survey
procedures. The questionnaires are quite short and consist largely of
types of questions which have been thoroughly tested in other noise
annoyance surveys. Some development was, however, needed on two types
of questionnaire items: the time diary questions (Q.I in the repeated
telephone questionnaire in appendix B) and a scale labeling question
(0.II in the initial face-to-face questionnaire in appendix B).
Pretests served to test these questions and, more importantly, to test
the procedures needed for recruiting and maintaining the sample for the
large number of repeated interviews.
A small-scale pretest of I0 interviews was performed around a com-
mercial airport in June. Two larger pretests with 18 people and 14
follow-up interviews each were performed around a laru. conventional
military airport in July and August. As a result of these two pretests,
it was concluded that 40% of the addresses would yield interviews, that
a high continuation rate could be expected, that respondents would be
willing to cooperate for a long series of repeated interviews and that
interviewer assignments could be smoothly rotated during the follow-up
program. It was also decided that it was essential that all the repeat-
ed telephone interviews be made from a single, closely supervised cen-
tral location.
Face-to-face initial interview phase (August 30 to Sept. 13).- The ini-
tial face-to-face interview was conducted in the respondent's home. The
visits to addresses in the study area were proceeded by the previously
mentioned letter to respondents (appendix B). After the respondent was
selected, the interviewer admini3tered the face-to-face questionnaire
(appendix B). This questionnaire obtained some background information
on the respondent, obtained basic information about reactions to envi-
runmental noises, served to provide direct training to the respondent
in how to use the numerical scale which would later be administered by
telephone, and recruited respondents for the complete survey program.
The questionnaire included the "core questionnaire" which was used for
the repeated telephone interviews. Respondents wez_ given a numerical
scale which they could attach to their telephones for use during the
telephone phase (appendix B). The interview took approximately 20 min-
utes to administer. Though respondents did learn that the purpose of
6
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i the questionnaire was to study noise, neither the respondents nor the
_ interviewers knew that helicopter noise was of any special interest.
Re__ated short telephone intecview phase (Sept. 14 to Nov. 9).- This
i[,terview co.sists of the "core questionnaire" which is included in all
questionnaires in the study. The questionnaire was administered by
telephone from a central location on the 22 repeated interview days.
There are two important parts to the questionnaire (appendJ: * The
initial time diary part (O.l) obtains information about tie _ime when
respondents were at difEerent locations (indoors, outdoor:, and ou_ of
the area) during the day. This information is used in the analysis to
individualize the noise exposure for each respondent on the basis of
the flights which occurred when the respondent was present. Wr,_;n com-
, bined with the information about window closing (Q.3) additionat ad-
justed estimates of helicopter noise exposure can be formed. This
diary question also served to help the respondent to carefully recall
the events during the day before answering the following noise annoy-
. ance question.
The primary noise annoyance question for the analyses in the re-
"i mainder of this report is Question 4:
I
He are gotn9 to rata t_(_) not_hborhood soundson _ur scale bhich 9nos frm
O. If you nore enot it all annoyed to 10 tf you yore "extrmely snnoyed."
Remmbir to ti_e t_to account both boy -any tines you heard a sound iS no11 aS
boy ouch It bothered _u vhen )_u did heir tt. |f )_u do not remmbir hearing I
sound _ don't rite It and i v_ll irk It as "not heard."
Q4 Vhen you vlre it MM dur|nf the day (t__._Z) _ such rare yo_ bothered orannoyed _-; tk4 nolse fr,-, ..... (cars) . • ?
' IllllIG I
a. Cart [_
zo
b. Tru¢ki [_
ZO
c. I_)torcyclis /o
a
d. Jot airplanes
ZO
e. He11copters _]
f. _11 prW411erairplanes
ZO
l- itlhbors' toolsor _0
yir4 equipment
h. Is there any otkor nolle
vhich bothered or lnno_ed
llu around Mre tndiyl lO (mO;_)
llllllll All. CllCLl _li)
t, If ill i suckdid it
botheryou!
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The entire question including the introduction was read each time. The
question draws attention to both the numbers and noise levels of events.
Helicopters are mentioned in the middle of a list of seven noise sources.
This meant respondents would not be aware of the special interest in
helicopter noise and also provided comparable information about reac-
tions to other environmental noises.
Most respondents were contacted on the evening of the study day.
If they were not at home, attempts continued on the following day until
12=00 noon. About 17 perce._t of the interviews took place on the morn-
ing after the study day. Respondents did not know which days they would
be contacted. Telephone interviews were conducted on 5 non-noise days
as well as the 17 controlled helicopter exposure days. The interviews
generally lasted less than four minutes.
The questionnaire used on the next to the last day (appe,dix B)
concluded with a slightly extended version which asked about activities
outside of the 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. time period as well as about annoyance
during the ertire 24 hour period. Respondents were not aware of this
slight addition while answering the standard core questions.
Concluding telephone interview phase (Nov. 9 to Nov. 28).- The con_:lud-
ing questlonnaire (appendix B) began with the core questionnaire. The
respondent did not know that this would be any diffferent than any of
the proceeding inter, iews until after the standard telephone core ques-
tionnaire was completed. The concluding questionnaire repeated some of
the initial questionnaire items about long-term annoyance, obtained ad-
ditional details about reactionb during the study period and included
questions about attitudes toward the three types of aircraft noise.
i Most of the interviews were conducted in the evening or during the
day following the concluding study day (Nov. 9). Some of the interviews
were conducted on later dates in order to obtain the important addi-
tional attitudinal and background data which were only requested in the
concluding interview. The concluding interview was not counted as one
of the 17 noise exposure days.
Social survey procedures.- The social survey was conducted in accord
With widely accepted, standard procedures (see a standard textbook such
as Moser and Kalton, 1971) which are designed to reduce errors in mea-
surement and keep interviewer behavior from biasing responses. Thus,
interviewers were ir'structed to read the questions exactly as written
and record answers exactly as given. In addition to such standard pro-
cedures, a number of special steps were taken because of the repeated
interview design, the need to conceal the interest in helicopters and
the need to train some interviewers without ,revious professional inter-
viewing experience.
The interviewer supervisor was a field interviewer supervisor for
?
a national social survey research organization. Some interviewers had
previous professional interviewin_J experience. An important part of
the selection of other interviewers occurred during the job interview.
The prospective interviewer was required to correctly conduct a mock
interview based on home study of an interview methods instruction
manual which was issued as part of the job application procedure.
8
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Interviewer trainin G was extensive and individualized. Interview-
ers studied both genera] interviewing technique materials as well as
the "Environmental Survey Interviewer Instructions" (appendix D) which
were specially prepared for this study. Six hours of home study were
required. Interviewers received two days of personal instruction.
Each interviewer conducted practice interviews during the training per-
iod until the supervisor was confident in the interviewer's abilities.
Additional training sessions were conducted for the repeated telephone
questionnaire, for the lengthened questionnaire used on the next to the
last day, and for the concluding questionnaire.
Interviewing performance was closely supervised at all stages.
The face-to-face interviews were edited and reviewed with the inter-
viewer daily when necessary. The supervision was closest for the t_:le-
phone interviewing phases. All interviews were conducted in a single
room within earshot of the super,isor. The study investigator and
supervisor syste1_aticall: monitored telephone interviews. Any depar-
• tures from standard techniques were immediately corrected. All inter-
views were edited daily. Computer consistency checks were run on all
interview data and any problems were immediately discussed.
A number of steps were taken to maintain high interviewer morale
and respondent cooperation during the lengthy study. Respondents were i
specifically asked to suggest times in the eveqing when they should not
be called or when they would prefer to be called. Steps were taken to
maintain morale after two nights when some unpleasant interviewing
expe,-iences might have affected interviewers. On the day_ immediately
following these two nights (September 22 and October 19), interviewers
read a prepared message to each respondent which assured the respondents
of the value of the response and provided another opportunity to modify
the calling time. The messages encouraged the respondents who reacted
favorably which in turn provided morale-boosting positive fe,-dback to
interviewers. Morale was probably also generally increased by the use
of the same interviewer with the same respondent for sevezal weeks at a
time. Interviewer interest was increased because the eight-week period
was long enough that events happened in respondents' lives (births,
deaths, vL_ations) in which interviewers became interested. The posse-
t bility that biases might occur because of high rapport levels w
j guarded against. Interviewers were not allowed to discuss noise or
other neighborhood characteristics. A large proportion of the inter-
viewing assignments were randomly redistributed twice during the study
-recess so that any interviewer effects could be measured.
All possible steps were taken to conceal the helicopter noise goal
from respondents and interviewers. The study was described as being
i carried out for the Department of Transportation (this department in-
cludes the Federal Aviation Administration). The interviewers were
directly hired by The Bionetics Corporation. Interviewers were told
i that the study was being conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center
1 because it was a convenient federal facility for the Department of
; Transportation. Contacts with Fort Eustls we_ maintained by separate
personnel. The absence of interviews on m_[_t poor weather days was
explained in terms of real difficulties i_ ,,._k'ng noise measurements.
NASA communications and labels for files ......_ther documents referred
to a Department of Transportation study. "_e Fort Eustis pilot_ and
9
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other personnel involved in the study were briefed on the importance of
not discussing the special controlled flight arrangements. Inquiries
from local newspapers were satiafactorily handled with a full briefing
after the study. This briefing led to an informative post-survey news-
paper article. After the data collection had been completed all inter-
viewers and respondents were debriefed with a full description of the
study.
Noise Measurement Program
Attended noise measurements were made of both helicopter flights
and ambient noise from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at one fixed location and two
mobile locations on all 17 controlled noise exposure days and on three
of the uncontrolled exposure days (table A-III). The fixed location
was on the southern boundary of the study area. Eacl of the mobile
site measurements was made at a new site on each day. Analogue record-
ings of helicopter flights were made with a Nagra IV SJ tape. recorder
at the fixed location. At the mobile sites the measurement equipment
consisted of a R&K 4426 Noise Level Analyzer and Statistical Processor
connected to a Type 2313 Alphanumeric Printer. All sites used the B&K
4134S half-inch microphone. The measurement teams were instructed to
measure, all helicopter flights which reached a maximum A-weighted noise
level of 60 dB. These included all of the planned, controlled flights
as well as some unplanned flights which could not be diverted from the
a tea.
Maximum noise levels, LA (slow response), were obtainea for all
helicopter flights at all sites. For the mobile sites the values of
LA were visually observed on the noise level analyzer. For the fixed
sites, the analog recordings were later analyzed in the laboratory to
provide four descriptors of each flight: LA, SEL, EPNL and PNL. The
i hourly ambient LEQ values were obtained at the mobile sites from con-
_ tinuous measurements of the A-weighted sound level during the time when
helicopters were not audible.
Calculation of Daily Noise Indices
The data from all of the helicopter flyovers at each of the three
i noise measurement positions cn each day were analyzed to calculate ag-
gregated noise levels to represent the average helicopter noise envi-
ronment over the entire study area on a particular day. These calcula-
tions had to take into account the variations in noise levels from all
_v of the planned flights at a single site on a single day, the variations
i between the levels measured for the same planned flight at different
sites, the presence of unplanned flights, the mixture of different
types of helicopters introduced by unplanned flights, and the time per-
iod during which each respondel_t was actually at home on a particular
study day. This section describes the calculation procedures. The ef-
fects of some of the departures from the original study design are dis-
cussed later under "Achieved Helicopter Noise Conditions".
The objective of the noise calculation program was to estimate the
helicopter noise level to which each respondent was exposed on each day.
I0
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The basic input data were the physical noise data (noise level and time
of occurance of each helicopter noise event at each of three noise mea-
surement sites) and the social survey data (the location of the respon-
dent at each minute during the day). Estimation of the individual ex-
posures was a four-step process: (i) assignment of noise levels to each
helicopter noise event at each noise measurement site on each day, (2)
calculation of the noise environment at each site on each day, (3) es-
timation of the average noise environment for the entire study area for
each day and (4) individualization of the noise exposure for each indi-
vidual's activities on each day.
Assignment of noise levels to each helicopter noise event.- Noise levels
were analyzed from each of three noise measurement sites based on each
helicopter noise event which reached a maximum ef 60 dB (LA). For the
fixed site the values for all four noise metrics could be taken directly
from the analysis of the analogue tapes (LA, SEL, EPNL and PNL). At the
mobile sites only the values of LA were directly observed. The LA value
was available for virtually every flight at all locations (on the rare
" occasions when there was a malfunction, the level from another site was
used). The SEL values at the mobile sites (SEL M) had to be estimated
from the values of LA. Since the planned flights were measured at both
the fixed and the mobile sites, the SEL values at the mobile sites
could be estimated by calculating the difference between LA and SEL at
the fixed sited (SELF-LA) and adding it to the measured value of LA at
the mobile site (SELM=LA M + SELF-LAF). For the unplanned flights when
the flight was only measured at the mobile site, the value of SEL at
the mobile site was estimated based on the general relationship between
the values of SEL and LA at the fixed site. This relationship was es-
timated from the regression of SEL on LA (SEL = 19.394 + LA • 0.884956).
Calculation of noise environment at each site on each day.- Logarithmic
average values of SEL and LA were calculated for each site on each day.
Numbers of flights were also counted. The valLes of SEL and numbers of
flights were also calculated separately for each helicopter type: UH-IH
and other impulsive types, UH-60A and other non-impulsive types, and
unidentified helicopter types. All calculations were repeated twice,
once for all flights with LA greater or equal to 60 dB and once for all
flights with LA greater or equal to 66 dB. The 60 dB cut-off was used
because this was the criterion used by the noise measurement team in
recording flights. The 66 dB cut-off was included because this was the
lowest noise level recorded from a planned flight.
Calculation of average noise environment for study area on each day.-
The average noise levels and numbers of events for the study area were
the arithmetic averages of the values at the three noise measurement
sites on each day. This is a simple exercise for the total estimates
but is somewhat more complex for the estimates of numbers and average
SEL values for each helicopter type. The average SEL value for each
type is the average for al] identified helicopter types. (The average
SEL for unidentified types was only used if there were no identified
flights of the two major types on a day). The numbers of unidentified
helicopter flights were allocated between the two helicopter types on
the basis of the general experience with other unplanned, but identified
helicopter noise flights. On planned UH-IH days, 75% of the unplanned,
unidentified flights are estimated to be impulsive helicopters, while
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on UH-60A days, 58% are estimated to be impulsive helicopters. This
entire process was repeated for both the 60 and 66 dB noise event defi-
nitions.
Individualization of noise exposure for each respondent.- Two sets of
: individualized exposures were created for each respondent: exposures
adjusted only for presence in area during flights ("respondent present"
adjustment) and exposures adjusted for house attenuation as well as
presence in area ("attenuation" adjustment). The "respondent present"
adjustment is described in this section and used in most of the report.
The "attenuation adjustment" is described in the "Activity Pattern and
Location" section of this report. Respondents reported the times they
were away from home for each study day. (Being at a neighbor's house
within three houses was counted as being at home). Flights which took
place when the respondent was away from home were subtracted from the
"average" noise exposure (average for entire study area) to provide the
"respondent present" adjusted set of noise data. The adjustments were
relatively simple and direct for the planned flights because the time
of the flights was uniform over the entire study area. Adjustments for
_ the unplanned flights were made differently since the timing of the un-
planned flights could not be determined individually for each respon-
dent. The number of unplanned flights was individualized by multiply-
• ing the total number of unplanned flights on a day by the proportion of
the time that the respondent had been at home during the nine-hour study
day.
Values of LEQ were calculated on the basis of the numbers of
flights and the average SEL values. EPNL and PNL values could not be
: determined for unplanned flights (appendix E). The few analyses using
these metrics are thus based on the noise data from only the planned
flights.
_. A total of 58 descriptors of the noise environment were created by
the above procedures. Most of the analyses presented in the body of
this report utilize descriptors which include both planned and unplan-
ned flights and which have been individualized for t_ respondent's
presence in the area.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY COMMUNITY, SURVEY RESPONDENTS AND
ACHIEVED HELICOPTER NOISE CONDITIONS J
Information from the interviews and noise measurements about the
study setting is examined in this section. The noise environments I
actually achieved by the controlled helicopter noise exposure program
are also described. _
Community Setting
The study area is a quiet, middle-class suburban area. Homes
appear to be well maintained. No unusual neighborhood problems were
apparent from visual examinations of the area. No widely preceived
problems emerged in answer to the open-ended question (Q.2) at the begin-
ning of the initial interview (a listing of the answers to Q.2 and other
12
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!selected questions is provided in appendix F). The most frequently men-
. tioned problems related to some aspect of road traffic, not necessarily
noise, or various types of community services. The respondents' assess-
ments of their residential area in the initial interview (Q.3) can be
compared with national averages from the 1977 Annual Housing Survey
• (Annual. .1977, p. 45). The helicopter study respondents rated their
:i area somewhat more highly than did the national sample: 42% rate the
"neighborhood as an excellent place to live" compared to 35% for the
i nation as a whole. The absence of major problems is clear since 94%
rated the area as "excellent" or "good" compared to 81% nationwide.
[
4
The ambient noise level measurements confirmed that there were not
.i additional major noise sources in the area. Ambient noise levels (ex-
cluding helicopter noise) were measured at 32 different sites visited
by the two mobile noise measurement teams _nbient values of LEQ for 8
i a.m. to 5 p.m. on study days ranged from 51 to 65 dB with a mean of 57
dR. The variations in ambient LEQ seem to be caused entirely by highly
localized, infrequent noise events. When the ambient values were plot-
ted on a map of the study area, there was not a tendency for higher
levels to be found along particular types of roads or within particular
suhareas. Long-term average ambient noise levels are thus assumed to
be equivalent for the entire study area.
The perceived relative importance of different noise sources in
the area can be ascertained from the long-term ratings of seven noise
sources in the initial face-to-face interview (Q.4). The mean annoy-
ance score for each noise source on the 0 to 10 annoyance scale was
computed ("not heard" is scored as 0). Helicopters received a rating
of 2.5 which is less annoying than two sources (cars at 3.2 and motor-
cycles at 3.0), but more annoying than the other sources (jet airplanes,
2.4; trucks, 2.4; neighbors' tools and yard equiptment, 1.5; small pro-
pellet airplanes, 0.9). Respondents were given the opportunity to men-
tion any other noise source not included in the check list (Q.4h). The
only noise sources mentioned by at least 5% of the respondents were
barking dogs (23%) and neighbors' audio equiptment (5%).
Discussions with air traffic officials at Fort Eustis and the local "
Federal Aviation Administration office confirmed that the study area is
normally impacted by helicopter noise. No data are available, however,
on the numbers or noise levels of these uncontrolled flights. The
respondents' replies on the first and last interviews provide confirma-
tion that the study area is normally impacted by helicopter noise. On
the first interview, 94% of the respondents reported (Q.4) that they had
heard helicopt:r flights over the past year and 77% reported that they
were to some degree annoyed. Thus there was some awareness of helicop-
ter noise before the survey began. The helicopter noise levols were
almost certainly higher during the survey than before the survey. When
respondents were asked about noise levels during the study period (Q.10,
appendix F), the increase in the noise level had not been noticed by the
59% of the respondents who replied that the helicopter noise situation
was no different than usual or the 5% of the respondents who reported
that the helicopters were quieter than usual. Thirty-six percent of the
respondents felt that the helicopters had been "more noisy than usual".
A quite different indicator of the impact of the controlled helicopter
noise exposure program is provided by the fact that the helicopter
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9flights did not provoke large numbers of public complaints. The person-
nel at Fort Eustis were aware of only two complaints from community
residents about the helicopter noise during the study period. The study
thus occurred in a community which was already familiar with helicopter
noise and in which the change in helicopter noise produced by the experi-
mental conditions was not even perceived as a change by about two-thirds
of the respondents.
Description of Respondents and Their Perceptions of the Survey
The effects of various respondent characteristics on reactions to
helicopter noise will be examined ip a later section of this report. At
this point possibly relevant demographic and attitudinal characteristics
of respondents will be described. Respondents' perceptions of the sur-
vey process will be examined for any possible biases. Most of the data
presented in this section can be found in appendix F in which the per-
centage breakdowns for answers to the survey questions are provided.
Demographic Characteristics.- Since the survey concerned only noise
events which occurred during the daytime on specific days, only the part
of the population which is normally at home during the daytime was
" eligible to be selected into the sample. The demographic character-
istics of the sample are consistent with the sample selection rules but
do not totally exclude people from most large demographic groups: 80%
are women, 86% are not employed and 53% are at least forty years old.
Only 12% of the sample are renting their homes.
The presence of large numbers of military installations in the area
also affect the characteristics of the sample. Of the 432 employed peo-
ple living in the surveyed households, 13% worked at Fort Eustis, 3%
worked at an air force base (Langley Air Force Base) and 10% had some
other type of military employment. Thus, though Fort Eustis does not
dominate the 3tea, roughly one-quarter of the sample had a person in
their house:.Jold connected with the armed services.
About half of the sample had lived in their present house more than
seven years. Some 12% had moved into their present house in the preced-
ing nine months.
The sample in this study differs from the general population in
that it is predominately women, non-working persons, older than average,
and includes high percentage of households in which a member is em-
ployed in lhe armed services. The possibility that these characteris-
tics affect helicopter noise response will be examined in the last sec-
tion of this report.
At___ttitudinalCharacteristics.- Attitudes toward different types of air-
craft were asked about in the concluding interview (Q.13 and Q.14) after
! _ 1 the noise annoyance questions had been completed. Parallel ques-
I uions were asked about the three types of aircraft: "Jet airplanes","Helicopters", and "Small propeller airplanes". The answers to the
questions show that respondents were aware of the origin of the heli-
copter Flights in the area_ 97% said that the helicopters were mainly
military and 91% said that they were mainly connected with Fort Eustis.
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Over half of the respondents gave responses which are associated with
relatively positive evaluations of helicopters in three respects: 64%
said that helicopters were "very important", 62% said that "pilots or
other authorities" could not do anything to reduce the helicopter noise,
and 67% did not feel that they were "ever" afraid that a helicopter
might crash nearby. Some 5% said that they "usually" feared that a heli-
copter which they heard passing might crash. Comparisons with attitudes
to other aircraft noise sources can not be usefully made with these data
because of the very different and much lower noise exposure experienced
from the other aircraft types.
Participation in the surve_ process.- The study differed from convention-
al surveys because the noise exposure was controlled, the primary inter-
est in helicopters needed to be concealed from the respondents, respon-
dents were densely clustered in a single area, extensive cooperation was
required from respondents and data were repeatedly collected from the
same respondents. All of these features posed potential problems which
. were partially assessed with questions in the concluding interview. The ;
extensive precautions taken to conceal the specific interest in helicop- i
tern were successful. Less than 1% of the respondents on the concluding I
:_! questionnaire tl,ought that the study sponsors were "mainly interested :
-_ in . . helicopuer" noise (O•21). No respondent had heard a neighbor .
or'family member say that the study was mainly about helicopter noisel
"i (0.20). In spite of the fact that this question closely followed a
: series of questions which specially singled out aircraft noise, only 15
i percent mentioned that they personally thought that the survey was
mainly about aircraft noise (0.21). The vast majority of the respon- i
•I dents (70 to 80%) simply accepted the offered explanation that the
,'_-_ survey concerned all types of noise
I
The concentration of the sample into a single area and the long
_-i time period for the survey do not appear to have generated a large I
-, amount of discussion about the study among neighbors. Some 74% (Q.18)
did not know of anyone else who had been participating in this survey _
in which respondents were being repeatedly called back. Some 73% of the !
respondents had never talked to a neighbor about the study (Q.19) and
only 8% had discussed the survey with a_ neighbor more than two times• ,
The previously mentioned high completion rate for the study (less i
than 2% failed to complete the concluding interview) indicates that it
was possible to ensure the respondents' cooperation during the extended 1
, study period. Unsystematic observations based on discussions with in- i
' terviewers at the time of the concluding interview suggest that most J
I respondents were satisfied with the interviewing experience. Somewhat ',
more quantitative evidence for this assertion is available from theI
answers to a question in the concluding interview about whether OK not
40 dollars was a satisfactory honorarit_ (Q.23). Some 20% said that 40
dollars was "more than is needed', 72% said it was "about right" and
only 8% said it was "too little'. The general concensus of the inter-
viewers was that the honorarium played an essential role in obtaining
the high rate of continued cooperation.
The effect of repeated questioning about annoyance and feelings
about noise will be directly assessed in a later section. The respon-
dent's own awareness of any changes was asked about in the concluding
15
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Dinterview. Some 74% reported that the "asking about noise" had made
them "notice the noise around here more" (Q.II). However 86% said that
they felt it had not made them any more bothered than they had been
before (Q.12). More people did however, report that they were "more
bothered now" (12%), than reported that they were "less bothered" now
(2%).
Achieved Helicopter Noise Environment
The exposure conditions presented in table I provided the basis for
the scheduling of helicopter flights. The actual helicopter noise expo-
sure conditions produced in the field were ascertained through the noise
measurement program described in the previous data collection section of
this report. Differences between predicted noise exposure levels and
the actually measured levels might be expected in this study because of
I modifications in the design (one day was lost and one low number-of-
i events day was changed to a high number-of-events day), difficulties in
I scheduling flights (there were 6,7, or 10 flights on 3 of the days sched-
1 uled for 8 flights), the intrusion of other helicopter flights into
i the area (usually at a low noise level), and normal deviations of measur-
ed from predicted values under field conditions. The effects of these
factors on the daily summary noise levels for the entire study area are
: presented in this section. Noise levels for specific study sites and
specific study days can be found in appendix A.
Table II compares the actually measured noise environments with
those predicted from the original study design. In the last three col-
: umns of table II, the noise environment has been calculated from differ-
ent data bases: using only the planned flights, using all flights, and
using all flights but individualizing the exposure for each respondent.
The most important comparison is between the originally predicted envi-
:i. ronment (first column) and the individualized exposure (last column).
i
i In the first line the 77 dB(A) average of the daily mean maximum noise
levels (LA) is within two decibels of the planned level of 79 dB(A).
The numbers of helicopter flights are higher than originally designed,
! mainly because of the additional unplanned flights. As is generally the
case for field conditions, the standard deviation of both noise levels
and numbers of events (logln number ) is lower than planned ( ar_=3.9
rather than 5.0 and OloaN _v0"31 rather than 0.39). The correlah'ion
between noise level and=number of events (logl0 number) remained accept-
able low (r=0.10 rather than 0.ii). The single measurement day which
was lost was one of the more heavily represented UH-IH days (II rather
than 12 days). In the last line of table II it is seen that on five
days the flights from unplanned helicopter types were sufficiently numer-
ous so that the nine-hour LEQ for unplanned helicopters was within 7 to
I0 dB of the nine-hour LEQ for the planned helicopter flights.
The departures from the original study design considerably increas-
ed the complexity of the analyses of the noise data. A detailed examin-
ation of the data have however shown that these departures did not have
_ an important effect on the study objectives. The range of noise condi-
i tions studied is consistent with the original study objectives. The
_i analyses of the effects of non-standard flights in appendix G found that
_I regression slopes should not be underestimated by more than 14% for the
LI
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worst case considered. The moderate intrusion of unplanned types of
helicopters {s controlled for in the analyses.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effects of helicopter noise levels, numbers of events, and hel-
icopter type on annoyance with helicopter noise will be examined in this
section. Alternative noise indices for helicopter noise will be evalua-
ted and the reactions at particular helicopter noise levels will also
be described. The effect of non-acoustical factors on helicopter noise
annoyance will also be examined.
Effect of Numbers of Noise Evcnts on Helicopter
Noise Annoyance
The effects of the number of noise events and the noise levels of
those events are examined in this section. The data are first presented
in a relatively unstructured form before alternative noise indices are
cornpa red.
Form of the number-of-event effect.- In order to examine the pattern of
the reactions to different noise levels and numbers of noise events, the
individual daily annoyance scores have been averaged within number-of-
event and noise level categories in figure. 4. The number of helicopter
noise events is individualized so as to represent the number of events
occuring during the time when the person reported being at home on the
particular day (see earlier section on Calculation of Daily Noise
Indices). The noise level is the logarithmic average of the noise
levels from those events (measured in SEL). Since the noise exposures
are individualized, the individual annoyance ratings which are averaged
to form a single data point in figure 4 may be drawn from several
different test days. This procedure partially averages out the effects
of possible extraneous differences which may affect responses on partic-
ular study days.
In figure. 4 annoyance increases steadily with both number of noise
events and noise level. There is a trend for a somewhat less steep re-
lationship between noise level and annoyance in the lowest number-of-
event groups. A simple, standard method for evaluatiPg th_ importance
of such an interaction effect is to perform a regression of annoyance
on three terms: noise level, number of noise events (lOgl0N), and a mul-
tiplicative int:raction term (noise level multiplied by lOgl0N). The
interaction term is not statistically significant and its inclusion in-
creases the amount of variance which can be explained by noise level and
number of events by less than 0.2%. Thus there is not support for an
interaction effect. The pattern in figure 4 might also be hypothesized
to be summarized by an additive model, but one in which the form of the
noise level effect is curvilinear, rather than linear. A test of the
form of the noise level effect was performed by regressing annoyance on
ilumber of noise events (lOgl0N), noise level and the noise level squared.
There is not sufficient evidence to support such a curvilinear relation-
ship since the partial regression coefficient for the squared noise
level term is not statistically significant and the addition of the term '
increased the amount of explained variance by less than 0.2%.
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; Most noise indices are based on a logarithmic transformation of
the number of events. In order to more closely examine the form of the
number-of-event effect in this data set the effect of noise level is
removed by normalizing reactions to a single noise level before examin-
ing the normalized annoyance reactions in six number-of-event groups.
This normalization is performed by regressing annoyance on noise level
and on a set of dummy variables which represent each number-of-event
group. The resulting annoyance scores which are normalized to a SEL
value of 87 (the mean of the average SEL levels for the sample) are
plotted by number of noise events in figure 5. The figure also in-
cludes lines which are predicted from regression analyses in which num-
ber is entered as either the untransformed number of events or lOgl0
number of events. The logarithmic transformation provides a better fit i
to the increase in annoyance with low numbers of events, while the lin-
ear representation comes closer to the annoyance expressed in the high-
est number-of-event group. " [
In order to compare the overall performance of the linear and log-
arithmically transformed representations of the numbers of noise events, t
:_' multiple correlation coefficients were calculated. For the linear rep-
+++ resentation of number of events, annoyance was regressed on noise level
and number of noise events. For the logarithmic representation of
_, events annoyance was regressod on noise level and the logarithm of the
- number of events. When the multiple correlation coefficients for these
two regression equations were compared it was found that the standard
logarithmic transformation is slightly more highly correlated with
annoyance. The differences between the two correlations are not statis-
: tically significant. When this analysis was repeated for other noise i
+_ data bases and sample definitions (Appendix H) the same slight, but not
i
statistically significant, differences were found. The same pattern
persisted when helicopter type was entered into both regression equa-
o
tions.
I
Most widely used noise indices, including LEO and LDN, are based !
on an additive-logarithmic model which is consistent with adding the
average noise level and logarithmically transformed number of events. ,_
• The findings from this study have been consistent with this logarithmic
transformation of the number of events. (Of course the study provides
no information about the nighttime weighting in LDN.) Though there is
,+ some evidence that annoyance may increase less slowly with noise level
L for low numbers of events, this interaction effect was found to be suf-
ficiently weak so that reactions are adequately represented by the con-
ventional additive model in the remaining analyses in this report.
Relative effect of noise level and number of events in the additive-
+'r' logarithmic model.- In the additive-logarithmic model the main parameter
_ of interest is one which summarizes the effect of number of noise events.
_ The effect of number is conventionally expressed numerically as the num-
' her of decibels which increases annoyance by the same amount as a ten-
fold increase in number of noise events. The numerical value is thus
+ the decibel equivalent of the annoyance caused by a one unit change in
Iog]0N. In this report this parameter is labeled the "decibel equiva-
lent number effect'. The parameter is estimated from the linear regres-
+ slon of annoyance (A) on the average levels of SEL (L) and the logarithm
of the number of events (lOgl0N):
18
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A = B 0 + BL • L + BN • (lOgl0N) (i)
where B 0 is the intercept, and B L and BN are the unstandardized partial
regression coefficients for noise level and number of events. These
partial regression coefficients express the effect of noise level and
number of events in terms of annoyance units. BN is thus the increase
in annoyance which would be expected if there were a one-unit increase
in logl0N (ie. a ten-fold increase in number of noise events). BL is
the increase in annoyance which would be expected if there were a one-
unit (decibel) increase in noise level. Since the values of BN and
BL are expressed in units which are unique to the particular annoyance
scale scoring, the values can not be directly compared across studies.
In order to provide a value which can be compared and to provide a mea-
sure of the relative importance of noise level and number of events, the
entire equation can be divided by BL:
A/B L = L + (BN/BL).(IogN) + B0/B L.
Following the convention established in the Heathrow aircraft noise
annoyance studies (Second...1971), the decibel equivalent number
effect is then defined as:
kN = BN/BL i
The value of kN, the decibel equivalent number effect, in LEO or LDN is
10. A higher value of kN=15 is used in the British Noise and Number
Index and in the Netherlands Total Noise Load Index (B Index). While
the structure of the model is the same for all indices, the indices do
differ in the definition of the noise level term. In the case of NNI it
is the logarithmic average of the maximum perceived noise levels, PNL.
This means that the duration of the events is not a:counted for in the i
SEL noise level variable used in these analyses.
The full regression equations and the values of kN for the effect
of number of events from the helicopter noise survey are provided in i
table III. Standard errors for these values are shown in parentheses.
The standard errors have been calculated using the bootstrap repeated I
replication technique which takes into account the variability introduc-
ed in sampling people, subareas and study days (see appendix I). The
noise data used in Part A of table III include all flights while the
data in Part B include only the planned flights. This second, less com-
plete base for the noise level is necessary because EPNL and PNL could
not be estimated for the unplanned flights (see appendix E). The two
noise metrics which take account of the duration of the flyovers, SEL
and EPNL, give very similiar estimates of kN; 8.5 for SEL and 8.3 for
EPNL. When the controls for helicopter type are introduced in table
III, the values of kn are only slightly changed for the SEL estimate
(kn changes from 8.5 to 7.9) and not changed at all for the EPNL esti-
mate. The two metrics which are based only on maximum noise levels, LA
and PNL give higher, more variable estimates which range from 10.6 to
15.8 in table III. These two maximum noise level metrics also result in
lower multiple correlation coefficients (last column of Table III).
The values of kN in equations including LA and PNL are also substan-
tially reduced when helicopter type is included. This demonstrates that
when only maximum noise level is considered, the effect of number of
t
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events is overestimated because of the intercorrelations between peak
noise level, duration and helicopter type.
The best estimates of the decibel equivalent number effect in table
III are those based on SEL in Part A since these include all observed
flights in the noise data base. The best estimate of the decibel equiv-
alent number effect is thus kN=8.1, if the helicopter type effect is
ignored, or kN=7.8, if helicopter type is included. These estimates
fall slightly below the conventional factor of kN=10 which is found in
the equivalent energy indices. However, the values of the associated
standard errors show that the 95% confidence intervals include kN=10.
The results thus are consistent with the weighting of kN=10 which is
implicit in LEO and LDN. Methodological issues raised by the large
standard errors associated with the estimates in table III are dis-
cussed in appendix I.
The square of the multiple correlation coefficient (last column of
table III) is a measure of the percentage of the variance in the individ-
ual daily noise judgements which is explained by noise level. Only
about 7% of the variance in these individual judgements is explained by
noise level This is consistent with the finding in most social surveys
.
that only a small proportion of the variance in the individual annoyance
scores is explained by noise level. As with all surveys, the correlation
is much higher if a regression is performed in which the mean annoyance
score is predicted foc groups of judgements at the same noise level.
When noise level _s measured in LEO (9 hr) and the mean annoyance scores
are calculated for each of eight noise level groups, the correlation
for these "grouped data" is r=0.95. In this case 90% of the variance is I
explained by noise level. Thus, as in all noise surveys, the noise
level is a good predictor of average annoyance scores of groups, i
z
i
The Effect of Helicopter Type
The planned flights on a single controlled exposure day were all of i
a single type of helicopter: either the relatively impulsive UN-IH hel- ,i
icopter or the less impulsive UH-60A helicopter. In spite of the occa-
sional intrusion of other types of helicopters into the areas, the days
remained relatively free of high noise level events from unplanned types
of helicopters. The LEO from unplanned types was always at least 7 dB
below that for the planned type. A later analysis will take into account
the mixture, of types, but at this point the effect of helicopter type is
analyzed by simply comparing the days on the basis of the type of heli-
copter which dominated the noise environment. This comparison is pre-
sented graphically in figure 6. Noise level is represented by LEQ (9 hr)
in each case. The noise data are still individualized with values of
LEO being determined by only those flights which occurred when an indi-
vidual was at home on the particular rating day. In figure 6 the annoy-
ance is generally slightly higher on the relatively impulsive UH-IH
days. This difference is sufficiently small and inconsistent that more
complex analysis techniques had to be used.
Results from linear regression analyses of the helicopter type effect
are presented in table III. In these regression analyses the helicopter
type was scored zero (for the less-impulsive helicopter type days) or
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one (for the impulsive helicopter type days). Partial regression
coefficients were calculated from the regression of annoyance on noise
:_ level, number of events (loglO N) and helicopter type. The ratio of the
helicopter type partial regression coefficient to the noise level
partial regression coefficient provides a measure of the decibel equiva-
lence of a difference in helicopter type (kH) which is exactly analogous
to the previously calculated decibel equivalent number effect. For the
analysis based on SEL using the most complete noise data (Part A of
table III), the estimate of the helicopter type adjustment is the
equivalent of 1.2 dB and not statistically significant (_kH=l.5). In
Part B of table III where only the planned flights are included in the
calculation of noise levels, the helicopter type effect is virtually
4 unchanged for SEL (1.8 dB). No helicopter type effect is found for
EPNL. There is a much higher estimate for LA (kH=5.8 dB). Thus, the
simple maximum level metric provides distorted estimates by not includ-
ing duration adjustments. The differunce between the correction using
SEL (1.8) and using EPNL (0.0) in table III is what would be expected
from the findings of an analysis of the relationship between SEL and
EPNL for the two helicopter types. When EPNL is predicted from SEL an
"_i additional 1.3 decibels need to be added for predictions of EPNL for
; ,
the UH-1H helicopters (appendix E).
:I|
• i All the analyses thus far have considered all flights on any one
! day to be of the same type. As was noted earlier, flights of helicopter: I
types which were not planned for a day were expected to have no impor-
tant impact because the total LEQ values for unplanned flights were
always at least 7 dB below the planned flights. A non-linear regression
: analysis was however carried out which takes into account the fact that
there were a mixture of helicopter types on particular days. For a few
respondents, the individualized noise levels of the two types were
almost equal on some days. The non-linear regression is based on a
model which implies that the differences in the effects of the two types
of flights could be represented by adding a decibel adjustment to the
noise level of each of the more annoying types of flights. This is the
method of adjustment used for the nighttime penality in such indices
as LDN. The helicopter noise annoyance judgement (A) was regressed on
the antilog of the nonimpulsive helicopter (LEQNo n) and the antilog of
the impulsive helicopter type (LEQImp):
(LEONon/10) (LEQImp/IO)
A = B0 + B L • I0 • logl0 (BNo n • i0 + Bim p • i0 )
The ratio of the partial regression coefficients for the helicopter
ty_es (Bimp/BNon) is thus the adjustment for the more impulsive helicop-
te: type. -The actual estimate for this L'atio from the non-linear regres-
sion analysis is 1.3 and thus the decibel equivalence of the difference
in reactions is 1.3 dB. Thus this method which takes account of indivi-
dual differences in exposures to different mixes of helicopter types
comes to the same conclusion as the previous analysis: any differences
between the responses to the two helicopter types are small once dura-
tion has been accounted for in SEL.
The evidence reviewed in this section suggests that any differences
in reactions to the two types of helicopters are small. With an A-
,!
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weighted, duration corrected SEL metric, the reactions to the UH-IH are
not _IQnificantly greater. While it i_ _sumed that any differences in
reactions to the two types of helico2t_-' included in this stud? are
primariiv a fuaction of the difference:_ _ impulsiveness, it is certain-
ly pc=; _e that other characteristic_ m;! have some effect. The data
: re_,lew, , here do not provide support fo_ _n impulsiveness correction in
a hcf'tooter no:se metric which alread_ lakes account of duration.
Evaluation of Alt,_t_ _,e Noise Metrics
One of the ba_es for ce,mp_, : ,_ , ise metrics is the strength of
their correlation_ with an,_oyaf_. _'his comparison can be based on the
I
multiple corre[atlo_-_ coeffic[er: _r the additive-log model in table
III. The values of the multip!e correlation coefficients for the noise
and number model (i.e., no helicopter type correction) rang_ from R=0.243
to R=0.271. The value for he_:,,opter LEQ (9 hr, A-weighted, based on
all observed flights) is r=0.263 which is virtually the same as the value ,'
of R=0.264 which is obtained for SEL based on all observed flights which
yielded the value of kN=8.1. This suggests that the difference between
this value of kN=8.1 and the value of kN=10 in LEQ are not sufficiently
large to reject LEO as a representation of the noise environment. The : _
small differences between the correlations for SEL and EPNL in Part B of _ i
table III are not statistically significant.
%
The conclusions which come from the comparison of multiple correla-
tion coefficients in this section are consistent with those which came I
from the previous analyses of the effects of numbers of noise events and
helicopter type. The inclusion of a measure of the duration of flights i
improves the ability of a noise index to predict annoyance and, equally
importantly, can account for substantial differences between helicopter
- types. There is some evidence that EPNL provides a slightly better rep- i
_' resentation of helicopter noise events than does SEL.
The widely accepted A-weighted equivalent energy indices perform
almost as well as the other indices examined here. Therefore LEO (9 hr) i
is used almost exclusively in the remainder of this report and will cer-
tainly provide an adequate representation of nois, level in the remain- iing analyses of personal and environmental characteristics which are not
related to acoustical characteristics. In these analyses LEQ has again I
; been individualized by excluding events which occurred when the respon-
I dent was absent. !
: Measuring the Degree of Annoyance with Helicopter Noise
The major analyses in this study examine the strength of the rela-
tionship between various acoustical parameters and the degree of annoy-
ance _qith the noise experienced on particular days. A by-prod.lct of
these analyses is information about the degree of short-term annoyance
at different daily values of LEO (9 hr). Some limited ._nformation is
also available about longer term annoyance reactions.
The relationship between short-term annoyance judgements and helicopter
noise.- The daily judgements of helicopter noise annoyance were all made
22
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|i on the 0-10 annoyance scale. These judgements have been summarized in
I several different ways in figures 7 to 9.
i The summary which uses the greatest amount of information about
each annoyance judgement and which has been used in the regression anal-
: yses is presented in figure 7. Each annoyance judgement was given the
number from 0 to ]0 which was chosen by the respondent. The means ofthes arnoyance judgements have been calculated and plotted by LEQ in
' figure 7. Annoyance increases steadily with noise level above an [.EQ
of roughly 45 dB but seems to be flat below that point. (The curve at
,_ these low noise levels should be interpreted with caution• The lack of
,_ a slope below 45 dB (LEQ) may be partly an artifact of the noise mea-
surement procedures or o6 response errors for annoyance responses to
! single days.)
Other representations of the annoyance response are based on di-
; chotomizations of the annoyance suale at particular scale points. The
• ten possible dichotomizations of the 0 to I0 scale are presented in fig-
I
; ure 8 as the percentage of judgements scored at or above a particular
scale value at each noise level. Annoyance is again seen to increase
._ steadily with noise level above roughly 45 dB _ t to be unrelated to
noise level at lower levels. The slgpes at higher noise levels are less
steep for the severe annoyance indicators than for the moderate annoy-
ance dichotomizat ions.
There is not a clear scientific basis for favoring any one of the
particular dichotomizations of the scale presented in figure 8. However,
for ease of presentation, it has become conventional in the noise liter-
ature to dichotomize all judgements into those representing "high" annoy- j
ance and those which indicate something less than "high" annoyance. In
graphical form this is then presented as the "percent highly annoyed".
In this survey, as other surveys, respondents were not directly present-
ed with the word "high" to describe their annoyance, thus some other
strategy must be used to determine how people are to be divided into the
; "highly" and not "highly" annoyed Four strategies are represented in
figure 9.
Since all respondents may not attach the label "highly annoyed" to
the same numerical value on the scale, the first strategy allowed each
respondent to attach the label "highly annoyed" to the numerical value
which was consistent with his feelings. Respondents were given an op-
portunity to do this in both the opening (Q.ll) and concluding (Q.8) in-
terviews in the following question:
O. Let's look at that zero to tan annoyance scale again:
What is the lowest number you would use and still say
you were "highly annoyed'?
When the respondent's own definition at the concluding interview is
used as the "highly annoyed" dichotomization point then the uppermost
line in figure 9 is created. The dlchotomizatlon based on the respon-
dent's definition in the initial interview creates the next, slightly
lower line, in figure 9.
A second strategy for choosing the "highly annoyed" dichotomlzatlon
is based on previous work which used the classic Thurston equal-appear-
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ing interval technique to assign numerical values to different descrip-
:| tots of degree of annoyance (Levine, 1981). In that study a set of 94
subjects raced some 43 descriptors on a 7-point scale. The word "highly"
annoyed received an average score of 6.12 on the 7-point scale which
would be expected to be equivalent to a score of 8.53 on the 0 to I0
scale used in this survey. Using this second strategy the scale would
be dichotomized between 8 and 9 for all respondents. The results of
such a dichotomization are represented in figure 9 by the lowest line,
which is half way between the lines generated by the 8 and 9 score di-
chotc_aizations.
A third, widely used strategy in noise publications is to accept
Schultz's judgement about the number of scale points which should on,i
a priori grounds be considered to represent "high" annoyance (Schultz,
1978). The number of scale points is counted and it is assumed that
the upper 27% to 29% of the scale points will be chosen by "highly an-
. noyed" respondents. Using this criterion a score of 8 (i.e., 3 of the
II scale points represent high annoyance) is considered to be high an-
.+
_ noyance and the second line from the bottom of figure 9 is created.
A fourth strategy was to "calibrate" the numerical scale with the
' answers to a verbal scale. This has been done by relating the long-term
ratings of cars on the numerical scale to the long-term ratings of cars
on verbal scales in both the initial (0.5) and concluding questionnaires
(0.7). The amount of annoyance with cars was rated with one of five ca-
tegories: "not at all, slightly, moderately, very, extremely". The top
• two categories, very and extremely, might be assumed to be about equiva-
c lent to the word "highly". Using this criterion, the 8.6% of the sample
who were highly annoyed at the first interview fell between the 10.1%
who scored > 8 and the 5.3% who scored > 9. On the last interview the
4.5% who wer-e very or extremely annoyed-were almost exactly the same as
; the 4.8% who scored > a. Thus the application of this fourth strategy
is roughly consistent" with the bottom two lines in figure 9.
The various definitions of "highly annoyed" in figure 9 provide
alternative representations of the relationship between "high annoyance"
and noise level which are separated by roughly 5 to I0 decibels. On
purely logical grounds the two most soundly grounded definitions are
probably the most extreme lines. The uppermost line is based on the
respondents' own definitions after they had become thoroughly familiar
with the scale and the lowermost line is based on accepted psychometric
techniques for scaling verbal labels. In the next section the defini-
tions can also be compared in terms of the strength of their correla-
tions with noise level.
Comparison of the Correlations of Alternative Annoyance Scales with Noise
Level.- In order to compare all the annoyance scoring schemes discussed
in the previous section, thirteen of the alternative annoyance scalings
presented in figures 7 to 9 are correlated with the daily helicopter
noise levels in table IV. To allow for the curvilinear relationship,
the noise level is represented in both linear and quadratic equations.
As would be expected from psychometric theory, the highest correlation
with noise level is obtained in the first line of table IV with the
scale which is fully scored from 0 to I0. This is one of the reasons
that the 0-10 scaling is used in all of the regression analyses in this
24
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report. The various less severe annoyance scalings generally yield
_ higher correlations than the "highly annoyed" dichotomizations. This is
_ consistent with the greater slopes for the less severe annoyance ratings
in figure 8. Of the various high annoyance scalings represented in fig-
ure 9, the respondent's own scaling on the last interview yields a
slightly higher correlation than the other "high" annoyance scaling pro-
_ cedures, but the differences between the various scalings for the "high-
ly annoyed" definitions are small. These analyses provide empirical
support for the 0-10 scoring of the annoyance scale which has been used
in the remainder of this report.
Long-term annoyance _udgements.- Most previous social surveys of noise
. annoyance have related noise level to judgements of annoyance over long
periods of time rather than to judgements of annoyance on a single day.
Since the initial and concluding questionnaires include long-term
annoyance judgements, it is possible to compare some aspects of long-
! term and short-term annoyance judgements in this data set.
The question in the initial questionnaire about annoyance with hel-
_ icopter noise "this last year" is most similar to conventional social i
survey questions about long-term noise annoyance. The percentages who
, were highly annoyed on this long-term question have been calculated using
the same strategies which were used on the short-term annoyance question:
23% are highly annoyed using the respondent's concluding interview defi-
nition of highly annoyed, 16% using the initial interview definition, i
9% using either Schultz's definition or the verbal annoyance scale cali-
bration and 7% using the Thurstone equal-appearing interval technique.
Since the long-term hel_copter noise level which led to these responses i
has not been measured, the relationship between long-term annoyance and
helicopter noise level can not be exactly specified. The highest annoy-
ance reaction for a given noise level is estimated if the noise level
• is assumed to be relatively high. The highest estimate of the long-term
helicopter noise level is formed if the value of LDN (a nighttime weigh- !
ted, 24-hour LEQ type measure) is assumed to be 52 dg (the average of
the 9-hour LEQ values on the controlled noise exposure days). Even with %
this extreme assumption which tends to underestimate helicopter noise
annoyance, the percentage highly annoyed is greater for helicopter noise
in this study than would be predicted from Schultz's review of surveys
which was based on questions about aircraft or road traffic noise
(Schultz, 1978). It is not clear whether this shows that helicopter
noise is more annoying than other aircraft noise or whether there is
some other difference between the study methodologies which is creating
. the difference.
One possible important.dlfference between the surveys is that this
study asks about a single specific source, "helicopter noise", rather
than a general source "aircraft noise"• When single sources are asked
about in social surveys of noise annoyance it is generally found that
more people indicate annoyance with the single sources than would be
expected from the more general question about the noise source. In an
English road traffic survey, for example, more people said that they
were bothered by one component of road traffic noise (26% bothered by
motorcycles) than said that they were bothered by the sum of the road
traffic noises (24% bothered by "cars, lorries and other road traffic")
(Morton-Williams, et. al.z 1978; p. 35). This is also consistent with
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Ja recent study in California which asked about "noise of large air-
liners" and also found that the responses were well above those predict-
ed by Schultz (Fidell, et. al., 1982). Even if such methodological dif-
ficulties might be overcome, it is clear that the absence of long-term
noise data means that the long-term annoyance response can not be
' directly compared with the results from conventional surveys. The re-
"_ mainder of this section discusses attempts to derive information about
long-term responses from the short-term dose/response relationship.
Figure i0 presents four separate annoyance judgements for different
time periods for each of 6 different transportation noise sources. The
i judgements are arranged in the order in which they were obtained from
respondents. The conventional long-term question about annoyance for
"this past year" was included in both the initial questionnaire (first
z bar in each line of figure 10) and the concluding questionnaire (last
i line). In spite of the fact that the period askedbar in each time
about is almost the same for the first and last interview, the annoy-
ance scores for aircraft appear to systematically change from the first
to last interview. The aircraft scores all increase, while the ground
transportation noise annoyance scores stay about the same or decrease.
One possible explanation for the changes in the reactions to the air-
craft sources is that there was some change in exposure during the per-
iod. The increased helicopter exposure was of course due to the plan-
ned flights during the study. There were also some increases in flights
at the nearby commercial airport with the introduction of two regularly
scheduled jet aircraft operations a day after several years of no sched-
uled jet aircraft movements. The number of regularly scheduled pro-
pellet operations wer_ also increased during the study period. Though
these commercial aircraft operations did not take place directly over
the study area, it possible that some re, idents noticed them.
The shortest time period question included in figure i0 is the one
which was repeated daily. The answers to these questions for each day
on which a respondent was present are averaged to provide the "today"
judgement in the second bar in each of the rows of figure i0. The same
period covered by these short-term daily judgements was asked about in
the concluding interview in terms of annoyance "du_'in G this eight-week
period when we have been calling you". The results from this "eight-
week" period question are presented in the third bar of each line.
A number of issues will be addressed with the data in figure I0 in
later sections. At this point, however, the most striking feature is
the fact that for helicopters and every other noise source, the average
of the daily judgements is lower than any of the longer-term judgements.
This is even true for the comparison with the "8-week" judgement which
covers the same time period. Since the various time period questions
,are otherwise almost identically worded, the explanation for these sys-
tematic differences would not seem to be the question wording.
Of course the short-term questions only ask about daytime annoy-
ance on the particular study days while the long-term questions would
include any nighttime events or noise on weekends or other non-study
days. Some consideration has been given to the possibility that the
exclusion of these other periods might account for the long-term short-
term discrepancy for the helicopter responses. Helicopter annoyance for
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the short-term, 9-hour day ratings and short-term 24-hour day ratings
were compared on the next to last interview, but there was not evidence
that the annoyance would be any higher for the 24-hour ratings (see
appendix J for a full discussion of the problems in using this 24-hour
rating). The gap between the average of the daily reactions and the
other reactions also would not seem to be explained by the noise levels
on days which were not surveyed. The average helicopter noise "evel on
the 23 days of helicopter annoyance judgements was almost certainly
greater than the helicopter noise level for the other days, including
weekend and low number of flight days, in the eight--week period. IL_
addition there are very few nighttime helicopter flights. It thus
appears that differences in the objective noise exposures can not ex-
plain the fact that higher ratings are given for long-term than for the
short-term annoyance judgements. It is clear that people are using the
short-term annoyance judgements in a different way than they use the
long-term annoyance judgements.
If the curves for "percentage highly annoyed" on the short-term
question in figure 9 were simply compared with the relationship propos-
ed by Schultz (Schultz, 1978) which is based on long-term annoyance
questions, it would be seen that this short-term annoyance question
seems to indicate more annoyance than the long-term annoyance question, i
Given the fact that the short-term judgements in this data set are al-
ready less than the long-term judgements, it might be argued that this
shows that helicopter noise is more annoying than other noise sources.
The data obtained in this study, however, are not suitable for drawinq
this conclusion. There is too much evidence that the absolute levels
of annoyance in this study can not be simply compared with the absolute
levels of annoyance found in conventional social surveys. Some of the
types of problems which may be involved in such comparisons are evident
in the increase in the long-term annoyance judgements for aircraft noise
during the study period in figure 10. When the study design factors are
examined later in this report it will be seen that there is definite evi-
dence of a substantial increase in the daily annoyance scores over the
first few interview days. While this will not be found to affect the
other analyses in this report, it does mean that the percentage annoyed
or highly annoyed in figures 5 end 6 would almost certainly be lower if
the daily annoyance questions had been asked on a one-time basis as is
done in a conventional, single interview survey.
On the basis of the evidence reviewed in this section it is clear
that the absolute levels of annoyance recorded on these short-term ques-
tions should not be compared with the anoyance recorded on long-term
questions. The data can not be used to estimate the percentage of the
population which would be annoyed by long-term exposure at different
noise levels.
The Effect of Non-acoustical Factors on Annoyance
Although the present project was designed to study the effect of
acoustical factors on annoyance, some information has been acquired
about the role of other factors. Both demographic and attitudinal char-
acteristics of respondents have been examined. The examination of the
effects of demographic characteristics will determine whether the un-
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¢usual demographic characteristics of the sample could have biased the
results. The impact on annoyance _f the types of activities and the
locations of those activities is ex_lored. Aspects of the study method-
ology which might affect annoyance, including the effect of repeated
interviews, are also discussed.
Meaningful indicators of the effect of non-acoustical factors.- Most
simple measures of the effects of variables do not provide meaning-
ful indicators of the importance of such non-acoustical factors as sex,
age or education. A comparison of the average noise annoyance scores
of people in two education groups suffers from two weaknesses. First
it does not take into account the possibility that the people in the
two groups may be exposed to different noise levels. Second, such a
i comparison is relatively uninformative because the measurements are all
in the units of an arbitrary annoyance scale rather than in unit_ which
could easily be compared across _tudies A meaningful indicator there-
fore must both remove the effects of noise level and measure the effects
of the non-acoustical variables in readily understood units_ The indi-
cator used in this section and in tables V to VIII meets these require-
mer_hs. The effects of noise level are removed itl multiple regression
: analyses. The size of the effects of non-acoustical variables are mea-
sured in decibel units. The units are the number of decibels which
!
,_ would be required to produce the same effect on annoyar,ce that the non-
_ acoustical variable produces. These units are thus the decibel equiva-
lent of the impact which a variable has on annoyance.
The measures of the effects of variables in table V are all given
in these decibel equivalent units. The first variable in table V,
: Education, provides an example. In the last column "0.8 dB" means that
' college graduates were more annoyed than high school respondents by the
equivalent of only a 0.8 decibel difference in noise level.
The method for calculating these decibel equivalent measures is
described in the next three paragraphs. The first paragraph describes
how the effect of noise level is removed in regression analyses. The
next paragraph describes how the results are expressed in terms of
decibels. Last, the method for correcting for small errors in noise
measurements is described.
To understand the effects of non-acoustical factors on hel_copter
noise annoyance, it was first necessary to perform analyses which can
remove the effects of the actual helicopter noise exposure. In tables
V to VIII, this has been done though an analysis of the residuals from
a regression analysis. This analysis was performed by first regressing
the daily annoyance ratings on the daily helicopter noise levels (LEQ).
The residual annoyance score for each respondent on each day was then
calculated by subtracting the annoyance score predicted on the basis of
noise level from the respondent's actual annoyance score. The resulting
"residual" annoyance score is a measure of how far the respondent's
annoyance on a particular day was above or below the average regression
line for the entire sample. Respondents could then be characterized in
terms of the average of these residual annoyance scores during the en-
tire study period. This is the strategy which was adopted in table V,
and thus yielded numbers of observations which were no greater than 338,
the number of respondents in the study. Since these are residual annoy-
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ance scores, they are deviations from the mean predicted annoyance and
are positive if the respondent was more annoyed than average for the
sample and negative if the respondent was less annoyed than average. It
was found, for example that people in the lowest education group had a
mean annoyance score of 0.093 points below the average.
These residual annoyance score values are not in themselves partic-
ularly meaningful. In table V the annoyance scores are presented in a
more meani]gful unit which is referred to as the "decibel equivalent of
the annoyance score" in this report. In this study the regression coef-
ficient of BL=0.24 indicates that each decibel measured in LEQ was
aasociated with an increase in annoyance of 0.24 scale points on the
annoyance scale. With this regression coefficient the annoyance can now
be expressed in decibel units. Thus, for education in table V, instead
stating that the high school education group had an annoyance score
which was 0.093 points below the average annoyance score on the 0 to i0
annoyance scale, the presentation shows that the high school education
group had an annoyance score which was the equivalent of 0.4 decibels
(0.093/ 0.24=0.4) below the average_
The 0.24 annoyance units for each decibel change in noise level was
estimated from a regression analysis corrected for errors in measuring
noise levels. The daily helicopter noise annoyance scores for people
who were home during at least one planned flight (N=4178) were regressed
on the individualized helicopter noise LEQ (9 hr). The unstandardized
regression coefficient from this analysis is BL=0.22. Since the data
did not show a decrease in annoyance below 45 LEQ, all values of L_Q
below 45 were set equal to 45. Given the estimated reliability coeffi-
cient of 0.93 for the measure of LEQ (appendix G), this regression
coefficient was corrected to BL=0.24 (0.22./0.93= 0.24).
Demographic Characteristics.- Both the initial and concluding interviews
provide information about the demographic characteristics of the respon-
dents. The relations between these characteristics and helicopter noise
annoyance are presented in table V. The effects of all of these vari-
ables are small and not statistically significant. The last column of
table V shows that there is no more than a I 4 decibel effect associated
with any of the variables, except for the length of residence with a
possible 2.6 decibel effect. The lack of an effect for sex, employment
status, and military employment are especially important since this
suggests that having an unrepresentative sample in these respects has
not biased the results of the survey. The logarithm of the length
(months) of residence is more closely related to annoyance than a simple
linear representation of length of residence, but the effect is small
and not statistically significant (p>.05). In short, there is no evi-
dence that the unusual demographic characteristics of the sample have
biased this study's results.
Attitudinal Characteristics.- The concluding interview ircluded single
question measurements of some of the attitudes which are often associat-
ed with noise annoyance. As in other studies, most of these attitudes
were found to have a strong and statistically significant association
with annoyance.
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The results for the "Fear" question in table VI show that there
was the equivalent of 1.7 decibels less annoyance than average for
those respondents who answered "no" to the question:
0.13a When you hear a helicopter fly overhead, are you ever
afraid it might crash nearby?
The last column of the table helps to summarize the size of this
effect by noting that the difference between the most fearful (sometimes
or usually fear a helicopter might crash) and the least fearful (not
afraid it might crash) is the equivalent of 6.8 decibels (1.7 + 5.1 =
6.8).
i On the "importance of helicopters" question, those who felt thatthe helicopter flights were "very important" were less annoyed than
respondents who reported that the flights were "a little important" or
"not important at all" (the decibel equivalence of the difference in
i the annoyance scores is 3.5 dB).
i
As in most surveys, people who feel that it is possible for the
! authorities to considerably reduce the noise are much more annoyed than
people who feel that nothing can De done about the noise. This concept i
of "preventability" was an obviously integral aspect of annoyance for
one respondent who explained that she did not feel it made sense to be
annoyed by a sound if there was nothing which could De done about it.
Annoyance with helicopter noise is also associated with annoyance :
toward other sounds in the neighborhood. Thus those who are more likely
: to rate cars as annoying in table VI are also more likely to rate heli- I
copters as more annoying. Those who positively rate their neighborhood
as an "excellent or good place to live" are less annoyed, but the small
number of respondents in the ne_ ire evaluation category (N=22) is not iL I
_i enough to make the difference statistically significant.
Findings about attitudinal variables are of relatively little
_ practical importance for predicting annoyance since information about
attitudes is not available for planning purposes. For this particular
study the main significance is the finding that attitudes do affect
these short-term annoyance judgements in much the same way that atti-
tudes have been found to affect long-term annoyance judgements in other
surveys. This provides one other indica"ion that the findings from
this survey should be similar to those in more conventional long-term
surveys.
Activity, Pattern and Location.- Respondents were asked to report the
times, if any, when they attempted to sleep during each of the 9-hour
study days. Thiq information was collated with the information about
the timing of the controlled flights to determine whether a _ _icopter
noise event occurred during this theoretically more noise-sensitlve
period. In table VII, 176 of the respondents' annoyance ratings were
obtained from a day in which the respondent had attempted to sleep dur-
ing a flyover. This appears to have had virtually no effect on the
daily annoyance score. There is only the equivalent of a 1.3 dB differ-
ence (not significant, p>.05) between those who tried to sleep and those
who did not.
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The location of the respondent during each helicopter flight on
a study day affects the noise levels at the respondent 's ear on any par-
ticular study day. The discrepancy between this "at the ear" exposure
and the level measured out-of-doors for the entire day has already been
partially corrected by individualizing the exposures according to
whether or not the person was present in the area during each planned
flight (see the noise estimation procedure section in the study design
part of this report). An additional *attentuation adjustment" could
also be calculated from data collected in the daily telephone question-
naire.
In the daily telephone interview the respondents reported the times
they were inside their house, outside their house, or away from their
home on the particular day (being at a neighbor's house within three
houses was treated the same as oeing at their own house). They also re-
ported whether their windows during the day were "all closed", "mostly
closed in the rooms you were in", or "mostly open in the rooms you were
in". Of course, the adjustment for being away from home has already
been included in the individualized noise measure. To calculate the
"attenuation adjustment" noise levels need to be rdduced if the respon-
dent reported being inside the house at the time the noise measurement
team reported observing the flight. The amount by which the level
should be reduced depends on the information about windows: 20 dB if
windows were all closed, 17 dB if they were mostly closed, and 14 dB if
they were mostly open. (These adjustments are based on a report compar-
ing warm and cold climate houses in the United States, House Noise...,
1981). The adjustments were calculated for each person for each flight
which occurred when the individual was reported to be inside the house.
Any unplanned flights (thus flights for which the timing was not avail-
able) were assumed to be reduced by the same amount as the average of
the reductions for the planned flights for the particular respondent on
the particular day.
The reduction in annoyance associated with these attenuation ad-
justments is shown in the last entry in table VII. Respondents with an
attenuation adjustment of 0 to 4 decibels had annoyance scores which
were the equivalent of 2.7 dB higher than the average for the sample as
a whole. The impact of this attenuation adjustment can be averaged over
all noise levels through a regression analysis: a 3 dB reduction in
attenuation is required to bring about the same reduction in annoyance
that a ] dB reduction in noise from the source could bring about. If
these estimates are correct then a reduction in sound level due to
attenuation near the receiver is less effective than a reduction in
sound level achieved by reducing the noise from the source.
The relative impact of this "attenuation adjustment" and the pre-
vious "respondent present" adjustment has been quantified in a multiple
regression analysis. The daily helicopter noise annoyance was regressed
on three terms: the noise level as measured at the measurement sites
for g hours, the "respondent present" adjustment, and the "attenuation"
adjustment. The analysis was only carried out for the respondents above
LEO 45, dB(A), to avoid the problems in non-linearlty. The resulting
unstandardized partial regression coefficients for the measured noise
level and the "respondent present" adjustments are similar (0.24 and
0.30 respectively) but the adjustment for the attenuation adjustment is
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much smaller (0.07) but still statistically significant. Thus there is
again some evidence that the attenuation adjustment is smaller. Just
how much smaller can not be reliably estimated with these data. The
size of the effect of the attenuation adjustment has almost certainly
been partially underestimated because of greater errors in specifying
the value of the attenuation estimate than in specifying the value of
the other acoustical variables.
The information about activity patterns has thus suggested that
attempting to take a nap during a flyover has no additional effect on
' annoyance for the day as a whole. Being indoors during a flyover does
however appear to reduce annoyance, though by less than the difference
in the indoor and outdoor noise levels would suggest.
Variables Associated with the Study Design.- The major subject for this
section is the effect of the repeated interviewing process on annoyance
judgements. First, however, several other aspects of the design will
be examined.
: It was noted earlier that in spite of the compact clustering of re-:%
spondents with repeated interviews there was very little knowledge about
. the participation of neighbors in the study. In table VIII it can be
_-, seen that the few people who did know that neighbors were participating
_: in the study were no more annoyed than those who did not know. In a
follow-up question (0.19 in table VIII) the annoyance of those who report-
ed talking to a neighbor was no greater than the equivalent of 1 decibel
, more than those who had not talked.
_ Respondents were asked whether they had happened to spend any more
_I or less time at home during the study period than was normal for them.
I In Ouestion 8 it is seen that this did not consistently affect annoyance.
: It was reported earlier that most respondents seemed to be satisfied
with their participation in the study and with the amount of the honorar-
ium which was provided for participation. In table VIII those who said
the honorarium was "about right" are the equivalent of about 2 dB less
• annoyed [not siqnificant, p>.05] than either those who felt they were
paid too little or those who felt they were paid too much. Thus there
does not seem to be evidence that those who especially disliked the
study were any more annoyed than those who especially liked the study.
The success in concealing the interest in helicopter noise from the
respondents was reported earlier. Whether or not knowledge of the pur-
poses would have biased responses can not be determined. The evidence
in table VIII is not consistent. While those who thought the study was
about aircraft noise in general were less annoyed than people who thought
the study was about all types of noise, those who thought that the study
was about jet aircraft noise were more annoyed than average. None of
these differences is significant for the conventional p<.05 signifi-
cance test. No conclusions can be drawn about the effect of believing
the study was about helicopter noise, because only three people thought
the study was about helicopter noise.
The main remaining questlo, is whether participation in the extend-
ed study process affected the respondents' annoyance with helicopter
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t_
noise. The reports of the replies to Questions ii and 12 in table VIII
_ provide only weak evidence for any effect. People who say the study led
them to notice noises more are the equivalent of 1 decibel more annoyed
than those who did not report noticing the noise more. Those who said
[ they had become more bothered by noise are the equivalent of 3 decibels
more annoyed than those who say that they had not become more annoyed.
; None of these results is significant. These self-reports provide less
i solid evidence than an examination of the actual change in the annoyance
scores.
From the earlier discussion of figure I0 it was seen that the long-
term annoyance ratings for all three types of aircraft noise did increase
from the first to the last interview. The critical point with respect
: to the study design is however whether or not the daily annoyance scores
increased over the duration of the study in such a way as to affect the
study estimates. In order to examine the pattern of answers across
study days it is necessary to remove the effects of noise level. Two
analyses are used to examine the pattern of daily annoyance scores
after the effects of noise level have been removed. The first analysis
is a simple graphical analysis based on the comparison of groups of
_. days with similar noise exposures. The second analysis is an analysis
of the residuals from a multiple regression, i
For the simple graphical analysis, three sets of similar noise
exposure days have been identified in figure II. The days within each
of the similar noise exposure groups are connected by lines. The ten
days which did not fit into either of the three sets are also plotted
(triangle symbol), but are not connected by lines. 1
On the helicopter annoyance graph (to@ section of figure II), the !
low exposure llne (lowest of the three lines in the helicopter graph) .
shows a definite increase from the first two interviews to the inter- !
views on day 8 and beyond. This increase is especially important if it
is realized that there may well have been some flights on the first two
days, but there were definitely not any flights on days 8 and 30. Be-
' yond day 8 there is only a moderate trend, if any, toward increasing
I annoyance on similar exposure days. This analysis thus suggests that
annoyance increased rapidly over the first few days but only slowly in
i the later stages of the study.
' Examination of the annoyance responses for the other two aircraft
noise sources in figure II shows a somewhat similar trend in that the
lowest annoyance is registered on the first two days, with any possible
increases in annoyance beyond those days being small. The greater var-
iability in the day-to-day reactions to aircraft than in the reactions
to road traffic noises (in figure II) is probably either due to more
true variation in day-to-day aircraft noise levels or to people not
being aware of day-to-day variations in noise levels from cars. A more
important point however is that reactions toward cars do not change dur-
ing the period. The reactions to trucks and motorcycles (not presented
in the _Igure) resembled the reaction to cars in that there was no trend
toward increasing annoyance. The examination of the three sets of equal
helicopter noise exposure days across all four reactions in figure II
shows that annoyance for other sources is not simply following the heli-
copter reactions on these days. From these figures it appears that
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Jannoyance toward aircraft on both the {nitial face-to-face and initial
telephone interviews was lower than on subsequent interviews. If this
J.s the only pattern in the data, then no difficulties will arise in
analyzing reactions to helicopter noise, since the first controlled
noise exposure day was day 7. The finding does however suggest that
studies using these types of repeated interviews should be especially
concerned about reactions on the first few days of the study.
The explanation for the contrast in the reactions to aircraft (an
increase in annoyance after the first two interviews) and the reactions
to other noise sources (no change over time) is not clear. As was noted
earlier, one possible explanation is that there was some increase in jet
and propeller aircraft noise during the study period. It might also be
speculated that for road traffic noise it is relatively easy on even the
first day for people to give accurate accounts of their feelings because
the visual presence of road traffic helps them remember road traffic
noise events. Aircraft, on the other hand, may be better rememDered
after the questionnaire has drawn attention to them over several days.
Such an accuracy hypothesis could not explain all the patterns. The
fact that days 8 and 30 which had no helicopter noise exposure still re-
.: ceived a mean response of 0.9 and I.I suggests that there is more than
i a simple increase in the accuracy of helicopter annoyance judgements.This pattern is consistent with the apparent insensitivity to differ-
ences in helicopter noise below 45 dB(A) LEO in figure 7.
The graphical analysis which has thus far been applied has t._en
based on the uncontrolled (low) exposure days and on only some of the
controlled exposure days. The second, more sensitive, analysis method,
multiple regression, is applied to all the controlled exposure days, but
excludes the uncontrolled exposure days.
A multiple regression oE helicopter annoyance on helicopter noise
level is the basis for the last entry in table VIII. The residual annoy-
ance scores which have been collapsed into groups in table VIII are
graphed by study day in figure 12. Without the pre-noise-exposure days,
there is no longer a trend toward increasing annoyance with time; in-
stead there is a peak in annoyance in the middle of the study period.
In order to better describe this pattern and to calculate the statisti-
cal significance level, annoyance is regressed on helicopter LEO, number
of days elapsed and number of days elapsed squared. For both the number
of days and the squared number-of-days term, the significance level is
very close to the conventionally accepted p=.05 level. The pattern of
response described by this quadratic representation of number of days,
is a peaking of annoyance toward the middle of the study period. The
multiple regression equation with the quadratic representation of the
number of days predicts that the peak is at about day 30. The annoyance
on that day is the equivalent of about 3 dB greater than the annoyance
at either the beginning of the controlled noise exposure period (day 7)
or the end of the period (day 55).
J
While a peaking of annoyance in the middle of the study period
does not appear to be unreasonable, no particular theory had anticipat-
ed the pattern. The original hypothesis was that there would be an
increase in annoyance during the study period. This hypothesis was not
upheld by the analyses: neither a number-of-days term by itself nor a
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logarithmic transformation of the number of days was related to annoy-
ance in multiple regression analyses (p>0.5). In view of the absence of
a hypotheses, the rather low significance level, and the moderate to
weak effect (approximately 3 dS), it is not possible to definitely con-
clude that there is a study-day effect.
Even if the study day affects annoyance, the multiple regression
analyses show that study day does not affect conclusions about the
annoyance/nolse level (LEO) relationship or the conclusion about the
weakness of the helicopter-type effect. Multiple regression analyses
of the relative effect of number of noise events and noise level (SEL)
were also repeated with the number-of-day and number-of-day-squared
terms. It was found that the estimate of the decibel equivalent of the
number effect did increase from kN=8.5 to kN=15.1. However, the 95%
confidence interval for this new estimate becomes so large (kN=0.7 to
kN=30) as to make the estimate almost useless. Both the value of kN-10
used in LEO as well as the originally calculated value of kN=8.5 are of
course included in the 95% confidence interval.
There is not definitive evidence on the effect of the number of
days on annoyance. There is, however, enough evidence to suggest that
the study day variable is an important variable to consider in the
design of future studies.
The information about the study design examined in this section
found no evidence that responses were biased by talking with neighbors,
the degree of satisfaction with participation in the study, or beliefs
about the subject of the study. %'here is some mixed evidence that
annoyance responses may have been affected by the length of the study
period. There is no evidence, however, that the major study findings
about the effects of numbers of noise events have been affected by the J
length of the study period.
CONCLU SIONS
The patterns of reactions to helicopter noise observed in this i
study are broadly consistent with the additive-logarithmic model implied
by LEO-based noise indices. Reactions are represented as well or better
by a logarithmic transformation of the number of noise events than by a
simple linear representation of number of noise events. The data also
support the inclusion of duration as it is represented in the LEQ-based
indices. The relative effect of noise level and number of events is
not significantly different from that implied by the LEQ-based indices.
The reactions to relatively impulsive and non-impulsive helicopters
are found to be approximately equivalent when duration is taken into ad-
count in noise indices. SEL and EPNL appear to be approximately equally
successful in representing noise level in relation to human response.
Reactions to helicopter noise increased steadily above 45 dB (LEQ,
for 9-hour study day).
The new type of design used in this study has succeeded in provid-
ing estimates of parameters in a noise reaction model which could not
have been economically obtained from conventional study designs. Though
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the estimates are valuable they are still less precise than is desirable.
An important source of imprecision is day-to-day variation _.n reactions
which is not explained by noise level. Reactions to daily noise levels
measured with the repeated interviews are similar in a number of impor-
tant respects to those measured in conventional social surveys. The
daily annoyance reactions are sensitive to changes in the daily noise
environment. As in conventional surveys, responses are not related to
demographic characteristics of respondents. In this shortterm annoyance
study as in previous long-term annoyance studies, the responses are re-
lated to such attitudinal variables as perceptions of danger from air-
craft, beliefs about the preventability of aircraft noise, and feelings
about the local area. There were however some systematic changes in
the level of aircraft noise annoyance during the course oE the stud_.
These did not interfere with the achievement of this particular study's
goals.
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TABLE I: NUMBER OF STUDY DAYS PLANNED
_OR EACH TYPE OF EXPOSURE CONDITION
Expected Alt itude
noise of Helicopter Number of flights scheduled
level aircraft type
LA, dB (feet)
1 per 2 per! 4 per 8 per 16 p_-r 32 per
day day day day,,, day day
U H- IH 2days i 2days
85 500 ,..
UH-60A 2days 2days
UH-IH Iday 2daysi'_day 2days iday Iday
75 1500
UH-60A iday Iday
t
i
I|
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! TABLE II: COMPARISON OF DESIGNED NOISE
i ENVIRONMENTS AND MEASURED NOISF ENVIRONMENTS
_i Characteristic Noise environment defined by
!
J
I
:i
i Predict ions Measured envi ronment
' from noise Only All Individual-
._xposure planned flights ized expo-
design (see flights sure
table I) (N=I7 (N=I7 (N=4178 re-|
i (N=I8 days) days) days) spondents)
Maximtun Sound Level (LA)
j Mean 79 78 77 77
:! Standard deviation 5.0 4.4 4.0 3.9
I
Number of helicopter
noise events
Mean number (N) 6.8 8.2 12.6 10.9
Mean logl0N 0.65 0.75 1.00 0.93
Standard deviation
(lOgl0N) 0.39 0.39 0.30 0.3i
Correlation of LA and
LOgl0 N -0.II 0.03 0.15 0.I0
Number of days
UH-60A Days 6 6 6 6
UH-IH Days 12 ii II ii
Number of days with
specified difference
• between LEO values (DLE o)
for planned and unplanned
types of helicopters
DLE <7 0 0 0 m_
7<DLE0<I0 0 0 5 days ---
DLEO>20 0 0 12 days ---
i
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TABLE III: EFFECTS OF NOISE LEVEL, NUMBER OF EVENTS AND HELICOPTER TYPE FOR FOUR
NOISE METRICS (h178 INTERVIEWS).
;!
i Regression equation a Decibel Multiple
Noise equivalents (dB) correlation
'i metric Intercept Unstandardized regression of coefficient:
coefficients for: effects for:
r
• Noise ]Numberb IHelic°p- Numberb IHelic°ptertypeBO Level i _ t re_Ty e Ik_o_BL kH_ BH/BL
iI (° ) (° ) ( ) ( kH)
i
PART A: All observed flights in noise lata base
SEL -16.51 0.20*** 1.64"m* 8.1*** .264
'i (0.06) (0.44) (3.1)
! -16.46 0.20*** 1.57"* 0.24 7.8** 1.2 .267
(0.06) (o.48) (0.30) (2.8) (1.5)
:| LA -8.36 0.12" 1.77"** 14.5 .246
(0.05) (0.50) (8.4)
-10.27 0.14*** 1.53"* 0.65* 10.6"* 4.5* .262
(0.04) (0.49) (0.28) (4.1) (2.2)
PART B: Onl_ planned flights in noise data base
| SEL -14.60 0.18" 1.55"** 8.5** .263(0.04) (o.ho) (3.0)
!l -14.97 0.19"** i.I_6*** 0.33 7.9** 1.8 .267[ (O.Oh) (0.42) (0.23) (2.4) (1.6)
I EPNL -16.21 0.19"** 1.60"** 8.3*** .271
i (0.04) (0.36) (2.2)
" -16.24 0.19"** 1.60"** -0.01 8.3"** 0.O .271
(0.04) (0.39) (0.28) (2.3) (l.h)LA -6.12 O.10* 1.57"** I 15.8 .243
, (0.04) (0.46) I (30.2)
i -8.82 0.13"** [ 1-37"* 0.75** 10.6"* 5.8* .263
(0.03) II(0.45) ] (0.27) (3.6) (2.5)
PNL -10.46 0.13"** 1.65"** 12.5" .260 ;
i (0.03) (0.41) (5.0)
_{ -11.48 0.14"** 1.53"** 0.47 10.9"* 3.3 .269
.03) .41) 0.27) 3.4) .1)
_f
)
I Significance levels: * =0.05, ** =0.01, *** =0.001
ii! a. All terms are defined in Equation i in the text.
b. Number is transformed logarithmically for the regression coefficients in this
table.
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TABLE IV: MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF HELICOPTER LEO WITH
ALTERNATIVE SCORINGS OF THE DAILY HELICOPTER NOISE
ANNOYANCE SCALE (N=4079)a
Multiple Correlation Coefficient j
when noise level (Helicopter LEO) I
is represented _n a: . [
Scorings of 0-I0 i Iannoyance scale Linear Ouadratic i Comments
equation. J e_uation i
Part A: Scale scored 0-I0
0-10 0.268 0.276 Used in most
analyses Jn this
paper
i i|
Part B: Scale dichotomized at same point tor all respondents
1-I0 - Annoyed .253 .253 Least severe
annoyance
dichotomization
2-10 = Annoyed .239 ,240
3-10 - Annoyed .240 .242
4-10 - Annoyed .224 .230
5-10 - Annoyed .216 .255
6-10 - Annoyed .207 .219
7-10 - Annoyed .188 .206
8-10 - Annoyed .182 .204 Schultz's a prior_
criteria for
"Highly annoyed"
9-I0 - Annoyed .148 .159 Thurstone scaling
results
I0 = t_noyed .123 .133 MOSt severe
annoyance dichoto-
mization
• w, i w ,
Part C: Scale individually dichotomized based upon the
res _ndent's definition of "Highly annoyed"
i . J • "
Individually .190. .199 Initial interview
determined definition (0.II)
dichotomy
Individually .206 .211 Final interview
determined definition (0.9)
dichotomX _
S These 4079 respondents had good data on all questions including
the two numerical definitions of "highly annoyed" (Oll, Initial
interview; 09 Final interview)
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TABLE V: EFFECTS OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS ON REACTIONS TO HELICOP£ER NOISE
Characteristic Deviation from mean reaction for:b Summary of effect
(Question Number )a
[Highest education level] .....
Education <High Some >College College graduates
(QI6-C) school college _raduate are the equivalent of
-O.K 0.i O.h 0.8 dB {NS]
(N=153) (N=I08) (N=65) more annoyed than high
school
{Sex of respondent ] Males
Sex Female Male are the equivalent of
(q21-I) 0.0 0.1 0.1 dB [NSI
(N=266) (N=66) more annoyed
"[Age of respondent '(years)I People over"60
Age 18-29 30-39 h0-h9 50-59 >60 are the equivalent of
(QIS-C) 0.3 0.--6-0.3 0.0 -0.--6 0.9 dB INS]
(N=50)(N=22)(N=79)(N=49)(N=72) more annoyed than those
<30c
IHouse tenure] Renters
Home ownership Own Rent are the equivalenc of !
(QI3-I) -0.---2 _ 1.8 dB [NS]
(N=295) (N=37) less ann---------oyedthan owners
"'' [Respondent's employmen£ ] Employed people
Employment status _ployed Not employed are the equivalent of
(Qlh-I) -1.2 0.2 1.h dB INS]
(N=54) (N=278) less annoyed }
[Household includes] Military employee households 1
Military employment! M__llitar_emplo[ee No militaI_ are the equivalent of
(Qlh-I) 0.i -0.2 0.3 dB INS]
(N=8h) (N=2hS) more annoyed
[Years in the house] The newest residents _
Length of residence <0.____70.7-5 6-10 ii-80 are the equivalent of
(QI2-I) 1.5 1.0 -0.9 -i.I 2.6 dB [NS]
(N=38) (N=IIT) (N=77) (N=I00) more ann--'_oyedthan the
longest
NS = Not Significant for p<.05 test
a. The letters after the dash indicated following: I --Initial questionnaire
C = Concluding questionnaire.
b. As explained in the text the decibel equlv _lent values presented in the body of
the table can be simply converted back "n%o annoyance score units by multiplying
by 0.24, the corrected regression coefficient for noise level.
c. A regression of annoyance on LEQ and years of age provides the estimate that each
i 30 year increase in age is equlvalent to a I decibel increase in noise level.d. A regression of an oyance on LEQ and lOglO years lived in house pr vides the estl-
- mate that each ten-fold increase in amount of time lived in the house is equiv-
alent to a 2 dB increase in noise level.
_ i
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] TABLE VI. - RELATION BETWEEN ATTITUDES AND REACTIONS TO HELICOPTER NOISE
I
%
_haracteristie Deviation from mean reaction for:o Summary of effect
(Question Number)al
lFrequency that fear crash when
Fear hear helicopters fly by] The most fearful
(Q13-C) Never Occasionallz Sometimes, Usually are the equivalent of
-1.7 2.4 5.1 6.8 dB*
(N=219) (N=49) (N=57) more annoyed than least
IHow important do you feel that Those saying "very"
those helicopter flights are?] important
/I Importance Very Somewhat A little, not at all are the equivalent of
(Q14b-C) -1.1 1.9 2.4 3.5 dB*
(N=208) (N=95) (N=21) less annoyed than
least
IExtent to which pilots or other
i Preventablilty authorities could reduce the
>j (Q14c-C) helicopter noise] Those believing "a lot"
A little/ can be done i
Not at all don't know Somewhat A lot are the equivalent of
-.1.6 -1.4 2.7 _.2 7.8 dB*
(N=201) (N=36) (N=47) (N=42) more annoyed than
"not at all"
[Annoyance by cars around home] "Very" annoyed by cars
Annoyance with Not at all Slightly Moderatel_ Extremel_ are the equivalent of
cars (QS-I) -1.8 -0.6 2.1 _.9 6.7 dB*
" (N=I09) (N=129) (N=65) (N=29) more annoyed than
; "not at all"
IRating of neighborhood as
a place to live] Those rating "excellant '_
bi Neighborhood Excellent Good Fair/Poor are the equivalent of
' rating (Q3-I) -0.2 -6.3 3.h 3.6 dB*
: (N=I_I) (N=169) (N=22) less annoyed than
"fair/poor"
m Significant p<.05 level
NS - Not Significant for p<.05 test
a,b. (See footnotes in table V.)
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TABLE VII. - RELATION BETWEEN ACTIVITY PATTERNS DURING STUDY DAY AND REACTIONS TO
HELICOPTER NOISE
Characteristic Deviation from mean reaction for_' Summary of effect
(Question number
[Relation of nap to planned flight on
Sleeping study da_]
(Q2-Repeated Flight during No flight Those taking nap
telephone nap/sleep during sleep are the equivalent of
questionnaire) 1.2 -0.1 1.3 dB [NS_
(N=176) (N=_002) more annoyed
Those in iocations With
INumber of decibels reduced by reductions of 20
Respondent loca- _indows and location at home] decibels
tion and window 0-4 5-0 i0-14 15-19 20 are the equivalent of
position 2.--V- 0.1 1.7 -1.O -1.9 4.6 dB ,b
(Q1,Q3-Repeated (N=341) (N=85) (N=1543) (N=687) (N=1522) less annoyed than
telephone) those in locations
with reductions of
0-_ decibels.
* Significant at p<.O5 level
NS - Not Significant for p<.05 test
a. (See footnote b table V.)
b. This significance test is based on the bootstrap sampling error computation tech- :
nique, (see appendix I) not on simple random sampling assumptions for a sample i
size of h178. Annoyance was also regressed on (a) the individualized exterior
noise level and (b) the reduction in decibels to be expected from the location of
the respondent and the window positions on the day. From this regression it is
estimated that each 3 dB reduction in noise due to location or window position is
equivalent to only a I dB reduction at the exterior of the house.
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TABLE VIII. - RELATION BETWEEN STUDY DESIGN FEATURES AND REACTIONS TO
HELICOPTER NOISE
Characteristic Deviation from mean reaction for:_ Summary of effect
(Question Number) a
[Does the respondent know i{-any ""
Knowing that neighbors are being repeatedly
neighbors in interviewed in this study?] Those knowing neighbor
study (QI8-C) Know neighbors in study
Not know are in study are the equivalent of
0.0 0.3 0.3_ INS]
(N=232) (N=85) more annoyed
IHave neighbors ever talked to Those taiking about
Tel.king to neigh- respondent about study?] study
bors about No Yes-talked are the equivalent of
study (Ql9-C) -0.2 0.6" 0.8 dB INS]
(N=239) (N=90) more annoyed
[How typical was interviewing
Time at Home period in terms of amount of
(Q8-C) time spent at home?]
Less time More time Those at home more
at home Usual at home are the equivalent of
0.5 -0.3 0.8 0.3 aB INS]
(N=h2) (N=235) (N=52) more annoyed than those
at home less
[Was the honorarium to the respondent:l Those saying honorarium
Feeling about Too much is right
honorarium money About right Too little are the equivalent c"
(Q22-c) 1.3 ,0.5 1.3 1.8 dB [NS]
(N=66) (N=235) (N=25) less annoyed
[Does the respondent think the
Perception study is about:]
of study All types Aircraft Jet Those saying "air end"
goals (Q21-C) of noise Not know generally aircraft are the equivalent of
-0.2 -o.7 -2.5 o.6 2.3 _ [NS]
(N=2hl) (N=2h) (N=35) (N--9) more annoyed than
all types
[Has interviewing made you Those noticing noise
Effect of notice noise more?] more
interviewing N_t notice more Notice more are the equivalent of
on noticing -0.5 0.i 0.6 dB [NS]
i noise (Qll-C) (N=79) (N=2h8) more annoyed
[How has interviewing affected
Effect of inter- how you feel about noise?] Those feeling more
i viewing on About same or bothered
being bothered ]ess bothered More bothered are the equivalent of
by noise -0.4 2.6 3.0 dB INS]
(ql2-C) (N--287) (N=hO) more annoyed
[Number of days since first
Number of days telephone interview c] Interviews at 20-23 days
elapsed in 7-9 13-15 20-23 34-36 hl-4_ h9-55 are the equivalent of
telephone -I._ 0.3 1.2 _ 0.i -I.%- 2.6 dB ,e
period (N--h87)(N=720)(N=762)(N=70_)(N=77_)(N=731) more annoyed than at
beginning or end
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TABLE VIII (continued)
%
* Significant at p<0.5 level
NS - Not Significant for p<0.5 test
a,b. (see footnote in Table V)
c. Only three respondents thought that the study was about helicopter noise; this
is too few to provide accurate estimates.
!
d. The first telephone interview was conducted on day number i.
e. This significance test is based on the bootstrap sampling error computation
method described in appendix I.
I
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UH-60A (Less impulsive type)
Figure 2. - Types of helicopters used in the study
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Figure 4. - Effect of noise level arid number of flights on annoyance
! 1 • - 16.5+0.202 .SEL+1.64-LO_o_ N i'iAn noya nce
normalized to
87 dB (SEL) 3
2 "-16.4 +0.2 lO'SEL+O.O67"N
I 0 1 i I I I I I I
0 § 10 15 20 25 30 35
i (Number Of Number of Helicopter Noise Events
fnterviews) (37)(970) (1432) (171)
(311) (1257)
Figure 5. - The relationship of annoyance with number of noise events
(The data points come from dummy variable regression coefficients _or
6 number-of-event groups)
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+1Of. Type of Helicopter
r" o UH-1H
5 o UH-80
: 4
An noya nco
3
2
1
0 ! I ! I
40 45 50 55 60
Helicopter LEO (9 hr), dB
t
• ?Figure 6 - Comparison of reactions 20 two types of helicopters
+
t
r
!
; 5
An noya nce
4 ",
• .
3
i
2
t '
I I I I
' 040 6'0i 45 50 5S
Helicopter LEO (9 hr), dB
( Number of
Interviews) (226) (121_ (1181) (597)
(192) (650) (826) (345)
Figure 7. - Relation between annoyance and LEO
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• /
., Annoyance score
_ 1OO, equal to or greater than
-_2
Percentage 60 4- 7
' annoyed -*- 8 "
40
" + 40 45 50 55 60
'[ Helicopter LEO (9 hr), dB
"i Figure 8. - Ten dichotomizations of the annoyance scale
i
•
HIGH ANNOYANCE DEFINITION ',
Percentage 80 o Respondent's definition -final interview
with "high"
annoyance o Respondent's de_inltton -init:al interview
60 O Calibration with "very" annoyed (>8 on scale)
Thurstone scaling technique
4O
P
; 60
Helicopter, LEO [9 hr), dBI
! Figure 9. - Comparison of high annoyance dr=initions
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j Averag_ annoyance rating (0-I0 scale)a of:i "this year" "today" "8-week study "this...year"
Noise (Q.4) (Q.4) period" (Q.6) (Q.9)
source (Initial (Mean for 23 (Concluding (Concluding
interview, interview interview, interview,
n=338) days, n=6680) b n=330) n=330)
3.92 4.19 ,
c erlOo
10_ 3.58
•.' Jet Ot 2.36 1.65 3.19
!
I
i
Small 140,="
propeller I
airplanes 0.87 0.60 p 1.53 1.67o
10I 3.17 i
cars 1 01 1.81 2.51
IO;"
True,s 4__ 2.36 2.45 2.65
]
I0_
Motorcycles 4_- 2.99 o ._
1.41 . "" ,v
0.39
0
Figure 10. - Short-term and long-term ratings of six noise sources
a If a noise is reported as "not heard" it is scored zero.
b Excludes interviews when the respondent is absent the entire
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. day.
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_ LEGEND]- Helicopter noise exposure on study day:
Equivalent noise
No planned flig_ht_{s exposure days (UH-IH) Other days
• Initial interview <> 50-52 dB(LEQ) /_42-59 dB(Lb_Q)
_A few unplanned flights [354-56 dB(LEQ)
.ONo flights
Helicopter
-----AA _
annoya nce a _ A _---e
0 1 I I I t I -4
A
aircraft 2
annoyance
Small 2 t
propeller A
airplane ________ _ _-_ ---%_ _ :annoyance "
o ___k!_-_ + 4 i t i I
t I -_ I I
-l0 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60
I Number of days since first telephone interview
o
I
.! Figure II: Annoyance (0 to I0 scale) with tour noise sources by nunber ot
i'i days elapsed in study (Day % is first telephone call-back)
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410
3
:: 2
Residual
_i annoyance 1
,;. in decibel
_ equivalent
-' units 0
-1
-2
-10
I I I ! I I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Number of days since Eirst telephone interview
Figure 12. - Residual helicopter annoyance scores for
17 controlled noise exposure days.
i
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APPENDIX A:
STUDY DAY INFORMATION
t
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"J't
Table A-_- DALLYSCHEDULEAND%NTERV]E_INFORHATION
a [ Heanannoyance score
Social Days elapsed Date WeekDay of Type of Controlled (numberof respondents)
survey In telephone week questtonnalre hellcopten At home At h_e for
partof day at |east
day surveyperiod exposureday one p|anned
f|Ight
1 < I 8/30- I<1 Initial face- No 0.49 --
9/13 to face (330)
2 1 g/14 1 H No 0,25 --
(304)
3 7 9/20 2 Tu Yes 1.58 1.98
(305) (205)
4 6 9/21 2 w No 0.89 --(297)
5 9 9/22 2 Th Yes 2.09 2.09
(285) (282)
6 13 9/26 3 M Yes 1.69 1.62
(288) (260)
7 14 9/27 3 Tu Yes 3.24 3.46
(298) (238)
8 15 9/28 3 W Yes 1.49 1.63
(295) (222)
9 20 10/3 4 H Yes 1.09 1.05
(292) (225)
10 21 10/4 4 Tu Repeated No 1.24 --
telephone (287)
11 22 10/5 4 _ (Core Ye_ 3.31 3.33
questionnaire) (293) (291)I
12 23 110/6 4 Th Yes 2.70 2.81
(269) (246)
13 30 10/13 5 Th He 1.12 --(279)
14 34 10/17 6 H Yes 2.01 2.25
(284) (2311
15 35 10/18 6 Tu Yes 1.08 2.22
(280) (219)
16 36 10/19 6 W Yes 3.52 3.82
(283) (254)
17 41 10/24 7 H Yes 2.42 2.89
(267) (223)
18 43 10/26 7 W Yes 3.74 3.81
(286) (27S)
19 44 10/27 7 Th Yes 3.83 3.89
(281) (276)
20 49 11/1 6 To Yes 2.48 2.7S
(283)J (229121 51 11/3 8 Th Yes 2.13 2.42
,, - (282) (22e)
22 55 11/7 9 H Core Q.+ Yes 2.£4 2.59
24 hr question (268) (274)
23 57+ 11/9*b 9-11 id+ Concluding No 1.79 --
telephone (296)
8, Thts tS the date iskld about tn the Interviews, Reheated telephone tnterv|tws mra done on
thts date or on the following mornlng.
b. Most Interviews Nra completedb7 11/10/83 but the |ast |ntarvlew was on 11/28/83.
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Table A-II - Summary noise data for 17 sites
(all flights > 60dB, LA are included)
m
Identification Number ot flights Level (L-_) Helicopter type
(lOgl0 average)
based on:
J Planned % o£
Social Site Planned All % PlannedJ All type flights
survey flights flights planned £1ightslflights thatday F = (N) (N) I = are
fixed I impulsive planned
M = f N = non- type
M°bilea I impulsive
F 2 6 33 80 76 67
3 MI5 2 7 29 86 81 N 59
MI8 2 7 29 78 73 55
F 8 23 35 76 74 83
5 M01 8 18 44 75 72 I 86
M02 8 25 32 79 76 86
F 5 14 36 71 70 88
6 M34 5 8 62 72 72 I 97
MI7 5 7 71 76 75 93
F 8 23 35 83 80 37
7 M03 8 14 57 84 82 N 75
MI9 8 10 80 84 83 88
F 1 7 14 70 69 86
8 MI6 1 2 50 66 64 I 88
, M33 1 3 33 72 68 92
F 2 2 I00 74 74 100
9 MI4 2 3 67 71 70 N 81
M32 2 3 67 76 76 100
F 6 12 50 79 77 90
II MI3 6 7 86 80 80 I 96
M31 6 6 100 83 83 100
F 4 ii 36 76 74 80
12 M04 4 6 67 78 78 I 79
M20 4 6 67 78 79 67
F 2 6 33 83 79 50
14 M06 2 4 50 88 85 N 71
i M22 2 4 50 84 81 50
F 8 10 80 76 75 80
15 MI2 8 8 I00 77 77 N i00
M30 8 8 i00 76 76 I00
F 15 18 83 76 76 94
i 16 MI7 15 15 i00 75 75 I I00
• M29 15 16 94 78 79 94
F 2 4 50 82 83 75
17 MII 2 4 50 80 77 I 88
M29 2 3 67 81 81 67
'_! F 7 II 64 83 81 91
- 18 M08 7 17 41 84 81 I 85
M24 7 II 64 85 83 64
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Table A-II (continued)
Identification Number of flights Level (L-A) Helicopter type
... (lOgl0 average)
based on:
IPlanned % of
Social Site Planned All % Planned I All type flights
survey flights flights planned fl_ghts flights that
day F = (N) (N) I = are
fixed impulsive planned
M = I N = non- type
M°bilea I impulsive
F 32 35 91 80 79 99
19 MI0 32 37 86 78 77 I 97
M28 32 32 I00 79 79 i00
F 8 24 33 U2 78 71
20 M35 8 19 42 81 78 N 66
M25 8 ii 73 83 82 91
F i0 14 71 73 72 I00
21 M09 10 24 42 74 71 I 85
M27 I0 II 91 75 75 I00
F 20 21 95 75 75 i00
22 M36 20 24 83 74 73 I 96
M26 20 50 100 76 76 i00
a. Mobile sites are nl_bered from south to north.
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Table A-III - Noise data for 17 days
Number of flights Level (LA)a Helicopter type Helicopter L_O
(averaged over 3 sites) based on: (9 hr)a for
helicopter c types
!
Social Planned I All % Planned All Planned Average All Im- Non-
survey flights_flights planned Iflights flights type % of £1ights pul- impul-
day (N) (N) I flights sire sive
i I = thatimpulsive areN = non- plannedimpulsive type
1 Initial face-to-face interview., conducted. Noise measurement team not in the
field during this period.
2 First repeated telephone interviews conducted. Noise measurement team not in
the field on this day.
3 2 7 3o I 77 77 I N 60 I 49 41 49
4 Noise measurement team in field, but no flights due to bad weather.
sT 8 22 36] 74 74q--_---_q s-v--_444
6 [ 5 10 52 j 73 72 I _ 92/ 50 50 37
7 16 51 82 82 I N 67 | 56 47 568 i 4 2s 67 661 I 881 42 43 27
9 2 3 7s 3_ 41 43 2sd43
I----_---_se measurement team ln-_d. No planned _ _t "a-n_ o-f four
unplanned flights per site.
,, 11 1 6 8 72 1 80 80 1 I 95 1 54 54 35
.l 12 4 8 52 77 77 I 75 52 51 43
13 Noise measurement team in field, but no flights due to bad weather.
| 14 2 5 43 82 82 N 57 50 33 50
I 15 8 9 92 76 76 N 93 52 31 51
! 16 15 16 92 76 76 I 96 55 55 47
17 2 4 55 80 80 I 76 52 51 44
; 18 7 13 54 82 82 I 80 59 60 42
I 19 32 35 92 78 78 I 99 59 60 29d
_! 20 8 18 44 79 79 N 76 55 38 55
'if 21 10 16 61 72 72 I 95 52 53 29d
! 22 20 22 92 75 75 I 98 54 55 26d
i_r 23 Noise measurement team in place until five p.m. T_o fli,_ts at ten minutes
after five p.m.
! a. _hese noise levels are the arithmetic average of the average levels calculated
for each site. The average levels from each site are logarithmic averages.
b. _he percentage is calculated for each site and then averaged across the three
sites.
c. The value of LED for the individual helicopter type is sometimes 1 dB below that
for all helicopters because the val1_ of SEL used in the helicopter type LBQ
is based on only the helicopter flights that could definitely be identified
_i at a particular site.d. This is the noise level for helicopters which were not classified by type for
this day because no helicopters were definitely identified as being of this
- type on this day.
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_ APPENDIX B:
FIELD WORK DOCUMENTS
1985015063-064
Respondent Recruitment Letter
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L..j
T
' " the_• •
_orporation 20RESEARCHDRIVE
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA 23666
TELEPHONE'(8O4)_5-0_0
24 August 1983
I
Dear Resident:
' Information on people's opinions about their neighborhood
environments is needed by the United States Department of Trans-
portation. The Bionetic_ Corporation has been selected to carry
out a survey in your area to provide this information. The
opinions of people in your household are being sought £or this
study.
i
"_: Information collected in this study will be valuable for
,, setting general national policies. It will not be used in
_ local planning. The interviews will be strictly confidential.
•: Results of the study will only be presented in statistical
, tables in which neither the individuals nor neighborhoods will
be identified. The data collection procedure has been approved
by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB No. 2120-0503). !
!
!
= Our interviewer will contact you within the next ten days.
It will be appreciated if you can give our representative every
assistance possible, i
: I
Sincerely,
• J.M. Fields, Ph.D.
Research Scciologist
: Bionetics Corporation
4
;I
I
i
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1985015063-066
Respondent Selection Sheet and Call-Back Form
(Call-back form is on reverse side of Selection Sheet)
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1 985015063-067
L+)
OMO Flu. 2120-0503
8 9 10 11 12
RESPO,,DEtIT SELEC_'Ior, SItEET
STREET ADDRESS SAHPL£ ID ] I i I l [_
12 ]3DISPOSITIOrl L----L.--.J_ELIGIBLE IIUMBEP.CALLsOF_15 16
Hello. My n•me Is .... from Bionettcs. You probably received • letter cecently •bout an
opinion survey which we •re doing for the Dep•rtment of Transportation on how people feel about
*.heir neighborhood environment, tie want to find out how you fe•l •bout the environment in thi•
•z ._T,._ (co I, ;r POSSIBLE)ire•. I would like to •mk you a few questions if could i . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
AS I mentioned we h•ve several question• for you. You are not required to provide the lnfor-
ation but it will be very helpful zf you c•n help '.s.
First ve need to knOW the number of adults, th•t is people over 10, who presently live In
:his house, tle do not need to know their name•, just their relationship to you.t
(LIST ALL RELATIONSHIPS THEH ASK POR EACH)
' A. re/Are (you/ rel•tion) ... usu•lly •t hos_ during the dsytiJne on weekd•ys?
(ASK ABOUT EACll FERSOt.' BEFORE GOlrlG TO D.) [ELIGIBLE IF USUALLY HOHE 2 tlEFKDAY (M - Th)
; MOBIlIrIGSJ
-_ rlOTE: _R4EH PERSOI! FOUHD TO BE IrIELIGIBLE THEI! CTRCLE REASOH, ALSO CIRCLE "I:O" II!
-_ ELIGIBLE BOX, AHE ASK riOMORE OUESTIOHS ABOUT PERSOt!
_| D. DO you know of •nything th•t vii} me•n that .. (READ ELIGIBLE).. will not be •t home durin9
the d•ytime on mo•t weekdays for the next 4 or 5 weeks?
J C. Are/Is ..(READ ELIGIBLE) .. normally up during tb,e day or is/•re ... • night _orker who
usually sleeps during the d•y?
D. (RECORD INFORNAt_T'S HEARIr;G BY OBSERVATIOrl, ASK ABOUT OTHERS RHO ARE STILL ELIGIBLE)
Do••..(READ ELIGIBLE)..hsve noru41 he•ring or does he/she h•ve • severe hearin? problem so
th•t it is often difficult to he•r normal conversltion?
4
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
I/!FORNANT ELIGIBILITY HONE HOME
t 1. ¥E", 1. YES 1. AT HOME 1. l!O 1. IIORMAL1. I r!I"ORRAIJT
2, riO 2. _!O • 2. rJOT AT 2. SLEEP 2. PROBLEMSTOP ROME-STOP " STOP " S_A'_P
2. I. YES I. YES 1. AT HOiqE I. riO I. I_OP,MAL
J
• 2. rio 2. 110 " 2, riOTAT 2. SLEEP 2. PROBLEM
., STOP ,HOME"STOP " STOP o STOP3. 1. YES 1. Yf_S 1. AT IrolqE 1. rio 1. tlORHAL
t 2. tJO 2. NO - 2. HOT AT 2. SLEEP 2. PROBLEM
s.i. .... STOP HOHE'STOP " STOP " STOP
!
ii 4. z. YES 1. YES I. AT.O.r 1..O I..O_L
2. rio 2. riO • 2. NOT AT 2. SLEEP 2. PROBLEM
STOP IIOHE"STOP • STOP - STOP
5. 1. YES 1. YES 1. AT HOME I. lIB 1. rlO/tlqAL
2. rio 2. IIO - 2. rIOT AT 2. SLEEP 2. PROBLEM
., STOP HOME-STOP " STOP ", STOp
COLA* ,rUH.ER ELIGIBLE PROIqGRID
+_t O, alONE .I. BILLY oflePERSt'_r 2, I%/O._JL MORE
! _mmL
_P
That Is _I _ I SELECT PEHSOI! FIRST I
need. Th•nk you I IH ALiqrABL_rICAL ORDER I
for ymr help. | BY rIItST IIIITIAL I
!ccr_x,mEIm'ztvIzu I, 'ELEC+VED'n'I' I
IIWOIU,UU_. HAiti ._J_'l_Olh'Ti,lZlr? Ir SI-
LZCY_DUSPOnOZ_ :_r AT BOrnE
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,j
Face-to-Face Initial Questionnaire
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1985015063-070
- dot-face-q R8 Approved for use through 04130185
O.H.B. No. 2120-0503
s_pLEIo_- I-1-1
-[
i
I E,NVJRONNENTSURVE¢
r
6"i
1985015063-071
FIRST
ENVIRONHENTSURVEY dot-face-q R8 CARD
Approved for use through 04/30/85 ]
O.M.B. No. 212n-o503 1 2 3 4 5
(OFFICE ]NTERV[EW]D) [_- _
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N_
SAMPLEIn_ - _ (8-12)
INTERVIEWERIO E_ (13-14)
YOURINTERVIEWNO._ (IS-16)
We want to findout about the environmentaroundhere and how you feel about
it over the next few weeks.
QI How do you feelabout this area,the blockor so rightaroundhere? What
are the thingsyou like most about this area.that is, the thingsyou feel
are advantagesand_T_ good place to live?
STARTTIME I ) ) ) ! (17-20)
21 22
23 24
Q2 Are thereany thingsyou particularlydislikeabout this area,that is
thingswhich are disadvantages?
(RECORDANSWERS. KECORDALL pHRASESDESCRIBINGENVIRORRENTAL_ISANCES 25 26
VER_ATI.) EEIE_
27 28
V_
2g N
31 32
_____
33-78 SKP
79 80
SECONDCARD
I!
1-50UP
67
Q3 Takingeverythinginto consideration,how wouldyou rate this neighborhood
as a placeto live) Wouldyou say it is excellent,good,fair,or purr?
I EXCELLENT B-16 SKP
2 GOO0
3 FAIR (17)
4 POOR
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-A.2- SECOND
CARD
In a moment I will ask you to rate some of the sounds around here using this I1
scale (SHOWCARDA). Any sound can be rated somewhere between O, if you are
"not at all annoyed," to lO if you are "extremely annoyed", that is the more
annoyed, the bigger the number. It you have never heard some sound around here
tell n_, but tf you ever hear it, rate it sonwwhere from zero to ten on this
scale. Whenyou rate a sound take into account both how often you hear and how
much It bothers you when you do hear It.
04 Thinking about thiJ last year, how do you feel about the sounds from
...(cars)... around here? How m,ch do they bother or annoy you?
_. Cars _ 20 (18-19)
b. Trucks _I_ 20 (20-21)
c. Hotorcycles _]_ 20 (22-23)
d. Jet airplanes E_ 20 (24-25)
e, Helicopters _ ZO (26-27)
f. Small prope'ler airplanes E_ 20 (28-29)
g. Neighbors' tools or _ 20 (30-31)
yard equipment
h. Are there any other notses which
bother or annoy you around here?
(DESCRIBE ALL. IF MORETHAN ONE
CIRCLE MOSTANNOYINGAND RATE
IN "l") 20 (NONE)
I. IF YES How much does [_ (32-33)
It bother or annoy you? 34 35 36 37
k!!!!
38-39 SKP
Q5 Please look at this card (SHOWCARD B) and tel1 me how annoying the noise
from cars is around here. Would you say the noise from cars was not at all
annoying, slightly annoying, moderately annoying, very annoying, or extremely
annoying?
I NOT AT ALL
2 SLIGHTLY
3 MODERATELY (40)
4 VERY
5 EXTREMELY
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I I
-A.3- SECOND
CARD
The next questions are about where you spendyour time. II
: IF BEFORE"5 PM OR WEEKENDCIRCLE"4" AND ASK "a".
Q6 Wereyou at homeme.stof the day touay?
F 2. YES 3. NO 4. BEFORE5 PM OR WEEKEND (41)
(ASKQI-Q]OABOUT TODAY)
a. What was the most recentweekdayyou
were at home most of the day?
I. DAY OF WEEK:I.M 2.Tu 3.W 4.Th 5.F (42)
II. WEEK 1. THIS WEEK"
2. LAST WEEK (43)
3. BEFORELASTWEEK
IF BEFORELAST WEEK: 44 45
MONTH
DATE
: 46 47
'_ (ASK QI-QIOABOUTTHAT DAY) I---I----I
r 48-78 SKP
Q7 We need to flnd out whetheryou were aroundhome ... (yesterday)... from 79-80DUP
8:00 in the morninguntil5:00 in the afternoon. Startingat 8:00 were
you at home or away from home?
THIRD
CARD
I(1)DO NOT RECORDEVENTSOF LESSI Ill
ITHAN10 MINUTESAS A SEPARATE I
IEPISODE I 1-5 DUP
I(2) COUNT TIME SPENTAT NEARBY I
INEIGHBORS(wlthin3 houses) AS I 6 7
I"TIMEAROUNDHOME" I
; [REPEATFROM HERE FOR EACH EPISODE. RECORDFIRSTEPISODEUNDER "EPISODEIWi
a. So at ...(8:00)...youwere ...
I Away fromhome A. Aroundhome (or at a neighbors)
lb. What tlmedid I c. Wereyou indoorsor outdoorsat ... (8:00)... ?
you get back I 2 OUTDOORS ,e3 INDOORShome? I d. What time . Did you go outdoors or leave home
did you then (again)later in the day?
IRECORDIN "TIME I go back In- A. NO B. YES
IEND"BOX AND START[ doorsor If.What time was
INEW EPISODE I area?leavethe l 'that?
!RECORD"5:00"IN ERECteDTIMEIN------
RECORD IN "TIME "TIME END" BOX AND I"TI_EEND" BOX AND
END" BOX AND ,GOTO NEX QUESTIONjSTAPTNEW EPISOD_START NEW
EPISODE
. ! 70
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:i
-A.4- THIRD
CARD
,.oo,ooo_sI_.,NOD,,I_L-_I ,,,-,,,
:BEGIN . AROUtlDHOME
EPISODE3 ITIME:BEGItli _ } AROUfiyHOME TIME END
(30)
2. OUTDOORS 3. It(DOORS I--I I ! I 131-34)
: (351
;'i . OUTDOORS 3. It(DOORS L I I I I (36.391
OUTDOORS 3-INDOORS [_I_F-"T'--I (41-44)
_,_ •
AROUNDHOME TIME END
, IAc_), :
.. OUTDOORS 3. INDOORS F--I_---I[_
i -,Jl
(46°49)
:BEGIN AR(3U/IDflOME TIME END
• .oo,ooo_,.,,ooo,i:,i,, }_°!,,)
(
" i tl IEPISODE8 TIME:BEGIN AROUNDIIOME TIME END (55)2, OUTDOORS1 3. INDOORS I ! ! l i (56-59)
2. OUTDOORS 3. INDOORS I J i i i (61-64)
: 16s)
2 OUTDOORS3. INDOORS I ! ! l ! (66-691
[IF MORETHANlO USESUPPLEMENTALPAGEANDCHECKHERE["']l
1985015063-075
i'
!
-A.5- THIRD
CARD
Ill
: 70-/8 SKP
79 80 DUP
FOURTH
CARD
IV
_I i-5 DUP
'_ 67
! Q8 Did you.sleepor try to take a nap duringthe day?
I I.YES 2_____0-] (B)
a. What time
was that?
BEGI,:! -!-_l--F-! (9-12)
EN_:J i i i i (13-i_)
f
Q9 Did you have any of the windowsopen in your house ... (yesterday)...?
YES - OPEN [ 2..NO - ALL WERE CLOSEDI
(17)
a. In the roomsyou were in were
the windowsopen or closed
most of the time? i
3. MOSTLYOPEN
4. MOSTLYCLOSED
1
,j
i
!
!
J
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-A.6- FOURTH
,_ CARD
Now we are going to use a zero to ten scale to rate some soundsyou may have IV
:) heard while you were at home ... (yesterday)[GIVE PEEL-OFFSCALE CARD]. Take
into accountboth how many timesyou heard the sound ... (yesterday)... and how
much it botheredyou when you did hear it. We on]y need to know about the sounds
iI you heard in the morningand afternoonbecausethe noise |eve!measurementshave
on]y been made duringthe day.
F QIO When you were at home duringthe day ... (yesterday)... how much were you
botheredor annoyedby the noise from ... (cars)...?
&
RATING NOT HEARD
I
a.cars 2u (Is-zD)
b. Trucks _ 20 (20-21)
c. Motorcycles []_]_ 20 (22-23)
d, Jet airplanes I---t--1 20 (24-25)
e, tlellcopters _ 20 (26-27)
f, small propeller airplanes I_ 20 (28-29)
g. Neighbors'tools or
yard equipment _ 20 (30-31)
h. Is there any other noise
which botheredor annoyed
you aro_:ndhere ... yesterday...? 20 (NONE)
(DESCRIBEALL. CIRCLEWORST) (32-33)
i
I. IF YES How nuch did it J
bother you?
34 35 36 37
LJ!!I
38-78 SKP
7g-80 DUP
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-A.7- FIFTH
• CARD
V
1-5 OUP
QI1 Let's look at that zero to lO annoyance scale again: ghat is the lowest 6 7
number you would use and still say you were "highly annoyed"?I
SCALE NUHBER L-_ (8-9)
012 I_at year did you moveinto this house?
19 E_ (lo-11)
a, [IF 1983] What month did you move in?
Q13 Do you own this house or are you renting it?
1. O_N(ORBUYIN_) (lZ)
2. RENT
014 How many of the people in your household go out to work? E_] (13-14)
(LIST RELATIONSHIP TO RESPONDENTBEFOREASKING a)
a. Where do each of them work?
RFLATION TO
RESPONDENT PLACES OF I_ORK(DO NOT READ)
1. RESPONDENT I.SHIPYARD 2.FT. EUSTIS 3.PATRICK HENRY
2. SPOUSE 4.LANGLEY AFB 5.NASA (15)(16)
3. CHILD 6.0THEE (DESCRIBE)
4. PARENTS
S, OTHER
1. RESPONDENT I.SHIPYARD 2.FT. EUSTIS 3.PATRICK HENRY
2. SPOUSE 4.LANGLEY AFB 5.NASA (17)(18)
3. CHILD 6.OTHER (DESCRIBE)
4. PARENTS
5. OTHER
1. RESPONDENT 1.SHIPYARD 2.FT. EUSTIS 3.PATRICK HENRY
2. SPOUSE 4.LANGLEY AFB S.NASA (19)(ZO)
' 3. CHILD 6. OTHER (DESCRIBE)
: 4, PARENTS
5, OTHER
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_A.8° FIFTH
CARD
V
************************* TO NEXT PAGE*********SKIP TO NEXT PAGE*********
RECORDTHE FOLLOMINGOBSERVATIONSAFTER INTERVIEW IS COMPLETED
Q21 SEX OF RESPONDENT
1. _ale (21)
2. Female
Q22 ESTIRETED AGE OF RESPONDENT
I. 18-29
2. 30-39
3. 40-49 (22)
4. 50-59
5, 60-69
6. 70 or more
Q23 DATE OF [NTERVIEg: Ronth _ 8(Aug), 9(SepL) (23-24)
DayF'I--I (ZS-26)
Q24 FACE SHEET INFORRATION: .umber of Adults _ (27-28)
Number Eligible _ (29-30)
(Q16) TIME CHART INFORRATION:
Total hours away for S weekdays from 8 am-S pm _ (31-32)
33 3_ 35 36 37
A.M. HOME (9-12) M T g T F (33-37) :
ALL l l | l 1
NONE 2 2 2 2 2
SOHE 3 3 3 3 3
38-39 SKP
(Q20) T]NE ENO _-_:_'-_ (40-43) ,
Q2S ACCURACYOF EPISODE TIRE REPORTING [ACCURACYOF POORESTREPORT]
1. g|thin 5 mtr,ute5
2. W|th]n 15 minutes (44)
3. gtthtn 30 minutes
4. Poorer than 30 minutes
Q26 IF NORE THAN I0 EPISODES RECORDNIJHBER ["T-] (45-46)
47-78 slip
79-80 DUP
75
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1985015063-079
-A.9- SANPLE,O -
Thts is the end of the tnLerview. What we need now iS to make arrangements to
find out how you feel about the neighborhood on certain days in September and
October,
All we need ts for me to telephone you at a convenient time on some days and ask
you ftve questions each time. All together, we will call you about 20 times, It
will only Lake you a few minutes each time, but it will be of considerable help to
us. in order to make up for any inconvenience we will give you $40,00 as a token of
appreciatlon.
If you can help us out, we would llke to make it as easy as possible for you and
find out what the most convenient time is for contacting you in the evening.
QIS _'__ is there a time when it is particularly convenient to contact
you or Is anytime oetween 5:30 and 9;30 all right?
(PROBE IF NECESSARY: Is that the same every e,'enlngor are s_ evenings
dtfferentT)
1. YES [FILL IN GRIO] 2. NO - ALL TINES SAHE
a. Are there any times on s_ne weekday eveniRg when you hay= a favorite _ show
or you are away or there Is sane other reaso_ _ny we should not try to contact
you? [IF AWAY ALL EVENING. TRY TO OBTAIN TIME JUST BEFORE LEAVES--EVEN IF
BEFORE5:30]
1. YES [FILL IN GRID] 2. NO - ANYTIME OK
b. (Except for those times) ... is it a11 right to call as late as 9:30 or is
that too late? [CIRCLE 9:30 OR _ITE LATEST TIME]
ALL DAYS
SAHE HONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRDDAY
FRON-TO FROH-TO FROH-TO - FRON-TO FRON-TO FROH-TO
WORST .... •
REASON: REA3ON: REASON: REASON: REASON: REASON:
- - ILATEST 9:30___ 9:30 _ 9:-_0 9:30 _ 9:30 9:30
-- ,, |
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-A.IO-
Of6 Is there any partlcular weekday when you are usually out away from home at a
par.tlculartime durin0 the morning or afternoon)
X. YES
a. When is that?
(PROBE: Any other time7)
DAY: FROM : TO :
DAY: FROM : TO :
DAY: FROM : TO : _,
Q17 Is there any particular time during the morning or afternoon on most weekdays
when you are usually out?
a. When is that? i(PROBE: Any other time?)
FROH : TO :
!FROH : TO :
FROM : TO : 7
FROH : TO :
O18 What Is your telephone number?
1. TELEPHONEbUYER.
olg Who should _ ask for w_en we telephone you?
NAME
Those are all the questions for now. I can give you the check for $40.00 right now,
If you can give t your full name to write It tn here. (TAKE OUT CHECK)
1. FILL OUT CHECK [COPY LAST NAMETO Ol9]
:_. GET SIGNATUREON RECEIPT
3. REMIND RESPONDENTTO PUT 0-10 SCALEIS) ON TELEPilONE(S)
Q20 TIME (NO
77
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8hov Cards
°
(All three cards _ere used in the ftrst interviev. The last "card" vas a
peel-off label vhich vas le_t wtth the respondent vlth Instructions that it
be put on or near the telephone for use during the te)_phone intervievs).
CARD A
bt _noyiq 0 1 ! 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 l0 _yiqAt all
CARDB
U0TAT aLL
8LI_nLT
N00nITILY
vnY
Srtl_LY
.m ,,. .....
(PSSL-OrY SCALt)
l(l(xtruelY
INot Annoying0 | 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g . Annoying
at a11 OI
",1
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_J
Repeated Short Telephone Questionnaire (Core Questionnaire)
79
1985015063-083
I _....
I
81
1985015063-085
iJ
il Next-to-Last Day Short Telephone Questionnaire
(This is the same as the repeated short questionnaire except that
a section is added concerning the entire preceeding 24 hours).
|
;! 82
. 3!- . _;. _.,_.__. .
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Concluding Telephone Questionnaire
87
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;" -C.5- THIRD CARD
_, VII
This ts the last time we wtll be calltng su I have a few extra questions now. 1-5 DUP
67
N21
QS These questions are about this past year, not justtoday. Taking everything 8-16 SKP
into consideration,how would you rate this nelghborhood as a plate to live?
Would you say it is excellent, good, fair, or poor?
1. EXCELLENT
?. GOOD {17)
3. FAIR
4. POOR
Now think about the noises during thls whole past_ear. We need to use the same
zero to ten scale to rate how bothered or annoyed you were by each sound this
last ),earand not just today. Take Into account both how often you hear the
souncmand now n_ch It bothers you when you do hear It. If you have never heard
sonm sound around here tell me, but if you ever hear it, rate It somewhere from
zero to ten.
Q6 Thlnklng about thls last year, how do you feel about the sounds from
...(cars)...around here? Flowmuch have they bothered or annoyed you?
RATING NOT HEAR II .... 1oo
: a.cars Eli[]] 2o (18-t9)
b. Trucks _ 20 (20-21)
c. Motorcycles _ 20 (22-23)
_, d. Jet airplanes _ 20 (24-25)
e. He11copters 20 (26-27)
f. Small propeller alrplenes E]_] 20 (_8-Z9)
g. Neighbors' tools or _ 20 (30-31)
yard equipment
h. Are there any other noises which
bother or annoy you around here?
(OESCRIBE ALL. IF MORE THAN ONE
CIRCLE HOSTANNOYINGAND RATE
IN "I") ZO (NONE)
- I. IF YES HownmJchdoes _ (32-33)
It bother or annoy you?
:l" 34 35 36 37
i. ) LI I I
I 38-39 SKP
9O
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-C.6- THIRD
CARD
VII
Q7 Nowanother question about howannoying the noise from cars was around here
this last year. Wouldyou say the noise from cars was not at a31 annoying,
sltghtly annoying, moderately annoying, very annoying, or extremely annoying?
1. NOTAT ALL
2. SLIGHTLY
3. MODERATELY (40)
4. VERY
5, EXTREMELY
41-47 SKP
Q8 Let's look at that zero to ten annoyancescale again: What is the lowest
numberyou would use and st111 say you were "htghly annoyed'?
SCALENUMBER[_ (48-49)
50-78SKP
79-80 OUP
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,-C.7- FOURTH CAD
The next questions ask about the tlme since the miudle of September when we have VIII
been calling you. I-5 DUP
Q8 In terms of the amount of time you spend at home,howtypical have these 6 7
weeks been when we called you? Would you say you have _pent more ttme than
usual at home, less time than usual, or about the L ual amount of time at _'J
home?
I. MORE AT HOME
2. LESS AT HOME (8)
3. USUAL
How think about the noises during thls 8-week period when we have been calling
you. we reed to use the same zero to ten scale to rate how bothered or annoyed
you were by each sound during this perinU. 9-17 ._KP
Q9 Thinking about this 8-week period while we have been calling you, how did you
feel about the sounds from ...(cars)...around here? How much dld they bother
or annoy you?
a.cars []Z] 20 (18-19) :
b. Trucks [_ 20 (20-21)
c. Motorcycles [_ 20 (22-23)
d. Jet airplanes _ 20 (24-25)
e. Heltcop ,_,rs [_ 20 (26-27)
f. _11 propeller airplanes _ 20 (28-29)
g. Neighbors' tools or I'T-] 20
yard equipment
h. /&rethere any other noises Ahlch
bothered or annoyed you around (30-31)
* here during this period?
(DESCRI_,EALL, IF MORETHANONE
CIRCLE MOSTANNOYING AND RATE
IN "i') 20 (NONE)
i. IF YES Howmuch dld L_L-J (32-33)
it bother or annoy you?
34 35 36 37
L)I l_.J
38-50 9(P
1985015063-096
I
)
+
_ -C.8- FOURTH
CARD
' ! QIO How typical has the noise been during the weeks we have been calling you; Vlll
would you say the ...(cars)...were more noisy than usual, about llke usual
or less noisy than usual?
+
MORE 'IABOUT I LESS I ,EVER
U NOISE
(VOLUNTEER)
a. Cars t 2 3 0 (53)
b. Trucks I 2 3 0 (52)
c. Motorcycles I 2 3 0 (53)
d. Jet airplanes I 2 3 0 (54)
_) e. Helicopters i 2 3 O (55)
",- f. Small prope r planes I 2 3 0 (56)
g. Neighbors' tools o. i 2 3 O (57)
yard equl_ment
I
QII Has our cal'ing a?d asking about noise m_de you notice the noi;_ around here i
i more or nor?
1 NOTICE MORE
Z. NOT NOTICE MORE (58)
3. OTHER (RECORD VERBATIM)
( Q12 Has our asking about noise chan.eedhow you feel abcut the noises which have
: alwaysbeen here; that is, when you h_ar th_same nolses now are you more
bothered now, less bothered nrAw, or about as bothered as you used to be?
i
1. MORENOW
2. LESS HOW
3. ABOUTAS USEDTO BE (5_)
4. OTHER (RECORD VERBATIM)
93
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t,.i,i
i'll
-C.9- FOURTH
CARD
(COMPLETEQl3a AND b FOR EACHAIRCRAFTTYPE SMALL VIII
BEFOREASK ABO_U'r-N_XTTYPE) JET HELICOPTERS PROPELLER
ATRPLANES ATRPLANES
(GO TO Q13a IF HEARDON 06) EVER HEARDTYPE?
Q13 Haveyou ever heardany i
r...J_,:,',-p,_,,-........] ,,_I,.,oI I '_-_i,.,oI I YESii.NoI|... hel.,opters........ here?
IF YES OR HEARDON Q6 a. EVER AFRAIDIT MIGHTCRASH
........ m-
a. Whenyou heara ...helicopter........ YES YES YES
smalI propelIer aircrafl (60-62)
-, fly overhead,areyou ever afraidit
mightcrashnearby? '---TF"YTS"-'
i_Whe, .Ju hear it do you only 0 3.ONLY 3.ONLY 3.ONLY
l occasionallyfear it might X OCCASIONALLYOCCASIONALLYOCCASIONALLY
l 4.SOMETIMES 4.SOMETIMES 4.SOMETIMES
crash,sometimesfear it might i TYPE)
crash,orusuallyfearIt I. 5.USUALLY 5.USUALLY 5.USUALLY
, might crash?
COMPLETEALL AIRCRAFTTYPESON QI3 BEFOREGOINGTO Q14
(ASKABOUTHEARDTYPES) ARE MAINLY
oo,o ' p'i"l... helicopters..rcraftJaroundhere 13.NOT KNOW NOT KNOW 3. NOT KNOW' Lsmall propelleralare mainlycivilianor mainlymilitary?
a. WHEREFROM
a. Are the ... helicopters........just I.FLYINGBY I,FLYINGBY I.FLYINGBY
: small propeller aircraft 2.PAT. HENRY2.PAT. HENRY2.PAT. HENRY
flylngby or are they fromPatrick 3.FT.EUSTIS 3.FT.EUSTIS 3,FT. EUSTIS (66-68) i
Henry, Fort Eustls or somewhereelse? 4.OTHER 4.OTHER 4.OTHER i
' 5.1ToT£NO1W-- i.lioli _NI_W- S.ITOT_N_- -
b. Howimportant do you feel that those b, HOWIMPORTANT
...jetairplane... ]
... helicopter..._Z_ flightsare? II.VERY I.VERY II.VERY
smallprope leraircraft 12.SOMEWHAT 2.SOMEWHAT 12.SOMEWHAT (69-71)
Are theyvery important,somewhat 13.ALITTLE 3.A LITTLE 13.ALITTLE
Important.a littleimportant,or not 14.NOTAT ALL 4.NOTAT ALL 14.NOTAT ALL
at all Important? I 'c. COULDDOANYTH'INGTO IREDUCENOISE
c. Doyou feel the pilots or other authorl- (
ttes could do anything to reduce the noise
...jet airplanes ........ ] YES ES YES
from those ,.. helicopters ........ ?
L small pro elleraircraft
-- -- _'S- -' (72-74)
_Oo you thinkthatthey could
i 3.SOMEWHAT 13.SOMEWHAT 13.SOMEWHAT
14.ONLYA 14.ONLYA 14.ONLYAi somewhat,or onlya little? I TYPE)
LITTLE LITTLEI LITTLE
1985015063-098
-C.I0- FOURTH
CARD
VIII
Now we havea few backgroundquestionsforyou.
Q15 What year were you born? (75-76)
19
QI6 What is the highestgradeof schoolyou have completed?
1. GRADESCHOOL(I-8)
2. SOME HIGH SCHOOL(9-11)
3. HIGH SCHOOLGRADUATE(12) (77)
4. SOME COLLEGE
5. COLLEGEGRADUATE
6. MORE THAN4 YEARSOF COLLEGE
Q17 Duringthe timeyou have livedIn thls househas the noise aroundhere
increased,decreased,or stayedaboutthe same?
I. INCREASED
2. DECREASED (78)
3. STAYEDSAME
4. OTHER PATTE_ (DESCRIBE)
79-80 DUP
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-C.II- FIFTH
CARD
IX
QI8 Do you knowof anyoneelse aroundhere who has been takingpart In this I-5 DUP
study?
67
YES [ 2.NO
a. Do you knowwhetherthey havebeen calledoften (8)
llkeyou or were only calledonce?
3. OFTEN
4. ONCE
5. DON'TKNOW
Q19 Haveany of your neighborsever talkedaboutthls studywith you?
YES-TALKED 2. NO-NOTTALKEDI
l
a. How many timeshaveyou talkedwith neighbors
: about the study; once or twice, 3 to 5 times,
I 6 to 10 times, or more than 10 times?
_) (g)
I 3. ONCEORTWICE
; 4. THREETO FIVE
S, SIX TO TEN
6, MORETHAN10
7. OTHER(DESCRIBE)
Q20 Somepeople saly this study ts not really about noise generally, but only
about someone type of noise. Haveany of your neighbors or family said they
" thought that"i_he study was really only about one type of noise?
...... I IYES-ONETYPE ZO.NO-NOTSAID(DON'TKNOW)a. What type of noise dtd they think tt was about?
(I0-11)
OI.CARS 04.JETS 07.NEIGHBORS'TOOLS
02.TRUCKS 05.HELICOPTERS OR YARDEQUIPMENT
03.MOTORCYCLESOB.SMALLPLANES08.OTHER(DESCRIBE)
Q21 Do you personally thinkthatthe studysponsors are malnlyinterestedIn on;y
one type of nolseor In all typesof noise?
..... li:
ONETYPE ALL"TY?E'S'_
DON'_KNOW
a. Whichone type do you think they are interested tn? (ACCEPTIF
V_LUNTEERED) (12-13)
( 01.CARS 04.JETS 07.NEIGHBORS'TOOLS .i
• i 02.TRUCKS O5.HELICOPTERS OR YARDEQUIPMENT
• _ 03.MOTORCYCLES06.SMALLPLANES08.OTHER(DESCRIBE)
i '°
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; -C.12- FOURTH
CARD
IX
QZ2 we want to know howyou feelaboutreceiving$40 for takingpart in the
: study. Consideringthe lengthof the interviewsand the numberof timeswe
calledyou, wouldyou say that$40 is more than is needed,about rightor
toe l_ttle?
1. MORETHAN NEEDED
2. ABOUT RIGHT (14)
3. TOO LITTLE
Q23 How did you firsthearthat peoplewere beingpaid $40 in this study:fromthe
interviewer,_ a neighboror from someoneelse?
INTERVIEWER 02. NEIGHBOR
03. OTHER(DESCRIBE)
a. Do you happento rememberwhetherthe
interviewermentionedthe $40 at the
startof the interviewor at the end 04. DO NOT REMEMBER
of the interview?
05, AT START (15-16)06. AT END
07. OTHER (DESCRIBE)
08. DO NOT REMEMBER
f
Q24 Thoseare all the questions I have for you and this ts the last ttme I call i
you. Do you have any questions you would like to ask me?
2. YES [WRITEQUESTIONVERBATIM] t I"N° I (17)18-1g i,
!
20-21
*************** FILL OUTAT END*************** 22-39 SKP
Q25 TIMEEND r"I-l:F-I-_ (40-43)
Q26 ACCURACYOF EPISODETIME REPORTING[ACCURACYOF POORESTREPORT]
1. Within S minutes
2. Within 15 minutes (44)
3. Within 30 minutes
4. Poorer than 30 minutes
i Q27 IF MORETHAN10 EPISODESRECO_NUMBER (45-46)
i IF NO INTERVIEW: DISPOSITIONCODE [FROMFOLLOWUP RECORD][_] (47)
WASR HOME8 AMTO5 PM? 1. YES 2. NO 3. DK (48)
49-78 SKP
79-80 DUP
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APPENDIX C:
DISPOSITION OF SAMPLE ADDRESSES
The results of visits to 861 sample addresses within the study area
are as follows:
Disposition of address Number
House vacant 19
No eligible resident 407
No contact with anyone at address
Appear to be eligible residents 2
Appear to not be eligible residents 19
Refused information
Appear to be eligible residents i0
Appear to not be eligible residents 12
No informaticn about eligibility 24
Refused interview 26
Refused follow-up after completing 4
initial interview
Initial interview with agreement to
follow-up 338
Total addresses B61
The response rate has been calculated on the percentage of eligible
residents who agreed to participafe in the full survey program, including
the follow-up program. The 404 eligible members of the population include
the 2 "no contact" addresses where someone appeared to be eligible, the
i0 "refuse information" addresses where someone appeared to be eligible,
the 24 "refuse information" addresses for which there is no information
about eligibility, the 26 "refuse interview" addresses, the 4 "refuse
follow-up" addresses and the 338 interviews. On this basis there is a
response rate of B4%.
Of the 338 respondents who agreed to participate, 330 were contacted
for a final interview. Of the 8 who could not be contacted, 4 had moved
and could not be contacted at their new addresses, 2 were deemed to have
too poor a command of English to be interviewed by telephone, 1 was never
home, and 1 had apparently never intended to participate (refused the
honorarium).
98
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APPENDIX D:
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERVIEWERS
99
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Initial Face-to-Face Interviewing Instructions
(These provJae the basic instructions for administering the interviews in
this study. Some materials used for general instruction in interviewing
methods is not reproduced in this report. Many of the instructions in
the following document also apply to the telephone interviews).
i00
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ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS
August 1983
i01
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1A. Relationship to "Tnt_oduction to Interviewing"
This set of instructions supplements the information about
basic interviewing principles which is available in the "Intro-
duction to Interviewing" The only revision to that information
concerns the method of dealing with errors. For this Envircn-
mental Survey all recording should be done in pencil. If a
recording error is made or if marginal hOtel later are found to
be illegible, they can be erased and corrected.
-i-
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B. Overview of Survey
One of the major problems faced in community planning is
that of determining the types of environments which are or are
not acceptable to people in residential areas. In order to ma_.-_
this determination, social surveys of people living in many
different types of residential envirormlents have been carried
out. In this particular case it is a federal agency, the Depart-
ment of Transportation, which has found that it needs information
about residents' reactions to different types of noise enironments.
The Bionetics Corporation is gathering this information by con-
ducting a social survey on the Peninsula.
The information will only be used for national planning
purposes and will not be used ir relation to any particular local
problems. The study areas have been chosen because they are
typical of particular types of residential areas. This means
that though most noise surveys are concentrated in noisy areas,
there must also be interviews in more typical quiet residential
areas to provide a basis for comparison to noisy areas.
This particular survey is primarily concerned with resi3ents'
reactions to environmental noise. Residents will receive a letter
from Bionetics infomning them that an interviewer will come to
their home (See "Respondent Letter" p.28). An initial face-to-
face interview in the home is then followed by about 21 short
evening telephone interviews spread over about two months. Since
the evening telephone interviews concern the noise during the
-2-
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daytime, part of the initial contact at each address will involve
a "Respondent Selection Sheet" which will determine whether there
is an eligible respondent at the address. Physical noise level
measurements are being made in the area during the daytime by
acousticians. As these measurements can not be made under unusual
weather conditions, it may be necessary to change the dates for
some of the follow-up telephone interviews.
1985015063-109
C. Detailed Question by Question Instructions
Question-by-question instructions are written into the survey
form on the fellowing pages. In a few instances where longer
comments are necessary they appear after the questionnaire in a set
"Extended Question-by-Question notes M (page 15).
-4-
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QUESTION BY QUESTION INSTRUCTIONS
FIRST
ENVIRONMENTSURVEY dot-face-q R8 CARD
Approved for use through04/30/85 I
O.M.B. No, 2120-0502 I 2 3 4 5
(OFFICE INTERVIEWID) [_I_L_-
67
N!1
ii i _I
To avoid a mixup, fill SAMPLE ID _ _.__I_] (B-121 .
I--I--IIThis is the number of
in before interview 'NTFRVIEWERID _ linterviews you haves start d. "
YOUR INTERVIEWNO. _F-_'_ done including this Iion e. I
We want to findout about the environmtntaroundhere and how you feel _bout
it over the next few weeks.
QI How do you feel about this area, the block or so right around here? What
are the thingsyou likemost about this area, that is, the thingsyou feel
are advantagesand makeTt a good place to live?
START TIME L ! ! ! ! - Record time"_. (I/o20)
.... 21 2Z
IStress "like most". Record verbatim. When probing
include 'lbloc k
for so right around here" for distance. "Advantages" are anything 23 24
Ithe respondent feels are .dvanta_es.
Q2 _ra there any thingsyou partlcularlydislikeabout this area, that is
thingswhich are disedvantages?
(RECORDANSWERS. RECORDALL PHRASESDESCRIBINGENVIRONMENTALNUISAN_.ES 25 26
VERBATIM)
27 ,C]
Stress "dislike". Probe for completeness until n-n-more disadtan- r--r--1
rages are given. _uestions i, 2, & 3 are important because the 29 30
respondent does not yet know that noise is of special importance
in the questionnaire. It is very important therefore not to
mention "noise" at any time in the respondent selection process or 31 32
during the first three questions. It is, however, important todetermine whether the disadvantages in Q.2 are noise related. The
responses "traffic", "cars", "airplanes", "motorcycles" are not 33-78 SKP
satisfactory, because the disadvantage may re]ate to some other 79 80
aspect. Probes should be used (i.e. What is it about the..Lwhich is a disadvantaqe?} to ,qetthe respondent t9 be _p_cific_
SECOND CARD
II
I-5 DUP
67
Q3 Takingeverythinginto consideration,how would you rate this neighborhood
as a place to live? Wou]d you say it is excellent,good, fair, or poor?
! EXCELLENT -.8-16 SKP
2 GOOD ,I
3 FAIR Answers must be in one of these categories. Repeat (17)
4 POOR question or probe for one response if necessary (i.e.
"Which would you choose if you had to give only one?")
10 7
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-A.2- SECOND
CARD
In a moment I will ask you to rate some of the sounds aroundhere using this II
scale (SHOH CARD A). Any sound can be rated somewherebetweenO, if you are
"not at all annoyed,"to IO if you are "extremelyannoyed",that is the more
annoyed, the biggerthe number. Ifyou have never heard some sound aroundhere
tell me, but if you ever hear it, rate It somewherefrom zero to ten on thls
scale. When you rate a sound take Into arr.nuntboth how often YOV h_r and how
much it bothersyou when you do hear It.|-- Read slowly and be sqre respondent Isl
I followinq what ,you rar_ saying -- IQ4 Thinking about this last year, howdo you reel aoout _ne sounds
...(cars)... around here? Howmuch do they bother or annoy you?
Readcomplete
a. cars E]_] 20 Introduction. (18-19)
_t rucks%taFt
b. Trucks _ 20I ai..."howdoyou (20-ZI)
c. Motorcycles [_ ?OI fppl...= (22-23)
d. Jet airplanes _ ZO If respondent now (Z4-ZS)
understands ques-
e. Hellcopters _ ZO tion It Is on]y (26-27)
necessary to say
f. Small propeller airplanes [_ ZO "how about..." (Z8-Z9)
g. Neighbors' tools or _ ZO for the remaining (30-31)
yard equipment categories,
h. Are there any _thernoiseswhich
bother or annoy_'" aroundhere)
(DESCRIBEALL. kF MORETHANONE
CIRCLE HOSTANNOYtNGANORATE
IN "t') 2O(NONE)
t. IF YES Howmuch doe, [_ (32-33)
it bother or annoy you? 34 35 36 37
38-39 _P
QS Please look at thts card (SHOgCARDB) and tell me how annoying the noise
from cars is around here. Wouldyou say the noise from cars was not at all
annoying,slightlyannoying,moderatelyannoying,very annoying,or extremely
annoying?
| NOTAT ALL
2 SLIGHTLY SeeO.3 instructions.
3 HODERATELY (40)
4 VERY
$ EXTREHELY
108
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-A.3- SECO'(D
CARD
The nextquestionsare about whereyou spend yourt.ime,. II
IF BEFORES i'MOR WEEKENDCIRCLE "4" AND ASK "a". See "Extended "Quest_'_]Tm
06 Were you at h_ most of the day today? m,_eJEt_L_rJ1]r_Mm
2, YES 3. NO 4. BEFORE5 PMOR WEEKEND (41)
(ASKQ7-Q10ABOUT TODAY)
a. What was the most recentweekdayyou
were at h_e most of the day?
C!rcle 2, 3, or 4. o
-- 1. DAYOF WEEK:1.M 2.Tu 3.W 4.Th S.F (42)
II. WEEK1. THIS WEEK
2. LASTWEEK (43)
3. BEFORELAST WEEK
IF BEFORELASTWEEK: 44 45
MONTH
DATE E_ w
6 7
(ASK07-010 ABOUT THAT DAY)
4_78 SXP
Q7 We needto flndout whetheryou were aroundhome ... (yesterday)... from 79-BODUP _
8:00 In the morninguntil 5:00 In the afternoon. Startingat 8:00 were
e sure to use the proper word-(i.e., "yesterday', "today", "last m THIRD
ednesda_" m "Tuesday")._ . CARD
(I) uO NOT-fiECORUEVENTS OF LESII[ThiS is a good time to train Ill
ITHAN 10 MINUTESAS A SEPARATE Ilrespondents to try to careful ly
JJdeftnetheir episodes. Probe for 1-S l_Pif,l,'t count EPISODE
Wt,lke riding" (2) COUNTTIME SPENTAT NEARBY jlzccuracy" if necessary explain
T,] "walking" NEIGHBORS(within 3 houses) AS 6 7
:_time spent "TIME AROUNDHOME" ]_hat_accuraCYnolselSne dedmeasurementtOlink _ _
_..]_j'fromh.ome l_to __
REPEATFROM HERE FOR EACH EPISODE. RECORD FIRST EPl 'DEUNDER "EPISODE1"jI
a. So at ...(8:00)...youwere ... ',' _,. " _, '_ ,. " ,i -
% Away from home ...Aroundhome (or at a neighbors)
b. What timedid c. Were you indoorsor outdoorsat ... (8:30)... ?
you get back 2 OUTDOORS 3 INDOORS
home? d. What time e. Did you go outdoors or leave home
did you then (again)later in tt_ day?
RECORDIN "TIME go back in- A. NO B. YES
END"BOXAND START doors or Jr. What tlme was
NEWEPISOOE leave the J that?area?
 ECORD-s;oo"IN I ECOROTI.EINRECORDIN NTIM E TIME END BOXAND J TIME END" BOXAND
GOTO NEXTQUESTION|STARTNEW EPISODEEND" BOXAND
STARTNEW
EPISODE
i i
Do not recordIn the above boxes.
All tnformatl on wt11 be recorded
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One code must be circied for each episode; either 1-away, j THIRD
) 2-outdoors or 3-indoors l CARD
Ill|EPISODE1 L .oo]= 2. OUTDOORSI 3. INDOORS (21-24)
rz,] time explanation - See "Extended |_'_[_*I']'B_I_T_.
EPISODE2 TIME OUTDOORS 3. INDOORS I_) i ) i (26-z9)
2. OUTDOORS 3. INDOORS _ (31-34)
: i I I I I (36-39)OUTDOORS 3. INDOORS
L
z.OUTDOORS3.INDOORSL! ! !_I (41-44)
,
"_ : (45)
• OUTDOORS 3. INDOORS L_ J ! J J (46-49)
EPISODE7 TIME (50) ,
12. OUTDOORS 3. INDOORS L J i J ! (51-54) :
EPISODE8 _TIME BEGIN [2. OUTDOORS3. INDOORS I' i 1 ! I (56-59)
I BEGIN] i:|.AWAY[ 12 AROUNi HOME TIME END
EPISODE 9 TIME: (60)
• OUTDOORS 3. INDOORS i ]iii (61-64)
,
EPISODEIO ITIME BEGIN 1--?-_A1 t 2 AROUNiHOME TIME END
: (65)
• OUTDOORS3. INDOORS i i il I (66-69)
[IF MORETHAN10 USE SUPPLEMENTALPAGEANDCHECKHEREr-]]
, ii0
a_,. :_ s_" ....
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-A.5- THIRD
CARD
III
70-78 SKP
79 80 DUP
FOURTH
CARD
IV
1-5 IXIP
67
rn-n
Q8 Did you sleep or try to take a nap during the day?
i i
1. YES I 2. NO i (8)1 !
m
If e respondent already mentioned
; a. Whattime sleeping unttl after 8 a.m. - con-
wasthat? slder that as a nap and record here
(t.e., 8:00-9:00) but do ask Q.9 tn
BEGIN: [ i i ! I case there were other naps. If a (9-12)respondent took more than one nap
END :1 I I i i Itnone day wrtte It out tn available (13-16)ISpace.
Q9 Did you have any of the wtndows open In your house ... (yesterday) ...?
YES-OPEN I 2. NO- ALL MERECLOSEDI
(17)
a. In the rooms you were tn were
the windows open or c]osed
most of the ttme? __l_d_iZ_'vT_q-_: ask "a"_
3. MOSTLYOPEN
4. MOSTLYCLOSEO
iiii
I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I_P "&' " _" _'_ V
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-A.6- FOURTH
CARD
Nowwe are going to use a zero to ten scale to rate somesounds you may have IV
heard while you were at home ... (yesterday) [GIVE PEEL-OFFSCALECARD]. Take
Into account both howmany times you heard the sound ... (yesterday) ... and how
much tt bothered you whenyou dtd hear tt. Me only need to know about the sounds
you heard tn the morntng and afternoon because the notse level measurements have
on]y been made durtng the day.
QIO ghen you were at hom___eeduring the day ... (yesterday) ... howmuchwere you
bothered or annoyed by the notse from ... (cars) ...?
I RATING NOTHEARD
a. Cars _ 20 (18-1g)
b. Trucks J_ 20 (20-21)
c. _torcycles _ 20 (22-23)
d. Jet airplanes _]_ 20 (24-25) i
e. He1tcopters [_ 20 (26-27)
f. Small propeller airplanes [_ 20 (28-29)
g. Neighbors' tools or i
yard equtpment _ 20 (30-31) i
h. %Sthere any other not se
which bothered or annoyed
you around here ... yesterday ...? 20 (NONE) i
(DESCRIBEALL. CIRCLEkORST) (32-33) )
I. IF YES How much dld it
bother you?
34 35 36 3/
1 Ill I I • I I '
tOQ.IO Introduction: Be sure respondent knows you are referring __--]
terday (or most recent weekday home). If a respondent responds "o",e_
probe the first two times as to whether or not they heard that particular 38-78 SKP t
sound yesterday. If they heard it but were not annoyed code "00". If 79-80 OUr i
they did not hear or do not remember hearing that particular sound circle
the "20"._l_ote that thts probing Instruction differs from that on the !
,____.4"last year" version of thts question.
112
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. difficult at first-lResp_nndents sometimes find this question to be FIFTH
(Q.11). Read the question slowly and clearly. If the respondent I CARD
_ seems confused slowly repeat the question again. _J v
" I-5 DUP
Q11 Let's look at that zero to 10 annoyancescale again: What is the lowest 6 7
• number you would use and still say you were "highlyannoyed"?
SCALE NUMBER _ (8-9)
QI2 What year did you move intothis house?
19l-T-I (Inll)
* a. [IF 1983] What month did you move in?
QI3 Do you own this house or are you rentingit?
I. OWN (OR BUYING) (12)
2. RENT
QI4 How many of the peoplein your householdgo out to work? [_ (13-14)
(LIST RELATIONSHIPTO RESPONDENTBEFOREASKING a)
I
a. Where do each of them work?
RELATIONTO
; RESPONDENT PLACESOF WORK (DO NOT READ)
i
i I. RESPONDENT I.SHIPYARD 2.FT. EUSTIS 3.PATRICKHENRY
2. SPOUSE 4.LANGLEYAFB S.NASA (15)(16) ;
3. CHILD 6.OTHER (DESCRIBE)
4. PARENTS
S. OTHER
I. RESPONDENT I.SHIPYARO 2.FT. EUSTIS 3.PATRICKHENRY
2. SPOUSE 4,,LANGLEYAFB S.NASA (17)(18) °
)3. CHILD 6.OTHER (DESCRIBE)
4. PARENTS
5. OTHER
1. RESPONDENT 1.SHIPYARD 2.FT. EUSTIS 3.PATRICK HENRY'
2. SPOUSE 4.LANGLEYAFB S.NASA (19)(20)
3. CHILD 6. OTHER (DESCRIBE)
4. PARENTS
S. OTHER
************************************** TO PAGE*******************************
m mmmmmmm_m mm
,otheF_ isQ.14-'Relationshipto respondent.Xf codedwrit, out
relationship, i.e., roommate, landlord, friend.
Places of work - "Other" - If necessary probe for industry
and area. There is no need to be more specific (i.e., the
answer "works for a dentist in Yorktown" is sufficient).
_ ' The name of the flm or type or work actual ly performed Is
i not needed. Iml
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-A.8- FIFTH
CARD
V
*************************TO NEXT PAGE*********SKIPTO NEXT PAGE*********
RECORD THE FOLLOWINGOBSERVATIONSAFTER INTERVIEWIS COMPLETED
i m
Q21 SEX OF RESPONDENT IThis information must be completed I
lassoon as possible - certainly be-l
1. Male Ifore going to the next house. | (21)2. Female -
Q22 ESTIMATEDAGE OF RESPONDENT
1. 18-29
2. 30-39 Fh" k •
3. 40-49 (22)
4. 50-59
5. 60-69
6. 70 or more
Q23 DATE OF INTERVIEW: Month _ S(Aug), 9(Sept) (23-24)
D,yF-I-] (2s-26)
Q24 FACE SHEET INFORMATION:Numberof Adults _ (27-28)
Number Eligible _ (29-30)
(Q16) TIME CHART INFORMATION: Obtain from page A.IO.
Total hours away for 5 weekdays from 8 am-5 pm _ (31-32)
33 3_ 35 35 3?
NONE 2 2 2 2 2
SOME 3 3 3 3 3
38-39 SKP
(Q20) TIME END F-I-_:E_ Ftai n from, page. A. lO. (40-43)
Q25 ACCURACYOF EPISODETIME REPORTING[ACCURACYOF POOREST REPORT]
1. Within5 minutes _Use your best judgement.|
2. Within 15 minutes iWrtte out any comments I (44)
3- Within30 minutes yOU feel are necessary.|
4 Poorer th_ 30 minutes 4easure accuracy using i
Q25 1F MORETHAN10 EPISODESRECORDNUMBER_ ]east reliable episode. I (45-46)
47-78 SKP
7940 _P
114
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• t, %
,0,toofirspage -Ell Y
I(Pages9 and 10 will be detached from " SAMPLE ID
_nterview b_ office staff).
This is the end of the interview. What we need now is to make arrangementsto
find out how you feel about the neighborhood on certain days in September and
October.
All we need is for me to telephone you at a convenient time on some days and ask
you five questions each time. All together, we will call you about 20 times. It
will only take you a few minutes each time, but it will be of considerable help to
us. In order to make up for any inconveniencewe will give you $40.00 as a token of
appreciation.
If you can help us out, we would like to make it as easy as possible for you and
find out what the most convenient time is for contacting you in the evening.
_15 On weekday evCnln_s is there a time when it is particularly convenient to contact
you or is anytime between 5:30 and 9:30 all right?
(PROBE IF NECESSARY: Is that the same every evening or are some evenings
different?)
I. YES [FILL IN GRID] 2. NO - ALL TIMES SAME
a. Are there any times on some weekday evening when you have a favorite TV show
: or you are away or there is some other reason why we should not try to contact
you? [IF AWAY ALL EVENING, TRY TO OBTAIN TIME JUST BEFORE LEAVES--EVEN IF
BEFORE 5:30]
I. YES [FILL IN GRID] 2. NO - ANYTIME OK
b. (Except for those times) ... is it all right to call as late as 9:30 or is
that too late? [CIRCLE 9:30 OR WRITE LATEST TIME]
F
ALL DAYS
SAME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
FROM-TO FROM-TO FROM-TO FROM-TO FROM-TO FROM-TO
BEST ......
WORST ......
REASON: REASON: REASON: REASON: REASON: REASON:
LATEST 9:30 9:30 9:30 9:30 9:30 9:30
115 ", )
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-A.IO-
QI6 Is there any particular weekday whe._you are usually out away from home at a
particular time during the mornin_ or afternoon?
i. YES 2. NO
ml i
a. When is that? This includes regularly
(PROBE: Any other time?) scheduled weekly activi-
ties. For anything else
DAY: FROM : TO : you feel has some impor-
tance just write it all
DAY: FROM : TO : out in the mar_!n.
DAY: FROM : TO :
Q17 Is there any particular time during the morning or afternoon on most weekdays
when you are usually out?
1. YES I 2. NO
f
a. When is that?
(PROBE: Any other time?)
•_This'c°uld"inc_Udepart_timework. car" ]
FROM : TO : Jpools, walks or some type
FROM : TO : |of
FROM : TO :
FROM : TO :
Q18 What is your telephone number?
I. TELEPHONENUMBER:
I I
QI9 Who should we ask for when we telephone you? Inc|ude ]ast name since |
someone else (either manlNAME _ or woman) may be calling,themback,.
Those are all the questions for now. I can give you the check for $40.00 right now,
If you can give me your fu)l name to write it in here. (TAKE OUT CHECK)
!. FILl OUT ChLCK [COPY LAST NAME TO Q19]
2. GET SIGNATURE ON RECEIPT
3. REMIND RESPONDENT TO PUT 0-10 SCALE(S) ON TELEPHONE(S)
Q20 TIME END
iz6
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Extended Question by Question Notes
Q6 - Note skip instructions.
The first part o_ Q6 "Were you at home most of the day
today?" is only asked if the interview occurs after 5:00 p.m.
This question simply serves to choose the day to be asked
about in Questions 7-10. For an evening interview, then
the best day will be "today" if the respondent was home
most of the day. (Today is "best" because the later tele-
phone follow-up interviews will be about "today"). _hen an
interview is conducted earlier in the day, then the most
recent weekday at home is needed so that the respondent's
.I memory is reasonably good. Asking questions 8-11 at this
time serves to give face-to-face training to the respondent
on questions which n,ust later be administered over the
telephone.
i
Q7 - Episode "i" will always begin with 8:00 a.m. (even if
: respondent, for example, left home at 7:30 a.m.) Code 1,2, or
3 must be used for each episode. After "time end" time is
recorded, take that time and record it in "time begin" for
next episode. For example, if in Episode 1 the respondent
is indoors from 8:00 a.m. until 10:15 a.m. (enter 10:15 in
"time end" box), then episode 2 would have 10:15 a.m. in
"time begin" box. The last episode will always end with
05:00 p.m. (even if respondent states a later time for end
of episode.) See note at bottom of p. A.4 if more than i0
episodes are to be recorded.
-15-
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QI5 -- Feel free to write out answers in margins and then fill in
grid. You can repeat the information as you fill in the
grid. The respondent will be thinking of their week as you
do that and you'll both be sure what times are really best.
Use probe as stated.
QI5A - If the respondent is away all evening we can make arrange-
ments to call them before leaving if necessary.
Complete grids carefully. During the course of the study
other interviewers will also be calling these respondents
and this information must be clear to them.
QI6 (p. A.8) - Refer to QI6 and QI7 on page A.10. Add up the
total number of hours respondent plans to be away each
week. Put total in boxes. Example - Children's car pool
12:00-i:00 each weekday and volunteer work 9:00-12:00
Wednesday and tennis 24 Tues. and Thurs. would total 12
hours. A.M. home (page A.8) - Refer to QI6 and Q 17 on page A.10
and circle one code for each day using this information, i
9:00a.m. 12:00 noon only will be used for this chart.
-16-
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S. Contac L receedin@ Interview d_'n@ Respondent Selection Sheet
After receiving assignment." .'_iapproximately fifty addresses,
e_rh '_nterviewer will prepare o_,_._- .espondent Selection Sheet"
',_th the appropriate address and "i _mple :ID" for each address.
_t,ls sheet is the primary d_cu_ : for tracing the survey process.
Inte::v_ewers are required _ _ in one sheet for each address.
The f[,.5_ _,_e will be £_ _ ;_'_at each hous_ before beginning
the standard Jr_terview.
The first few mlnutes at each address are of considerable
importance. The first tasks are to secure the informant's cooper-
ation and to screen the address to determine whether anyone in
the house is eligible for participation in the study. The Respon-
dent Selection Sheet will help in this task.
The suggested introduction at the top of the Respondent Selec-
tion Sheet can be used word for word, or interviewers can use a
similiar introduction with which they feel more comfortable. It
is generally best to be able to sit down and conduct the rest of
the process indoors at this point. If the respondent seems hesi-
tant it may be useful to show them a picture ID or point to the
letter. In rare instances it may be necess..ry to conduct the whole
interview standing up at the door.
Any responsible adult from the household can answer the ques-
tions. If only a child is home, ask when the parents will be
back and have an extra copy of the mailed letter with a note "I
tried to reach you at I0:00 this morning. I will call again
later. John Q. interviewer ".
-17-
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After you are sitting down read the two lines below the aste-
risks. The second sentence is required for legal purposes. :very
adult should be entered on a line under "Relationship to Informant".
Do not autor:atically assume you know what the relationship is.
"Friend, roommate, etc." are acceptable.
After all people are listed, ask all relevant questions (A,B,C,
and/or D) before going to the next person. If a person is found
to be ineligible on some grounds, circle "2.NO" under criteria and
in the "OUTCOME OF ELIGIBILITY" box and ask no more questions
about that person. Go on to ask A about next person.
If several people are eligible ("l.Yes" c cled under OUTCOME
OF ELIGIBILITY) then write in only the £irst name for each and
select the person whose name is first in _iphabetical order.
Put an "X" under "SELECTED" for the selected person even if
there is only one eligible person in the household.
The "CALL BACK AND FACE SHEET DISPOSITION RECORD" on the
back of the "RESPONDENT SELECTION SHEET" is an important record.
Be sure to fill out one line each time an attempt is made at an
address. While it is good practice to go ahead and check an
address more than once on each visit to an area, it is important
to plan area visits so as to vary the time of day of the call and
increase the chances someone will be home.
When an address is finally finished (interview or otherwise)
be sure to circle the appropriate answers at the bottom of the
page and copy the information to the coding boxes at the top of
the first page.
-18-
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\ While securing people's cooperation is usually routine, this
t
can occasionally be a difficult task which requires all the skill
and sensitivity an interviewer has available. In general the in-i
v
terviewer only needs to be confident but sensitive to the respon-
' dents' feelings. The assumption is that an interview can be con-
ducted immediately, but if the person really is on the way out,
then a return visit can certainly be planned.
An effort should be made to avoid a flat refusal. When an
informant appears to be uncomfortable with the interviewer or a
refusal seems forthcoming for any reason, quickly conclude the
screening and "leave the door open" fer further contacts by a con-
verter. (A converter is an interviewer experienced in obtaining
difficult interviews).
-19-
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Explanation of Column headings in "CALL BACK" reccrd
Call by (Int-ID)
Be sure to include interviewer ID# in proper column. More than one
interviewer will be working on some of the cases
Outcome of Call
NO CONTACT - no one home
NO SAMPLE INFO - Spoke with someone but they could not give
screening information at that time (i.e. person
refuses, talked with child or guest). Write out
all problems or concerns - use as much space as
needed.
ELIGIBLE BUT NOT CONTACTED - Selection process was completed but the
selected respondent was not contacted and the inter-
viewer must return at a later time.
ELIGIBLE BUT NO INTERVIEW - The selected respondent states he/she
cannot do interview at that time. An appointment
should be set up for another time.
SUGGEST RETURN AT - Probe for a convenient time, not a day or time
4
when respondent would be rushed. Also, feel free
to suggest a time or times convenient to the in-
terviewer. If the respondent suggests a time not
convenient for the interviewer, make the appoint-
ment and call the office immediately so that another
interviewer may go.
COMMENTS Write out all information on _Ii contacts. This
will be helpful in deciding how to handle the
case in the future and will make it easier for
i any cases transferred to a different interviewer.
J
-20-
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E. Answering Respondents' Qu t_ipn__s
The respondent letter and the standard instructions printed
in the "Respondent Selection Sheet" and "Environmental Survey"
will provide all the information most respondents want about the
study. Occasionally respondents will ask additional questions.
These should be answered as directly and as briefly as possible
before the questionnaire is finished. Brief answers to some
t
typical questions are given below. Long discussions before the
data collection is completed are likely to bias responses and
heighten the possibility of a refusal.
: If a respondent wishes to have more information than can be
i briefly supplied politely suggest that you should finish the
interview first and then talk about those issues in more detail.
! ("We can talk about that at the end, but I need to finish asking
._ these questions first.") Then answer questions as best you can
after the interview. If the respondent says he would like to find
! out more about the study generally, ask if he would like to re-
ceive a final report on the study and tell Suzanne so that we can
" mail a final report. If there is a specific question which can
not be answered to the respondent's satisfaction and which must
be answered before the study is completed in November, explain
that you do not know the answer and ask them if they need to have
the study director telephone them. Give their name and telephone
number to Suzanne so that Dr. Fields can telephone them.
Some typical questions and possible direct answers
QI. What is this study all about?
A. We are getting information about what things people like and
dislike about their neighborhood environment.
-21-
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Q2. Why are they studying this area?
A. It was chosen by the statisticians because it is fairly typical
for suburban areas.
Q3. Why talk to me, other people know more?
A. To have a good representative study, we need to find out how
all kinds of different people feel.
Q4. Why are you asking about noise in such a quiet area?
A. These surveys are being conducted in many types of areas. Some-
times a few more typical quiet areas are included just to give a
basis for comparison.
i
Q5. Are you selling something?
A. No. This is strictly a research interview being done for the
Department of Transportation.
Q6. Why don't you ask about noise at night, that is what bothers me?
A. There have been other surveys about night nolse. We only ask
about day-time noise because that is when the noise measure-
ments are made.
Q7. What use is it going around asking all these questions?
A. This is the only way to find out how most people really feel
about things.
QS. Isn't this just another waste of government money which will lead
to more government regulation _
A. The situation is that there are many local communities which
are asking the government to do something about environI,,ental
nuisances, t_o one knows whether there should be rules unless we
have this kind of information about how people feel.
-22-
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Q 9. Does this have anything to do with ...___ome local issue: noisy
garbage trucks, boats on the river, a construction project,
Patrick Henry, etc.).
A. No. This does not have anything to do with any loc_t isbue.
It is only being used for national level policy.
QI0. Is anyone going to be able to tell how I answer this?
A. Your answers are strictly confidential. The answers will
!
only be p_esented in statistical form.
Q!i, I am afraid that information about when I am at ..,ze would get
into the wrong hands.
A. We are very careful with all our information. That particular
information is stored seperately in a specially locked cabinet.
QI2. How do I know you aren't here as part of a burglary team?
A. You have our letter and here is my picture identification card.
(Also welcome to call Bionetics office).
QI3. Do you mind if I call the police?
A. No. If you do though, please refer to this letter which has
been mailed to _he police department. (Show letter).
QI4. What did my neighbor Mrs. Whatsit say about that?
A. We have assured everyone that their answers will be _onfidential,
so I'm afraid I couldn't discuss anyone else's answers even if I
could remember them.
-23-
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F. Daily Summary Record
Each interviewer must fill out a column in the Daily Summary
Sheet for each interviewing day and then report the results to the
supervisor as is indicated in the schedule.
The sample ID number should be written on the correct line
when the address assignment is given. Each cell in the first half
of the table will contain two entries seperated by a diagonal: (i)
!
the number of calls made on this day/(2) a code for the current
status of the address (the acceptable codes are presented below
in the Cumulative Summary Column: I,O,Y,N,D). Leave the cell
blank if no attempt to contact the address has yet been made. All
i the information on this sheet must be consistentwith the informa-
tion on the respondent selection sheets.
Definition of Address Status
Interviews (I)
Non-interviews. (O) Addresses which have been finally disposed of be-
cause no one was eligible, refusal, or some other reason.
Anyone who gave an interview but refused to participate
in the follow-up is to be coded as non-interview.
Not tried. (Blank) These are houses where the interviewer has not
yet gone to the door. As soon as the interviewer has
rung the door bell once, the housr; goes into another
category. The space is left blank for this "Not tried"
category.
Still trying. (Y,N,D) The three categories under the "Still trying
current guess is" heading are for addresses which have
been approached but not yet disposed 3f. If there is no
-24-
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information about whether or not an eligible person
is in the household then the person should be coded
"Don't know" (D). If some information from infor-
mants in the household or any other source is avail-
able, then it may be possible to guess as to whether
or not there is an eligible person in the household.
When the "Respondent Selection Sheet" is finally returned to the
supervisor then the date on which it was returned should be written
in the "Date of Turn-In" column and a check should be put in the
appropriate "Final Outcome" column. "No Int." again includes the
unusual case when a person gave an interview but refused to parti-
cipate in the follow-up. (Mark any such case clearly.) The "Con-
vert" category is used for addresses which were returned to the
supervisor for reassignment to another interviewer.
The "Cumulative Summary Box" is needed to give the study direc-
tor a comprehensive overview of the current project status. The
number of interviews will thus gradually increase as the inter-
viewing period progresses while the "Not Tried" category will be
zero after a few days.
The remaining information is primarily used as part of the
supervision process. "Today's Summary" will thus contain the num-
ber of interviews and calls actually carried out on the particular
specified day. The "Time for Day" and "Mileage for Day" Columns
w111 provide the basic information for filling out the official
expense claim and time sheets.
-25-
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" G. Project Personnel:
Suzanne Bard - Interviewer Supervisor
Home telephone;
Work location:
Field Interviewing Period (Aug 31 to Sept 13)
Building 1208, Room 107, Telephone 865-3659
Remainder of Study: (Before Aug. 31 and after Sept. 13)
Building 1208, Room 121, Telephone 865-3561
Jim Fields: Study Director
Home telephone:
Work location: Building 1208, Room 121, Telephone 865-3561
Jerome Meyers - Contract Manager
Work telephone:
Interviewers are encouraged to call Suzanne Bard or Jim Fields
after hours or on weekends if they have not been able to make
routine, required reports during office hours or if problems
arise outside of normal office hours.
I
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bionetics
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA 23666
TELEPHONE. (804) 865-0880
17 August 1983
Darrel W. Stephens, Chief
Newport News Police Department
224 26th Street
Newport News, VA 23607
Dear Chief Stephens:
Interviewers from the Bionetics Corporation will be conducting
opinion research interviews for the United States Department of
Transportation in the upper area of Newport News from August 30 to
September 30_ 1983. A copy of the letter which is being sent to
selected residents is enclosed for your information.
If any questions arise concerning our interviewing activities
in the area, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely yours,
j__e_z_ _M. Fields, Ph.D.
Research Sociologist
Bionetics Corporation
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Repeated Telephone Interviewing Instructions
(The daily instructions which related to purely administrative
matters are not included.)
f
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Detailed Question b_ Question Instructions for Repeated Telephone
Interviews
Detailed question by questiufl instructions are wrltten on
the interview _orm on the next four pages. Some longer- not,gs are
presented on this page.
Introduction on Telep_one
"Is this Miss Mrs. Mr. ? This is Miss Mrs. Mr.
from The Bionetics Cori_oration calling about the
environmental study. Is this a good time to talk for 7 couple ot
minutes".
The First Section before Interview
Only the interviewer who completes the interview should fill in
"CONTACT DATE", "INTERVIEWER" ID, "IS THIS INTERVIEW" and "TIME
START". Fill in these items after interview.
Q.4 Introduction to Ten Point Scale For the First Night
"Now we are going to use that zero to ten point scale we
gave you at the first interview .. Do you ha_,e it near
your telephone so we can look at it now?"
Closing of Interview
"Tha_,k you again for your help. We will be calling you
again soon."
Special ,,,ztructions For the First Night Of Interviewing
I. Introduce self. Is this good time?
2. Complete interview.
3. Review the best times to call from yellow sheet. Get as
wide a range ii possible.
4. Edit, make necessary notes and turn in to Suzanne before
doing another interview.
1985015063-138
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ADDITIONAL NOTES FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEW PERIOD (9/19/83)
General Interviewing Technique
As was explained in the training period, it is essential that
a uniform interviewing technique be used to obtain unbiased re-
sponses from all respondents. Interviewers must use the exact
wording written in the questionnaire except in unusual circum-
stances. Most interviews should require no departure from the in-
terview script except for a possible probe on the type of "other"
noise (see below) or on the details of a complex set of episodes.
With this short an interview, there is not usually any reason to
add any connecting phrases.
Interviewers must NOT provide any feedback on responses other
than purely neutral comments such as "I see" or "That is interest-
ing", etc. The following type of interviewer comments are abso-
lutely UNACCEPTABLE: "Lots of people are telling us they heard
that noise today; that noise is a big problem, isn't that an awful
noise, did you hear the sirens." Interviewers must refrain from
any general discussion about noise or the neighborhood environment.
The only item in Question 4 which might require probing is tne
"other" item (Q4h). If the description of the noise source is un- t
clear (i.e. "sirens" or "the motors") then a probe of "What sirens/
motors are those?" is needed. Do not assume that, for example, all
"siren" responses refer to the Surry sirens, a few people may well
be refering to emergency vehicles. Interviewers should even refrain 1
f
from discussing the noise sources among one another during the
evening period since their voices may he audible to respondents
who are on the phone, i
Specific problems in filling in interview forms ' :
The most frequently overlooked items are:
a. Indicating the day "IS THIS INTERVIEW..." on the first
page
b. Circling a response for "AM" or "PM" on the first page
c. Indicating the "Accuracy of Episode" on the last page ]
Key punching of the interviews will be aided by
a. Writing legibly
b. Circling only numbers: i.e. Do not circle the "YES"
answer in Q3: if windows are open, circle only the
number "3" or "4':.
Recording volunteered statements
Any additional comments which respondents volunteer about
any of the noise sources in Question 4 should be written verbatim
in the margins. Do not probe or discuss such volunteered comments.
These comments are imp---ortant; they need to be accurately recorded.
ObtaininQ information relevant to call-backs on future study days
Begin each evening contact with the interview. Save any po-
lite conversation or discussion of future schedules until after
the standard interview.
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Just mention that "We will be calling again soon" but do not
mention a particular date. We are never certain about the date
and we do not want people to think about noise on only the part/-
cular days we call. Any new information about best times to call
should of course be recorded on the "Follow-u_ Record".
Follow-up record
The "Follow up Record" sheet must be meticulously maintained so
that anyone else can pick up your folder and do the interviews i£
you are ill and unable to come in some evening. Such important in-
formation must be on this record and not oll the yellow sheet or the
outside of the folder.
Be sure and fill in "Date", "Day", and "Interviewer ID for
evening" on the Follow up Record (not on the interview) before
beginning the call. If th_ interview is obtained or if it is
determined that the respondent was definitely away all day or can
not be reached, then the "Final result" (bottom of page) can be
coded as well as the outcome of each call.
If the respondent is not interviewed.
If the respondent is not interviewed and it is definate that the
respondent was not at home during the entire day (e.g. spouse says
respondent has left to go out of town previous day), then fill out
"IS THIS INTERVIEW. ", (front of interview;only the "INTERVIEWER", ..
and "IF NO INTERIVEW" (back of interview) boxes on the interview torm.
It is necessary to fill in the last line ot the interview form
("WAS R HOME 8 to 5 PM?") if there was no interview. If respondent
is not at home be sure to specifically ask "Was .... (study respon--
dent) at home at all from 8:00AM to 5:00PM today?". Be sure to ask
when ever there is any ambiguity at all. (Example: Spouse says that
the respondent has gone out of town for two weeks but does not speci-
fically say whether the respondent left home before or after 8:00AM
today).
Organizin _ call-back work
Calls will go smoothly if the folders are well organized. The
best system would seem to be to organize the folders by the time at
which they are to be called.
Give Suzanne any non-interviews or unusual cases as soon as you
finish them. Do not let more than five standard completed interviews
pile up before giving them to Suzanne.
Getting along in a small space
I. Please do not smoke in the telephone room.
2. Please keep you voice low enough so that you can not be
heard on other phones.
'I
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ADDITIONAL NOTE_2 FOR TELEPltONE INTERVIEW PERIOD (9/22/83)
Add the following message to the end of each telephone interview for
this day (Serial Day 5). Then modify the requested _all back times if
necessary on the "FOLLOW UP" record.
That is all for tonight. We do want to thank you because you're
giving just the sort of information which is important for this
study. Let me just check on our calling procedure. When you were
interviewed at home we explained that you would be called about
20 times. So we will still be calling you 3 or 4 times a week over
the next 5 weeks or so. Is the time we have been calling you still
OK or should we call at a different time? (CHANGE FOLLOW UP RECORD
IF NECESSARY)....... Thank you again. We will be calling
you again soon.
139
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ADDITIONAL NOTE #3 FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEWING PERIOD (9/26/83)
I. Question 2 should count as a nap any sleeping after 8:00 by
people who get up after 8:00 in the mornihg. Include the
following phrase after the respondent has given an answer to
Question 2. Ask this additional probe only tonight (Monday,
Sept. 26, 1983, Day 6).
"I need to check on one more thing. This question always
includes trying to sleep after 8:00 in the morning. Did
you try to sleep after 8:00 this morning?"
(AFTER ANSWER SAY ..... )
"If you ever do get up after 8:00 do be sure and tell us."
2. Some problems which have come up regarding the classification
of sounds should continue to be handled in the following way:
Q.4 b. Trucks include..."Garbage trucks..."
d. Jet airplanes include..."Small 3ets (Lear 3ets)"
g. Neighbor's tools or yard equipment include..."Neighbor
working on car"
h. Other include..."School bus"
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ADDITIONAL NOTE #4 FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEhlNG
PERIOD {10/3//8 3)
Add the phrase "or get up after 8:00 in the morning" to
question 2. i.e .....
"Q2 Did you sleep or try to take a nap during the day or
get up after 8:00 in the morning?"
!
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ADDITIONAL NOTE #5 FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEWING
PERIOD (10/11/83)
We need to tape record some of the interviews. These recorded
interviews are very useful when we sometimes try to go back and under-
stand aspects of the responses which are not clear from the written
interviews. The procedure for recording the interviews is as follows:
I. Attach black disk to the ear end of the headset and be sure the
other en0 is plugged into the "MIC" input on the tape recorder•
2. Fill in the following items on the "TAPE#" sheet before you pic_
up the telephone:
Date :
Serial Day:
Interviewer ID:
z Respondent ID:
: Tape Counter Start:
3. Record the respondent infoz_ation on the tape:
a) Pick up phone.i b) On the tape recorder press the two marked keys
simultaneously so they latch down.
c) Say "This is respondent number XXX on Day XXX"
d) Stop the recorder.
4. IF NO PERMISSION YET REQUESTED:
: a) After completing step 3 above, dial the number.
b) Go through normal procedure to be sure this is the
best time for an interview.
c) Read the following message "I need to have my super-
visor and the study sponsors listen to some of my
interviews. Would it be alright if we tape recora
them occasionally?"
d) THEN, IF AGREES TO TAPE RECORDING:
I. Turn on tape recorder
2. Conduct interview
3. Remember to write "PERMISSION TO TAPE RECORD"
in green in the top box of the "FOLLOW UP
RECORD"
e) IF NOT AGREE:
I) Conduct interview as usual
2) Mark "TAPE RECORDING REFUSED" on "FOLLOW UP
RECORD"
5. IF PERMISSION PREVIOUSLY GRANTED ON "FOLLOW UP RECORD": Switch
on the recorder when you ask the first question.
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6. At end of an interview or end of unsuccessful attempt to locate
respendent:
a) Switch tape recorder off (push STOP button).
b) Enter nL_ber in "tape counter finish" column of data
sheet.
c) Mark "Yes" or NO under "Interview Conducted" column
d) If an interview, put down any extra information about
the interview under "Comments". Be sure to make a note
if the respondent has elaborated on his/her feelings
about any noise source. Make a note it the respondent
provides any information about feelings about the survey
or about the noise rating procedure. Also note any
unusual aspects of the respondent or interview process.
!
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ADDITIONAL NOTE #6 FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEWING
PERIOD (10/12/83)
To be sure that people are reporting all their episodes,
even if they are as short as i0 minutes, we need to insert the
following phrase in Q1 for one night:
"Be sure to mention anytime longer than I0 minutes when you
were away from here or outdoors."
Question 1 now reads:
@i WE AGAIN NEED TO FIND OUT WHETHER YOU WERE AROUND
HOME TODAY FROM 8:00 IN THE MORNING UNTIL 5:UO IN THE
AFTERNOON- Be sure to mention anytime longer then I_
minutes when you were away from home or outdoors.
STARTING AT 8:UU WERE YOU AT HOME OR AWAY FROM HOME?
NOTE:
I) Use this new version only one night. Under the last call
on the Follow Up Record, write "ASKED 10 MIN.", so that the
message will not be repeated with the same respondent another
day.
2) Read the question exactly as given above. Do NOT give your
own explanation.
!
T
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ADDITIONAL NOTE #7 FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEW PERIOD
(10/19/83)
(i) Read the following message at the end of each telephone
interview for this day (Serial Day 16). Then modify the requested
call back times if necessary on the "FOLLOW UP" record.
"That is all for tonight. We do appreciate your
continuing help on this study. It really is valuable.
We thought you would like to know that so far every-
thing is going well on this study. We are about 2/3rd's
of the way through now and will finish in early November.
We want to be sure again that we are making it as easy
as possible for you. Is the time we have been calling
you still OK or should we call at a different time; we
could call as early as (5:00) if necessary. (CHANGE
FOLLOW UP RECORD IF NECESSARY) ....... Thank you
again. We will be calling you again soon."
(2) Indicate that you have read this message on the Respondent's
FOLLOW UP Sheet.
(3) If the respondent is concerned or upset about how long the
study is going to last, attach a note (include Respondent ID
Number) to the folder and explain the situation.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE #9 FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEW PERIOD
(11/1/83)
Note concerning accuracy of reporting ratings.
On the "ACCURACY OF TIME REPORTING" rating a5 the end of the
interview, only use "Within _ minutes" when you are positive the
respondent is being completely accurate.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE #I0 FOR TELEPHOI_E INTERVIEH PERIOD
(11/8/83)
The next to the last interview asks about one day and the night preceeding
that day. Hhen the interviews have been conducted the next morning rather th_n
during the s_andard evening period _hen the wording of t,e 24 hour time peri.'
questions needs to be changed as is indicated below:
05 Now we have something a little different. In this interview we need to also
ask about the evening and night-time beginning cn Sunday afternoon at 5:00.
First we need to find out whether you were around home from 5:00 in the
afternoon on Sunday until 8:00 in the morning Monday. Starting at 5:00
Sunday afternoon were you at home or awa 7 from home?
Q6 Hhat time did you go to bed Sunday night and get up yesterday morning?
07 Did you htve any of the windows open in your house during the evening
or night on Sunday?
He are going to rate all the neighborhood sounds o_ you scale for the entire 24
hours which goes from 5:00 Sunday afternoon to 5:00 yesterday. This includes
Sunday evening and night as well as the time we already asked you about on
Monday. Remember to take into account both how many times you heard a sound as
well as how much it bothered you when you did hear it. If you do not remember
hearing a sound either Sunday night or yesterday don't rate it and I will mark
it as "not heard."
08 Hhen you were at home during the 24 hours fxom Sunday afternoon to 5:00
?esterday afternoon how much were you bothered or annoyed by the noise from
.... (cars) . . . ?
h. Is there any other noise which
bothered or annoyed you around
here Sunday evening or night?
(DESCRIBE ALL. CIRCLE HORST OF
DAY (04) AND _IGHT)
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Concluding Telephone Intervie',ing Instructions
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T THIRDCARD
t VII
Thts Is the last time we wtll be calling so I have a f_ extra questions now. 1-5 DUP
67
G
Q5 Thesequestionsare aboutthispastyear,not lust today. Takingeverything 8-16 _P
intoconslderatlon,how wouldyourate thisneighborhoodas a plateto llve?
Wouldyou say It Is excellent,good, falr,or poor?
, I. EXCELLENT |i 2. GOOD _0 Emphasize past year!! (17)3. FAIR
t
_ 4. POOR
i Now thinkaboutthe noisesduringthls_ole pastyear. lleneed to use the same
t zero to ten scale to rate howbothered o--F-a,,oyed you were by each sound this
last year and not just today. Take tnto account both howoften you hear the
sound and howmuch it bothers you whenyou do hear tt. If you have never heard
somesound around here tell me, but tf you ever hear tt, rate tt somewherefrom
k
zero to ten.
V
06 Thinking about thts last year, howdo you feel about the sounds from
...(cars)... around here? Howmuchhave they bothered or annoyedyou?
a. Cars _ 20 (18-1g)
b. Trucks _ 20 (20-21)
c. Hotorcycl es _ 20 (22-23)
d. Jet airplanes _ 20 (24-25)
e. He1tcopters 20 (26-27)
f. Small propeller airplanes _ 20 (28-29)
g. Neighbors' tools or _ 20 (30-31)| yard equipment
h. Are there any other noises whtch
bother or annoy you around here?
(DESCRIBEALL. IF MORE THANONE
CIRCLEMOST ANNOYINGAND RATE
I IN "t") 20 (NONE)
t
)
I 1. IF YES HOWmuch does _ (32-33)t t bother or annoyyou?
1 or best ttme to ca]] should be obtatnecl for _ 34 35 36 37
[_] ,'TX:III:I,IILIlIL'I_,'T'IIII,.:m<..,].[,Z.[;:.z,. l i l I_I
38-39 SKP
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-C,6- THIRD
CARD
VII
Q
07 Now _tlon about how annoylng the nolse from cars was around here
thls_st year.| Would you say the no|se fronlcars was not at all annoying,
s11gnt{y annoylng, moderately annoylng, very annoying, or extremely annoylng?
I. NOT AT ALL
2. SLIGHTLY
3. HODERATELY (40)4. VERY
5. EXTREMELY
r 41-47 SKP
Q8 Let's look at that zero to ten annoyance scale agatn: What ts the lowest
number you would use and st111 say you were "htghly annoyed"?
SCALENUHBER _ (48-49)
50-78 SKP
7g-80 DUP !
i
q.8 - 1. A few respondentsmlght be concernedor try to remember
what they answered last ttme. Just pause and/or repeat i
the questlon. _ are InterestedIn "now". I
Z, Read questton slowly as It ts sometimes hard for a
respondent to understand.
152
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lhe next questions ask about the time since the middle of Septembe_whenwe have VIII
been calling you. 1-5 DUP
Q8 In terms of the amountof time you sperkdat home, how typical have these 6 7
weeks been whenwe called you? Wouldyou say you have spent more time than
usual at home, less time than usual, or about the usual amount of t!me at LY-_J
home? ,
Read slowly. Probe, if necessary:
1. MORE AT HOME "In general..."
2. LESS AT HOME "For this time of the year..." (8)3. USUAL
Now thinkaboutthe noisesduring?4]I,wm;_c_._j.z_, when we have beenca111ng
you. We need to use the samezeroto ten scaleto rate how botheredor annoyed
you were by each sound during this period. 9-17 SKP
Q9 Thinking about this 8-week period while we have been calltng you, _owdid you
feel about the soundsfrom ...(cars)... around here? Howmuchdtd they bother
or annoyyou?ii
18 weeks it means the time !
Ithey were here. r.TING DO NOT HEAR ;
a. Cars _] 20![ Includes 7 days per week, :
b. Trucks [_ 24 hours per day. :
This questionnaireasks i
c. Motorcycles [_ 20 about 3 different time i!
periods. Read slowly and
d. Jet airplanes _ 20 be sure you are under- i
stood. The respondents
e. Helicopters [_ 20 don't know these ques- i
f. Small propeller airplanes [_ 20 tions ltke they knew the
"repeated call" ones.
g. Neighbors' tools or _ 20 .....
yard equipment
h. Are there any other noises which
bothered or annoyedyou around (30-31)
here duringthts period?
(DESCRIBEEL. IF MOPE THANONE
CIRCLEMOSTANNOYINGAND RATE
IN "i") 20 (NONE)
I. IF YES Howmuchdld [_ (32°33)
it bother or annoyyou?
--" 34 35 36 37
IQ.8-12 Thesequestionsall concernthe period from our first I_T--T-T- ]
_u]_[II'' ,- , - ,]_,I.
38-50 SKP
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VIII
QIO How'typtca has the notse been durtng the weeLswe have been calling you;
would you say the ,..(cars)... were more noisy than usual, about ltke usual
or less noisy than usual?
MORE i ABOUTJ LESS NEVER
USUAL NO!$E
(VOLUNTEER)
I "a. Cars 1 Z 3 0 Repeat above categories
b. Trucks 1 2 3 0 I_f.n._.Jt._v-k.__
c. Hotorcycles 1 2 3 0 If you are sure the
d. Jet airplanes 1 2 3 0 respondent remembers _
and understands the
e. Helicopters 1 2 3 0 categories it ts not
necessary to repeat
f. Small propeller planes 1 2 3 0 them an_ore.
g. Neighbors' tools or 1 2 3 0 (57)
yard equipment
011 Has our ca111ngand asklngaboutnolsemadeyou notlcethe nolsearoundhere
I 'more or not? This questton just Includes "notice".1. NOTICEMORE "Bothered" ts covered in the next2. NOTNOTICEMORE ouestion ((].12). (58)
3o OTHER(RECORDVERSATIH)
Q12 Has our asking about noise changedhowyou feel about the noises whtch have
a|ways been here; that Is, whenyou hear tho-_-same notses noware you more
bothered now, less bothered now, or about as bothered as you used to be?
1. MORENOW
2. LESSNOW
3. ABOUTAS USEDTOBE (59)
4. OTHER(RECORDVERBATIH)
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(COMPLETEQ13a AND b FOR EACH AIRCRAFTTYPE ]_l SMALL VIII
3LFOREA_K ABOUTN]_XTTYPE_ JET HELICOPTERS PROPELLER
lComplete all of Q.13 before going AIRPLANES AIRPLANES
Ion to 0.14, ,
(GO TO Q13a IF HEARDON Q6) EVER HEARDTYPE?
QI3 Haveyou ever heardany L------Ji (L_-_ i (L_-_ 1
r...jetairplanes........] YES il.NOi YES il.NOI YES II.NO1
|... helicopters........ here? I(SKP)[
Lsmallprope leraircraft
IF YES OR HEARDON Q6 a. EVER AFRAIDIT MIGHTCRASH
...jetairplane........
a. Whenyou hear a[... helicopter........ YES _ I YES _ i YES _
smallpropelleralrcraf (60-62)
• fly overhead,areyou ever afraidit
i might crashnearby? '--TF-YIFS--'
_When you hear it do you only 0 3.ONLY 3.ONLY .ONLY
occasionallyfearit might X OCCASIONALLYOCCASIONALLYIOCCASIONALLY
crash,sometimesfearit might | TYPE) a SOMETIMES 4.SOMETIMES 14.SOMETIMES
crash,orusuallyfearit t 5.USUALLY 5.USUALLY |5.USUALLY
mightcrash? I
o, oo,,oo
l_I¢Aska11 parts of Q.14 (a, --_ --(ASK ABOUTHEARDTYPES) m. h _ A_ =k_ + = _,,,_1_, =_,, ARE MAINLY
Q_Do you knowwhetherthe I "'_'._I="w._ =._'"_'¢."''' I. CIVILIAN I'.'CIVILIAN
...jetairplanes........| cra_¢ type before going on 2. MILITARY 2. MILITARY (63-65)
... helicopters........_._CO 'I;nenext tvDe. 3. NOT KNOW 3. NOT KNOW
smallpropell raircraftJ I
are mainlycivilianor mainlymilitary? !
a. WHEREFROM
1 re the ... helicopters........ Just I.FLYINGBY 1.FLYINGBY I.FLYINGBY
smallpropelleraircraft 2.PAT.HENRY 2.PAT.HENRY 2.PAT.HENRY
flyingby or are they fromPatrick 3.FT. EUSTIS 3.FT.EUSTIS 3.FT.EUSTIS (66-68)
Henry,Fort Eustlsor somewhere lse? 4.OTHER 4.OTHER 4.OTHER
5.ITOTI[NI}_- - 5.]TO_][Nl_F-- S.1TOT_NI_W"-
_ow important do you feel that those b. HOWIMPORTANT
., [...jetairplane........] I
i... helicopter........ flightsare? I.VERY I.VERY I.VERY
( Lsmallprope leraircraft 2.SOMEWHAT 12.SOMEWHAT 2.SOMEWHAT (69-71)
.'I Are they very important,somewhat 3.A LITTLE 13.ALITTLE 3.A LITTLE
important,a littleimportant,or not 4.NOTAT ALL 14"NOTAT ALL 4.NOTAT ALLatallimportant?
_o c. COULDDO_J_YTHINGTO REDUCENOISEyou feelthe pilotsor otherauthorl-
ties c°uld d° anythtng t° reduce the n°lse I II"NO _ $ _ I _........] --,from those ...helicopters........ ?
, • small propeller aircraft I--*rF-_S- -j (72-74)r _ , P
I_Do you thlnkthat theycould ° 13.SOMEWHAT 13.SOMEWHAT
14.0NLYA 14.0NLYA 14.ONLYA
J somewhat, or only a little? ! TYPE) 13"SOMEWHAT
I LITTLELITTLELITTLE
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VIII
Nowwe have a few backgroundquestions for you.
Q15 Whatyear were you born? (75-76)
Q16 What is the htghest grade of school you have completed?
I. GRADESCHOOL(I-8)
2. SOME HIGHSCHOOL(9-11) If there is some other type of
3. HIGH SCHOOLGRADUATE(12) specialized education which the
4. SOME COLLEGE respondent volunteers, record (77)
5. COLLEGEGRADUATE _l.l![,m_:q,]l_m_.
6. MORETHAN4 YEARSOF COLLEGE
017 During the time you have ]tved tn this house has the noise around here
Increased, dccreased, or stayed about the same?
1. INCREASED
2. DECREASED (78)
3. STAYEDSAME
4. OTHERPATTERN(DESCRIBE)
_'ce out if the respondent has moved from ortginal address dul 79-80 DUP
|;Ill= 8 week calltng period. (A few have). Q.17 refers only to
-_r_IY_IBEL__Lna] address where they were lnt_'_'
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IX
Q18 Do you know of anyone else around here who has been taking part in this I-5 DUP
study?
67
YES I z NO
a. Do you know whether they have been called often (8)
llke you or were only called once?
3. OFTEN
4. ONCE
5. DON'T KNOW
QI9 Have any of your neighbors ever talked about this study with you?
YES-TALKED i 2. NO-NCT TALKED i
a. How n_ny times have you talked with neighbors fFhis can be any neighbor -
about the study; once or twice, 3 to 5 times, mnot just those that are6 to IO times, or more than 10 times? I|respondents.
) 3. ONCE OR TWICE
: 4. THREE TO FIVE
5. SIX TO TEN
6. MORE THAN 10
7. OTHER (DESCRIBE)
Don't offer your opinions. Explain you are an interviewer and only
: Iresunnstble for collectina the data I ,
Q20 Some people say this study is not really about noise generally, but only
about some one type of noise. Have any of your neighbors or family said they
thought tha_-'l_hestudy was really only about one type of noise?
YES-ONE TYPE II0. NO-NOT(DoN,TKNOw)SAIDIa. What type of noise did they think it was about?
Oo-n)
OI.CARS 04.JETS O/.NE,jHBORS' TOOLS
02.TRUCKS OS.HELICOPTERS OR YARD EQUIPMENT
03.MOTORCYCLES O6.SMALL PLANES 08.OTHER (DESCRIBE)
Q21 Do you personally think that the study sponsor_ are mainly interested in only
one type of noise or in a11 types of noise?
ONE TYPE _ DON'T KNOW I
(ACCEPT IF I
a. Which one type do you think they are interested in? VOLUNTEERED)i (1z-n)IO].CARS 04.JETS O7.NEIGHBORS' TOOLS
O2.TRUCKS OS.HELICOPTERS OR YARO EQUIPMENT
03.MOTORCYCLES 05.SMALL PLANES 08.OTHER (DESCRIBE)
f
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i i m
I Don't solicit addit answers, !
ional just what the respondent | FOURTH
volunteers" I CARD, IX
Q22 Wewant to know howyou feel about receiving $40 for taking part in the
study. Considering the length of the interviews and the numberof times we
$40 i mo e than is neoded,aboutright
calledyou, wouldyou say that n . or i
I3, TOOLITTLE ch
las possible (but not in riqht hand column)
QZ3 Howdtd you first hear that people were being _t_ $40 tn this study: from thel
tntervlewer,_ a neighbor or from someoneelse? I
I
--_RV_-'-- _ 0--_-.NE-_H_R--- _ q I
03, OTHER(DESCRIBE) . I I
a. Do you happento rememberwhetherthe _ I |
interviewermentionedthe $40at the _ I I
startof the interviewor at the end 04. DO NOT REMEMBER
of the interview? Q.20, 22 & 24 - If respondents
05. AT START a_k you for further details of
06. AT END the study, explain that If they
07. OTHER (DESCRIBE) would like to learn more, • re-
port can be sent to them and
make a note next to Q.27. Also
08. DO NOT REMEMBER check the yellow sheets and
call back sheets for previous
"results wanted" notations.
Note these next to .27. -.
Q24 Those are all the questions I have for you and this is the last time I call
you. Doyou have any questions you would like to ask me?
2. YES [WRITEQUESTIONVERBATIM] I I. NO (17)
I 18-19
20-21
*************** FILL OUTAT END*************** 22-39 SKP
Q2STIMEEND F'T-I: E_ (40-43)
Q26 ACCURACYOF EPISODETIME REPORTING[ACCURACYOF POORESTREPORT]
1. Within5 minutes
2. Wlthln15 minutes (44)
3. Within 30 minutes
4. Poorerthan 30 minutes
Q27 IF MORETHAN10 EPISODESRECORDNUMBER_ (45-46)
IF NOINTERVIEW: DISPOSITIONCODE[FROMFOLLOWUP RECORD][_] (47)
WASR HOME8 AMTO 5 PM? 1. YES 2. NO 3. OK (48)
49-78 SKP
79-80 DUP
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APPENDIX E :
"i
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NOISE METRICS
_ The recordings made at the reference site were analyzed to provide
maximum A-weighted sound pressure level, LA; Sound Exposuze Level, SEL;
Perceived Noise level, PNL; and Effective Perceived Noise Level, EPNL.
The relationship Detween residents' reactions and two of these metrics,
LA and SEL, is directly analyzed in the body of this report. From the
analyses described in this appendix it is clear that no advantages would
have been realized from a direct analysis of the relationship between
t reactions and measured values of EPNL or PNL.
The relationship between the two physical noise indices of SEL and
EPNL was examined for the planned flights which were recorded at the re-
ference site. A multiple regression analysis found that EPNL is a sim-
ple linear function of SEL and helicopter type: for non-impulszve heli-
copters EPNL=SEL + 5.6, for impulsive helicopters EPNL =SEL + 6.9. When
alternative, more complex non-linear and interactive models were examin-
ed it was found that they are not significantly different (p=.05) from
the simple linear model. The variation in EPNL which is not explained
by SEL (standard deviation of the residuals o_ 0.9 dB) is so small that
any differences in the relationships with residents' reactions could not
have been detected in this study.
The relationship between LA and PNL was also examined. Once again
it was found that the variation in the more complex measure, PNL, which
could not be explained by the simpler measure, LA, (standard deviation ot
the residuals of 1.2 dB) is so small that effects on reactions could not
have been detected. In this case, however, PNL was not a simple linear
function of LA. There appear to be small but statistically significant
non-linear trends and the relationship appears to be steeper for non-im-
pulsive helicopters. The noise data set is not complete enough at low
noise levels for a more extended analysis of the relationship between
these two helicopter types. Values of EPNL can not be calculated for the
lower level, unplanned flights because the noise events were too near the
ambient levels to obtain the accuracy that is required for calculations
of the tone corrections for EPNL.
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APPENDIX F:
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO SELECTED QUESTIONS
FROM THE THREE QUESTIONNAIRES
160
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****** INITIAL FACE-TO-FACE QUESTIONNAIRE ******
$4ewant Lo find out about the environment around here and how you ft,el about
it over the next few weeks.
Q| F(owdo you feel about this area. the block uf su right ar'_u.dlwre? 6'hat
are the things you like most about this area, thal Is, the things .You feel
are advantages and make-_t a good place to live?
START TIME [ ! i_LJ
Reference to sounds Advantages mentioned
59 "quiet" 6 Ft. Eustis
dl 11o ref eJ, ence 3 Convenience for work
to sound 0 _ No advantages
100% 91 OTHER(338) 100%
(338) _"
Q2 Are there any things you )articularly dislike about this area, that Is
things which are disadvan ages?
(RECORD ANSWERS. RECORD ALL PHRASES DESCRIBING ENVIRONMENTAL NUISANCES
VERBA31M)
Number of mentions (not percentage) - One person cou_a g_ve
as many as 3 mentions
Explicit mention of Neighborhood nuisances (No
noise from: explicit noise _ent£on),
7 Cars 25 Cars
3 Trucks 6 Trucks
1 Motorcycles 3 Motorcycles
6 Traffic (g_nera_ly) 44 Traffic
I Helicopters .3 Helicopters
1 Aircraft generally, I Aircraft generally
I Neighbors tools 9 People in area
3 Audio equiptment 5. Construction
1 Neighbors parties 21 Dogs
3 People outside (gcnerally)
I Boats Other
2 Construct{on
10 Dogs 7_ Neighbo.hoo. d amen-
3 Other ities or services
lacking
3 Some aspect of Ft.
Eustis
II Location or avail-
ability of trans-
portation
133 MiscalZansous
No Dislikes
76 Nothi*Itl dislike
161 )
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Q3 Taking everything Into con_iderat|on, how would you _'ate this neighborhood
as a place to live? Hould you say It ts excellent, good, fair, or poor?
d2 EXCELLENT
52 GOOD _ 0 indicates that Ze88 than 0.SZ of the6 FAIR
___.q_OOR respondents gave this answer
200I
(338)
In a moment I will ask you to rate some of the sounds ar6bnd here using this
scale (SHOWCARD A). Any sound car, be rated somewhere between O, if you are
"not at all annoyed," to lO if you are "extremely annoyed", that i_ the more
annoyed, the bigger the number. If you have never heard some sound around here
' tell me, but if you ever hear it, rate it somewhere from zero to ten on this
scale. IJhenyou rate a sound tale into account both how often you he_r end how
much it boLhers you when you do hear it.
04 Thinking about this last year, how do you feel about the sounds from 4
...Fears)... around here? How much do they bothe£ £C annoy you?
laAII.G/ O0nOT.EAR/
- a. Cars 3.2 2 (338) ,
b. r:ucks 2.4 9 "
c. Motorc#cles 3.0 9 "
: d. Jet airplanes 2.4 6 "
e. Helicopters 2.6 6 " '
f. )a_ll propeller airplane_ 0.9 23 "
g. Neighbors' tools or 1.5 3 " 1
yard equipment
h. Are there any other noises which t
bother or annoy you around here?
(DESCRIBE ALL. IF t4ORF THAN ONE
CIRCLE HOST ANNOYING AND RATE 5b
iv -i')
t. IF YES How much does 2.8
it bother or annoy you?
(The onZ9 "other" souz'ces mcnt£oned b 9 more than 3I of" the
3ampZe in Q4 are dogs (2_Z) and neighbors'aud£o equiptmon_
CS_t) .
_*Not heap £a scores =cz'o
.1
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: Q5 Please look at this card (SHOWCARDB) and tell me how annoying the noise
from cars is around here. Would you say the noise from cars was not at all
; annoying, slightly annoying, moderately annoying, very annoying, or extremely
annoying?
33 NOTAT ALL
39 SLIGHTLY
19 MODERAIELY
? VERY
2,. EXTREMELY
100%
(338)
QI! Let's look at that zero to |0 annoyance scale again: What is _.he lowest
number you wou:d use and still say you were "highly annoyed"?
SCALE NUMBER MEAN = 6.32 i(332)
'; Q]2 What year did you move into this house?
19 _ 12% in 1983 (Zess than 9 months)
50_ more than 7 years
,. Q]3 Do you own this house or are you renting it?
88 OWN (OR BUYING)
12 RENT i
100% I
;: (338) i
i
QI4 How many of the people in your household go out to work?
(LIST RELATIONSHIPTO RESPONDENTBEFORE ASKING a)
i 14% of respondents uork MEAN = 1.3(SS8)
?2% of.respondents, have a workin_ sp.ouse
a. Where do each of them work?
SPOUSE 14.LANCLEYAFB 5.NASA
i! ! CHILDoTHERPARENTS6.OTHER (DESCRIBE)p.
5"UMMAHY_PIoc_ uf work of' working
9 Shipyard no_esehold m,_.mbers_
13 Ft, Eustis
0 Patrick Henry
,, 3 Langley Air Force Base
4 NASA
_'- 61 O,':her
_' 10 Other military
100%
i _> (_2)
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RECORD THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS AFTER INTERVIEW IS COMPLETED
Q21 SEX OF RESPONDENT
20 _le
80 Female
100% (338)
Q22 ESTIMATEDAGE OF RESPONDENT
20 18-29
27 30-39
19 40-49
19 50-59
1 3 60-69
2 70 or more
I00_
(329) ",
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****** REPEALED TELEPIIOt_E QUESTIONNAIRE ******
IS THIS INTERVIEW 8_ Sameday
! J4 Yesterday
.___.._Non-lnt
t Ioos
I ¢604/)
Q2 Did you sIeeo or try to take a nap during the day?
/U YA_
22 NO
]OOS
(6047)
Q3 Did you have any of the windows open in your house today?
45 CLOS£_
a. In the roomsyou .ere In *ere
the windowsopen or closed
most of the time?
45 HOSTLVOPEN
lO HOSTLTCLOSED
IO0|
(6047)
Weare going to rate _) neighborhoodsoundson your scale* which goes from
0, tf you were "not at aiT annoyed" to l0 If you uere "extremely annoyed."
Rememberto take Into account both howmany times you heard m sound as .ell as
howmuch tt bothered you whenyou did hear tt. If you do not rememberhearing a
sound (.t._) don't rate It and I w111 Nrk It as "not heard."
Q4 Hen you *ere at homeduring the day (todaz) howmuch_ere you bothered or i
annoyedby the nosT_-from ..... (car_T-... ?
'i
RATING NOTHEARD I
' !
a. Cars l.O 22S (6017)
b. Trucks J. Z #I "
c. Motorcycles O. # 7# -
d. Jet airplanes 1.7 #2 R
e. Helicopters 2. I 42 "
f. S_MII propeller airplanes O. 6 ?0
g. Neighbors' tools or
yard equipment O. ? 69 R
h. Is there any other noise
which bothered or annoyed 0.9 9J
you around here today?
(DESCRIBEAll. CIRCLE _ORST)
J. IF YESHowmuchdid It
bother you?
******************************FI** OUTAFTERINTERVIEW***************************
ACCURACYOF EPISODETIME REPORTING[/t£CURACYOr POORESTREPORT]
81 glthln S minutes ,2 Within 30 minutes
J7 glthln IS minutes 0 Poorer than 30 minutes
oTooE leO'.J)
' The tabuZat_one _n th£a qu_stionno(rt do not inulude the 91_
reeponden_ dope _hcn o resFondent _aa no_ contacted and t&e
134 eecpondent-doye uhen the interuieued reepondente _eee not
at home during on_ of th," 9 hour day.
165 ,)
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' "***'ACONCLUDING TELEPHONEQU[SIIONNAIRE ******
Q5 These questions are about this past year, not just today. Taking everything
into consideration, how would you rate thls nelghborhood as a p]ace to live?
Would you say it is excellent, good, fair, or poor?
44 EXCELLENT
48 GOOD
8 FAIR
0 POOR
100%
(330)
Now think about the noises during this whole past year. We need to use the same
t
zero =o ten scale to rate how bothered or annoyed you were by each sound this
last year and not just today. Take into account both how often you hear the
sound and how much it bothers you when you do hear it. If you have never heard
some sound around here tell me, but if you ever hear it, rate it somewhere from
zero to ten,
;; Q6 Thinking about this last year, how do you feel about the sounds from
...(cars)... around here? How much have they bothered or annoyed you?
i
I i_. RATING DO NOT HEAR
i [(Mean)*l (%)
!
_ a. Cars 2.5 1 (330)
J.
' b. Trucks 2.7 I (330)
L
:. c. Motorcycles 2.1 9 (330)
d. Jet airplanes 3.6 1 (330)
e. He!icopters 4.'2 2 (330) i
f. _nall propeller airplanes 1.7 9 (330)
g. Neighbors' tools or 2.2 _ (3.30)
yard equipment
h. Are there any other noises which
i bother or annoy you around here,?
! (DESCRIBE ALL. IF MORE THAN ONE
CVRCLE MOST ANNOYING AND RATE
IN "i") 49 (3sO)
T
1
t
iIf i. IF YES How much does 2.8it bother or annoy you?
*(Do not hear = O)
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Q1 Now another question about how annoying the noise from cars was around here
this last year. Would you say the noise from cars was not at all annoying,
"' slightly annoying, moderately annoying, very annoying, or extremely annoying?
34 NOT AT ALL
41 SLIGHTLY
21 MODERATELY
3 VERY
1 EXTREMELY
100%
(S_O)
QB Let's look at that zero to ten annoyance scale again: What is the lowest
number you would use and still say you were "highly annoyed"?
SCALE NUMBER % (Mean = 5.52)
0 0
1 5
2 5
3 ?
4 9
5 24
6 14
? 14
9 3
10 5
100%
(3_9)
167
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The next questions ask about the time since the middle of Septenber when we have
been calling you.
Q8 In terms of the amount of time you spend at home, how typical have these
weeks been when we called you? Would you say you have spent more time than
usual at home, less time than usual, or about the usual amount of time at
home?
26 MORE AT HOME
2S LESS AT HOME
71 USUAL
I007_
Now think about the noises during this 8-week period when we have been calling
you. We need to use the same zero to ten scale to rate how bothered or annoyed
you were by each sound during this period.
Q9 Th'nking about this 8-week period while we have been calling you, how did you
feel about the sounds from ...(cars)... around here? How much did they bother i
or annoy you? [RATING DO NOT HEAR ] ;
[(Mean)* (_) ]
a. Cars I. 8 1 (330)
b. Trucks 2.4 3 (330)
c. Motorcycles 1.4 12 (330)
d. Jet airplanes 3.2 2 (330)
e. Helicopters 3.9 2 (330) 1.
f. _all propeller airplanes l,..s. 9 (3._o) _
g. Neighbors' tools or I.? 8 (330) I
yard c_uipment i
h. Are there any other noises which
bothered or annoyed you around
here dJring this period? m
(DESCRIBE ALL. IF MORE THAN ONE
CIRCLE I&gSTANNOYING AND RATEv
IN "i") 55 (330)
i. IF YES How much did _I_
it _other or annoy you?
t
c
_(Oo not hear = O)
jr
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QIo How typical has the noise been d:,ringth_ weeks we have been ca]llng you;
wou]d you say the ...(cars)... wc_e morc noisy than usual, about ]Ike usua]
or less noisy than usual?
MORE ABOUT LESS NEVER
NOISY LIKE NOISY HEAR
USUAL NOISE
(VOLUNTEER)
a. Cars 3 88 8 1 = 1o0% (330)
b. Trucks 17 74 8 1 = 100% (330)
c. Motorcycles 4 ?0 14 12 = 100% (330)
d. Jet airplanes 21 73 5 1 = 100% (330)
e. Helicopters 36 57 5 2 = 100% (330)
f. Small propeller planes 7 ?5 8 10 = lO0% (330)
g. Neighbors' tools or 8 74 16 2 = 100% (330)
yard equipment
Qli Has our calling and asking about noise made you notice the noise around here
more or not? <
?5 NOTICE MORE
24 NOT NOTICE MORE
1 OTHER (RECORD VERBATIM)
loo%
QI2 Has our asking about noise changed how you feel-about the noises which have
always been here; that is, when you h_r th_same noises now are you more
bothered now, less bothered now, or about as bothered as you used to be?
12MORE NOW
LESS NOW
8S ABOUT AS USED TO BE
OTHER (RECORD VERBATIM)
100%
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q(COMPLETEQ|3a ANDb FOR EACHAIRCRAFT TYPE SHALL
BEFOREASKABOUTNI_xTTYPE) JET HELICOPTERS PROPELLER
A]RPLANES AIRPLANES
(GO TO Ql3a IF HEARDON Q6) EVER HEARDTYPE?
Q13 Have you ever heard any
...jet airplanes ........ NO NO ( NO
... helicopters..... here?
small propelleraircraft (N=4) (N=5) ) (N=26)
IF YES OR HEARD ON Q6
[...jet airplane ........ a. EVER AFRAID IT blIGHT CRASrt
a. I,_en you hear a|... helicopter ........
Lsmall propeller aircraf_
fly overhead, are yea ever afraid it 56 NO 67 NO 80 NO
might crash nearby? 23 ONLY 15 ONLY 12 ONLY
YES IT_N'NO OCCASIONAL OCCASIONAL OCCASIONAL
._'_--Whenyou hear it do you only 0
occasionallyfear it might X I SOME- 13 SOME- 6 SOME-
crash,sometimesfear it might I TYPE) TIMES TIMES TIMEScrash,or usually fear it
might crash? 6USUALLY 5 USUALLY 2 USUALLY[100% 100% 100% i(326) (325) .(304)
COMPLETE ALL AIRCRAFT TYPES ON QI3 BEFORE GOING TO QI4 1
ARE MAINLY
(ASK ABOUT HEARD TYPES) 42 cIViLIAN 0 CIVILIAN "74 CIVILIAN
QI4 Do you know whether the 29 MILITARY 97 MILITARY 6 :._[LITARY
........ ] i 19 NOT KNOW..jet airplanes. 22 NOT KNOW' 3 NOT KNOW[ 2 HALF/HALl. helico ters........ around here 7 HALF/HALF
small propeller aircraft i0-0% _ Ii--0-0-_ '
are mainly civilian or mainly mil;tary? !C329_ (327) [(307)
_. WHEREFROM
a. Are the . . helicopters. . . just BY BY BY
small propelleraircraft 54 PAT.HENRY i PAT.HENRY 61 PAT.HENRI
flyingby or are they from Patrick 12 FT.EUSTIS 91 FT.EUSTI I" 9 FT.EUSTI. _Henry, Fort Eustis or s_ewhere else? 7 O HER 2 O HER i O HER
14 NOT KNOW' 6 NOT KNOW J 19 NOT KNOW
100% lOO% 11oo%
b. HOw importantdo you feel that those (229) (327) ,(307)b. HOW IMPORTANT '"
.,. helicopter ........ flights are?
small propelleraircraft 27 SOMEWHAT 29 SOMEWHAT 35 SOMEWHAT4 A LITTLE 4 A LITTLE 31 A LITTLE
Are they very important,somewhat 3 NOT AT 3 NOT AT 18 NOT AT
important,a little important, or not All ALL ALL
at a11 important? I NOT KNOW 0 NOT KNOW 0 NOT KNOW
, c. 0o you feel the pilots or other authorl- _327) _325) K305
ties could do anything to reduce the noise c. COULD DO ANYTHING TO REDUCE I_OlSEf...jet airplanes........]
from those[.., helicopters ........ |? 64 NO 62 NO 75 NO
Lsmall propeller aircraft J IF YES
YES " 17 SOMEWHAT 14 SOMEWHAT i0 SOMEWHAT
)_Do you think that they could I0 ONLY _, i0 ONLY A I0 ONLY A
I reduce the noise a lot, ' LITTLE LITTLE ) LITTLE
somewhat, or only a lltt]e? 3 NOT KNOW I NOT KNOW 1 NOT KNOW'i'O-d% 327 307 _
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Q15 Whatyear wereyou born?
Average age £_ 38 yea r_.
QI6 What is the highest grade of schoolj,ou have completed?
2 GRADE SCHOOL (1-8}
10 SOME HIGH SCHOOL (9-11)
35 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE(12)
33 SOME COLLEGE
13 COLLEGEGRADUATE
? MORE THAN 4 YEARS OF COLLEGE
100%
6330)
017 Duringthe time you have lived in this house has the noise around here
increased,decreased, or stayed about the same?
43 INCREASED
8 DECREASED
48 STAYED SAME
I DTHER PATTERN (DESCRIBE)
lOOg
6330)
Q18 Doyou know of anyone else around here who has been tak.tng part tn thts
study?
52 NO
Do you know whether they have been called often
like you or were only called once?
25 OFTEN
0 ONCE
22 DON'T KNOW
TO-LFI
6329)
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QI9 Have any of your neighbors ever talked about this study with you?
23 NO-NOT TALKED
How many times have yJu talked with neighbors
about the study; once or twice, 3 to 5 times,
6 to 10 times, or more than 10 times?
19 ONCE OR IWICE
4 THREE TO FIVE
2 SIX TO TEN
2 MORE THAN 10
OTHER (DESCRIBE)
100%
(330)
Q20 Son,epeople say this study is not really about noise generally, but only
about some one type of noise. Have any of your neighbor_ or family said they
thought tha't'--t-hestudy was really only about one type of noise?
., 9'/ NO-NOT SAID
(DON'T'KNOW)
YES-ONE TYPE
What type of noise did they think iS was about? i
: - CARS 2 JETS 0 NEIGHBORS' TOOLS = I00% i
0 TRUCKS o HELICOPTERS OR YARD EQUIPMENT (330)
0 MOTORCYCLES o SMALL PLANES I OTHER (DESCRIBE) i
5 AIRCRAFT GENERALT.I
JQ2]Do you personally think that the study sponsors are mainly interested in only
one type of noise or in a11 types of noise?
;'3ALL TYPES
? DON'T KNOW
(ACCEPT IF
VOLUNTEERED)
ONE TYPE
Which one type do you think they are interested In?
- CARS 3 JETS 0 NEIGHBORS' TOOLS = 100%
0 TRUCKS 2 HELICOPTERS. OR YARD EQUIPMENT (330)
0 MOTORCYCLES - SM:_LLPLANES 5 OIHER (DESCRIBE)
• , ] 1 4 TmCR_PP_ .GF_JtRR4I'.L]
)
!
.3
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Q22 We want to know how you feel about receiving $40 for ,taking part in the
study. Considering the length of the interviews and the number of times we
called you. would you say that $40 is more than Is needed, about right or
too little?
20 MORETHAN NEEDED
I. ABOUT RIGHT
8 TOO LITTLE
200% (328)
Q23 How did you first hear that people were being paid $40 in this study:from the
Interviewer,_ a neighbor or from someone else?
'! NEIGHBOR
OTHER(DESCRIBE)
DO NOT REMEMBER
INTERVIEWER
i
Do you happen to remember whether the
interviewer mentioned the $40 at the
start of the interview or at the end
of the interview?[
._. 11 AT START i"
I- 70 AT E!_D
,:t 2 OTHER (DESCRIBE)
,_ 6 (IN MIDDLE) i
• 100%
,_; (S30) OO NOT REMEMBE_.,
j,,
.P
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APPENDIX G:
EL.ECI _ OF NON-STANDARD FLIGHTS ON SURVEY RESULTS
Perfect control over noise exposure would have required that the
only audible helicopter noise come from flights which were exactly on
the flight path traveling at the prescribed speed and altitude. Depar-
tures from this ideal plan occurred because additional uncontrolled
helicopter flights intruded into the area and because some of the plan-
ned flights departed from the planned procedure. Variations in the
planned flights will be briefly discussed before turning to the effects
of unplanned flights.
All of the analyses in this appendix are based on the measurenents
of the maximum A-weighted levels (LA). This is the only measurement
which is directly available from both the fixed and the mobile noise
.. measurement sites.
' Though the controlled flight plan specified that all flights on any!
, one day would be identical, the observers noted some ca_es where planned
i flights were not exac%_y on the flight path, where the flight path was
joined late or left early and where a helicopter coming to the end ot
the study area performed a turning manuever which was audible. As a
result there was some variation in the noise levels of the different
flights measured at any one site on the same day. The noise levels (LA)
from planned flights measured at single measurement sites on a day had
a standard deviation of about 2.9 dB. There were also differences be-
I tween the noise levels measured from a particular flight at different
positions. The standard deviation of the noise levelr for the same i
flig|.;s measured at the three different sites is _=2.6 dB. Signifi-
cance zests show that there are some systematic differences between
sites in the noise levels measured from the same planned flights.
Visual inspection of the pattern of these differences on a map of the
study area could not detect a meaningful pattern. Deviations of sites
from the mean do not appear to be simply related to either side-line
distance or distance from the fixed site at the extreme south end of
the area (tables G.I and G.2). The difference between the average max-
imum noise levels (logarithmic average of all planned flights at a site
on one day) at the three sites on any one day was small (standard devia-
tion 1.9 dB).
Table G.I: AVERAGE DEVIATIONS FROM MEAN OBSERVED NOISE LEVEL FOR
EACH PLANNED EVENT RELATED TO DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE
OF STANDARD FLIGHT PATH
WEST OF PATH ON PATH FIXED SITE EAST OF PATH
<-150 -149 to -50 -49 to 49 0 50 to 149 150+
0.6 dB I.I dB 0 dB -0.4 dB 1.7 dB 0.9 dB
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Table G.2: AVERAGE OF DEVIATIONS FROM MEAN OBSERVEI, NOISE LEVEL
FOR EACH PLANNED EVENT RELATED TO DISTANCE FROM START
OF FLIGHT PATH
Dist_nc_ from start of flight pcth (meters)
0 400- I000- 2000- 3000-
(Fixed site) 1000 1999 2999 4012
-1.4 dB I.I dB -1.5 dB 1.2 dB 1.3 dB
On the first test days the noise measurement team reported that
many low-level helicopter operations were audible, including some hover-
ing maneuvers at Fort Eustis, but that many of those could not be dis-
tinguished from other ambient noise in the noise measurements. The
noise measurement team was thus instructed to measure all helicopter
noise events for which LA reached 60 dB. Of the 713 helicopter noise
events which were noted by the noise measurement t3ams, 641 were at 60
dB or greater. Of these 641, it was determined that 420 o£ the observa-
tions were of 140 flights which were reported by all three noise measure-
ment teams. The planned noise events thus represented 66% (420/641) of
the helicopter noise events at or above 60 dB during the testing period.
The unplanned events were generally at a lower noise level (arithmetic
mean of 68 dB) than the planned noise events (arithmetic mean of 77 dB). i
_uta_ noise exposure actually experiencedA good _stimate ot the i
r| in the field must include both the planned and unplanned flights. The |!
logarithmic average of all tlight_ tot which LA was 60 dB or greater
was calculated tot each noise measurement site. The standard deviation i
of these average maximum noise levels on the same day is 2.4 dB (logari-
"i thmically averaged maximum nois? levels at each site). The comparable
standard deviation for lOgl0 number of events is 0.13. Inspection o£
tne site differences within each day again did not suggest a spatial
pattern which would explain the site differences. Table G.3 shows that
the differences do not form a simple pattern with respect to distance
from the beginning ot the flight path.
Table G.3: AVERAGE OF THE DIFFERENC IN THE NUMBERS OF HELICOPTERS
• OBSERVED AT THE FIXED SITE AND THE MOBILE SITES BY
DISTANCE FROM START OF FLIGHT PATH
Distance from start ot flight path (meters)
0 400- I000- 2000- 3000-
I' (Fixed site) I000 1999 2999 401."
"" I
0 -4.3 2.3 -3.1 -3.1
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Given the evidence tor ditterences in noise exposures at ditterent
locations within the study area on the same day, the possJbi!ity ot es-
timating separate noise levels for each sub-area within the study area
was considered. The noise measurement team recorded tile po31tion of
each unplanned fiight on a map with as muci_ accuEacy as poosible given
their ground-based position in a built-up area. After the analyses ot
the noise data were completed, however, the conclusion was reached that
no advantages would be gained from calculating sub-area estimates for
the noise levels from the unplanned flights. This was partly because
the data for unplanned flights were not sufficiently accurate to esti-
mate noise levels over the entire study area. (Nois, data came from
only thcee observation point£ spread over the 4000 ;deter long area and
since most flights were seen trom only at only one point, the esti-
mates of ground tracks or altitude could be regarded as little mort
than rough guesses). The other reason for not making differentiated
estimates is that the analyses, presented in the next paragraph, using
an alternative simpler strategy suggest that the errors introduced by
unplanned flights can be satisfactorily controlled.
The alternative strategy was to first calculate the logarithmic
average peak noise leve_ and log ]0 number of events at each site. The
arithmetic mean of the three estimates for each day (one logarithmetic
mean from each noise measurement sit _) then gives a best unbiased esti-
mate of the ever_ge noise level in the study area for each study day.
The within day variance o{ the site noise characteristics then provides
a basis for estimatin 9 the errors in specifying the mean daily noise
characteristics. The reliability of the noise data can then be calcu-
lated. The total variance is _he variance of the 17 ditterent average
daily noise characteristics (_z, where X is the noise characteristic,
either level or log 10 number. The error variance tot the noise levels
( _e _) is the within day variance in the value ot the site characteris-
tic divided by three (a s&mple of size 3 is used to determine the value
of the characteristic on each uay). The general _ormula for this reli-
ability coe_: ..... -t (rxx_ is:
(_2 _ (Txe2
rxx = --
N2
For the present data set this gives an estimate of the reliability ot
the average peak noise level of r=0.8_ and for lOgl0 number ot events
of rxx=0.94. The comparable reliability tot the ni.,e hour helicopter
LEQ is rxx=0.9_.
Observed regression coetticients can be corrected with these reli-
abilities using the following formula which relates the observed regres-
sion coefticient (B) to the corrected estimate (B):
i
B = B • ----
rxx
The use of a single average noise level or number of events for the
, whole area would thus not appear to bias the estimates ot the regression
i coefficients by more than 141. Where regression coefficients have be_n
i
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fcorrected for the errors in physical measurements this is noted in the| text.
As an additional check on the possible effect of having used a mean
nnis_ ]eve] f_r the entire area rather than individual sub-area noise
levels, the responses on the four days when the measurement sites all
¢ experienced the most simil_ar noise exposure were compared witn the re-
sponses on five days when the measurement sites had the most divergent
!-_ noise exposures. Statistical theory would suggest that with the large
amount of individual variation the difference in the amount of agreement
about noise annoyance on the two types of days should be difficult to
detect. The data were found to be consistent with the theory since no
difference could be found between the amount of between-respondent vari-
ability on the 4 days with the most homogeneous noise exposures and the
5 days when noise exposures differed the most within the area.
i These deviations from the original study design must also be con-sidered in the analysis of the effect of helicopter type (impulsive or
non-impulsive). The effect o_ helicopter type was to be studied bycomparing reactions to days with totally aifferent types of helicopters.
Though the noise measurement teams contirmed that all of the planned
flights were of the same type (impulsive or non-impulsive) on any one
day, the 6_tra unplanned flights could of course be ot another type of
helicopter. The noise measurement teams noted the types of helicopters
for 5]% (113) of the unplanned f]ights with LA o_ 60 dB or greater. Onthe says which had planned impulsive helicopter flights, 74% of the un-
planned but identified helicopters were impulsive helicopters. On the :
planned non-impulslve days 40% ot the unplanned but identified flights !• were non-impulsive. (The unplanned, id ,ntified impulsive £1ights con- :
I sisted of 70 UH-]H, two CH-47, and three CH-46 helicopters. The unplan-
" ned, identified non-impulsive flights consi._ted of 15 UH-60, one OH-58,
_| nine SH-3, one SH-60, one Jet Ranger, and six CH-53 helicopters).I Thoug_ the majority of flights on any one day are o£ the planned type
there _'_e enough unplanned flights that the helicopter type must be
4 consic ;ed to be "mixed" on m(_st days. The comparison of the values of
L uZQ for the two types ot helicopter exposure days (appendix A) shows 1
i tndu the two types were never within 7 dB of each other and that there
were five days on which the value of LEQ from the unplanned flights was
: w_thin I0 dB of the LEQ for the planned helicopter type. Though the
. relatively impulsive and non-impulsive noise event days can still be
_. compared, another strategy also was used: a 9 hour LEQ for each of the
i helicopter types was computed for each day and the relative effect of
_I " equal LEQ values from the different sources was compared.
!
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APPENDIX H:
TABLES FOR NOISE LEVEL, NUMBER OF EVENT AND HELICOPTER TYPE
EFFECTS BASED ON ALTERNATIVE OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF
ACOUSTICAL VARIABLES
!
I
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TABLE H-I: ALL RESPONDENTS HOME AT ANY TIME DURING THE 8 A.M. TO 5 P.M. STUDY DAY
(N=4880)a
Effect of noise level, number of events and helicopter type for four noise metrics
and three data bases for noise level and number of events.
Multiple
ReEression e_uation b Decibel correlation
Noise equivalents (dB) coefficients
metric Intercept Unstandardized regression of from the re-
coefficients for: effects for: gression when
number is :
Noise Number c Helicop-
Level (lOgl0N) ter type _umberc iHelicopter Trans -d Not e
BO BL BN BH LN=BN/B L type formed trans-
kH=BH/B L (lOgl0N) formed
(N)
PART A: Not individualized_ all flights > 60 LA in noise data base flights
SEL -14.94 0.19 1.22 6.6 .234 .234
-15.00 0.19 1.06 0.36 5.7 2.0 .241 .241
LA -7.13 0.ii l.hO 13.2 .213 .211 4
-9.50 0.14 1.00 0.76 7.h 5.5 .239 .238
PART B: Individualized, flights > 60 LA when respondent home in data base
SEL -13.65 0.17 1.63 9.6 .307 .300 _-
-13.58 0.17 1.58 0.19 9.4 I.I .309 .301
LA -7.35 0.ii 1.77 16.2 .297 .286
-8.64 0.12 1.59 0.51 12.8 4.i .306 .297
PART C: Not individualized_ all flights > 66 LA in noise data base (153 flights)
SEL -15.78 0.19 1.20 6.2 .234 .239
-15.56 0.19 i.I0 0.34 5.8 ±.8 .240 .243 i
LA -6.71 0.i0 1.32 12.8 .210 .215
-9.37 0.13 1.02 0.75 7.6 5.6 .237 .240
PART D: Individua!ized_ flights > 66 LA when respondent home in data base f _!
SEL -I0.85 0.14 1.48 10.5 .293 .292
-10.85 0.1h 1.43 0.25 10.3 1.8 .295 .293
LA -5.46 0.09 1.63 18.5 .284 .260
-6.91 0.i0 1.46 0.53 14.0 5.1 .294 .290
PART E: Not individualized_ only planned flights in noise data base (i_0 flights)
SEL -12.95 0.16 1.28 7.9 .232 .232
-13.4_ 0.17 1.14 0.41 6.8 2.5 .241 .239
LA -4.88 0.08 1.32 16.2 .211 .208
-7.98 0.12 1.04 0.82 8.8 6.9 .239 .237
EPNL -14.71 0.17 1.32 7.6 .243 .238 I
-14.43 0.17 1.29 0.09 7.5 0.5 .243 .238
PNL -8.92 0.Ii 1.39 12.2 .229 .222
-10.12 0.12 1.21 0.53 9.7 4.3 .242 .235 ,
a. Includes 702 responses _bout days when the respondent was not present for a
planned flight. For those responses the individuali_ed exposure is the level
from unplanned flights and number of unplanned flights adjusted for the propor-
tion of interview day during which the respondent is home.
b. All terms are described in Equation 1 in the text.
c. Number is represented by logloN.
d. Number is represented by lOglON. The regression equation which accompanies the
multiple correlation coefficient is of the form:
A=B o + BL @ L + BN • (lOglON)
e. Number is not transformed. The regression equation is:
A=B o + BL • L + BN • N
f. For the individualized flights > 66 there are only 4,819 responses because there
was one day on which there were--no unplanned flights below 66 dB and 61 people
were not home during the planned flights on that day.
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TABLE H-2: RESPONDENTS HOME DURING AT LEAST ONE PLANNED FLIGHT (N=4178) a
Effect of noise level, number of events and helicopter type for four noise metrics
and three data bases for noise level and number of events.
Multiple I
Regression equation b Decibel correlation
Noise equivalents (dB) coefficients
metric Intercept Unstandardized regression of from the re-
coefficients for: effects for: gression when
number is:
Level (loglON) Iter type NumoerClHelicopter Trans -d Note
PART A: Not individualized, all flights > 60 LA in noise data base (216 flights)
SEL -16.24 0.20 1.09 5.4 .232 .230
-16.25 0.20 0.97 0.27 4.8 1.3 .235 .234
LA -8.05 0.12 1.28 10.4 .210 .206
-10.09 0.15 0.92 0.69 6.2 h.7 • 30 .229
PART B: Individualize/7 flights > 60 LA when responden _ home in data base
SEL -16.51 0.20 1.64 8.1 .264 .262
-16.46 0.20 1.57 0.24 7.8 1.2 .267 .264
LA -8.36 0.12 1.77 14.5 .245 .242
-10.27 0.14 1.53 0,65 10.6 4.5 .262 .259
PART C: Not indi idualized_ all flishts > 66 LA in noise data base (153 flights)
SEL -17.32 0.22 I.iO 5.1 .232 .235
-17.16 0.21 1.03 0.24 4,8 i.i .235 .237
LA -7.85 0.12 1.22 I0.I .209 .211
-10.14 0.15 0.94 0_69 6.4 4.7 .229 .231
PART D: Individualized 7 tlights > 66 LA when respondent home in data base
SEL -14.27 0.18 1,42 7.9 .256 .260 !
-14.32 0.18 1.35 0.31 7.5 1.7 .260 .263
LA -6.70 0.Ii 1.57 14.9 .238 .242
-8.86 0.13 1.35 0.68 i0.4 5.2 .257 .259
PART E: Not individualized, only planned flights in noise data base (140 flights)
SEL -14.28 0.18 1.22 6.8 .230 .230 :
-14.64 O.18 i.ii C.32 6.0 1.8 .235 .234
LA -5.80 0.i0 1.26 13.0 .208 .205
-8.54 0.13 0.99 0.76 7.7 5.9 .230 .229
EPNL -15.68 0.19 1.26 6.7 .238 .233
-15.75 0.19 1.27 -0.02 6.7 -0.i .238 .234
PNL -9.97 0.13 1_33 10.4 .225 .219
-10.94 0.14 1.18 0.46 8.6 3.3 .235 .229
, PART F: Individualized_ planned flights when respondent home in data base
SEL -14.60 0.18 1.55 8.5 .2_3 .261
i -14.97 O.19 1.46 0.33 7.9 1.8 .267 .264
LA -6.12 O.lO 1.57 15.8 .24_ .239
-8.82 0.13 1.37 0.75 10.6 5.8 .263 .259
EPNL -16.21 0.19 1.60 8.3 .271 .265
-16.24 0.19 1.60 -0.01 8.3 0.0 .271 .265
PNL -lO.46 0.13 1.65 12.5 .260 .252
-11.48 0.14 1.53 0.47 10.9 3.3 .269 .260
a. Part of this table is repeated from table II.
b,c,d,e. Bee corresponding footnotes in table H-I.
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_| APPENDIX I:
CALCULATION OF SAMPLING VARIANCES AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR STUDY FINDINGS
i
The primary units of observation in this study are single ratings
_! of one day by one individual. These ratings can be considered to be a
sample of the ratings which could have been obtained from all of the
possible individuals, study areas, and study days which might be select-
ed using similiar procedures in a series o£ similar studies. The rating
units should thus be considered to be drawn from a complex "clustered"
_ sample design. There are three types of clusters: clusters of _atings
within individuals, clusters ot individuals within neighborhoods, and
clusters of ratings within study days. The clustering due to study day
• is crossed with, rather than nested within_ the other two sample cluster-
i ing characteristics. This complex clustering means that sampling errors
can not be evaluated with the standard textbook formula which are based
on simple random sampling assumptions.
|
Standard errors of the regression coefticien's and the ratios of
the regression coefficients have been estimated in this report using the
L bootstrap repeated replication technique (Diaconis and Efron, 1983). The
_ootstrap technique estimates the variance of the regression coefficients
Dy calculating the regression coefficients for a series ot samples which
are drawn (without replacement) from the study sample. For this study,
-_ 250 of these replicated samples were created. The regression coetti-
$| cients and ratios of regression coefficients were then calculated for
i each of the 250 repllcated samples. The standard deviation of these 250 :regression coefficients is then the standard e ror of he regression co-
_ efficient. An examination of the estimates of the standard deviations
i showed that the values had generally become quite stable after only I00
replications. In this exercise the sample was considered to be drawn
from four study day strata: UH-GOA low noise level stratum (controlled
:_ noise exposure days i, 6, i0, 15) ; UH-IH low number of event stratum
(days 2, 3, 5, 8), UH-IH high number stratum (days Ii, 14, 16, 17) and
a high noise level stratum (days 4, 7, 9, 12, 13). i
The standard errors found in table III of the text are large enough
to have affected the quality of the study results in two respects. The
;, most obvious consequence is that the value of the decibel equivalent
number effect i_ not closely specified. For the SEL estimate of "kN" in
Part A, the 95% confidence interval for the SEL estimate extends from
!
A less obvious consequence of the large standard errors concerns
bias in the estimate of the decibel equivalent number effect. Estimates
of ratio means are biased when the coefficient of variation for the de-
nominator is relatively high. The coefficient of variation for the par-
tial regression coefficient for SEL in the first line of table III is
_ 0.33 (0.33=0.20/0.06). Such a high coefficient of variation almost cer-
8 tainly means that the estimates of the decibel equivalent number effects
in this table are upwardly biased. Examination of the values of kN pro-
duced by the replications in the bootstrap analysis suggest that the
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%; bias may be on the order of i0 percent. The estimate of the decibel
equivalent n_ber effect has not been ad3usted tot this bias bcth
because the degree o£ the bias can not be estimated with adequate
accuracy and because the size of the bias is almost certainly small
• relative to the size of the standard errors of the estimate. The stan-
dard errors are clearly much larger than is desirable. They are about
three times as large as had been expected from pre-study estimates which
were based on responses in conventional) long-term annoyance studies and
on responses in laboratory studies. It appears that the large variances
are primarily due to day-to-day variations [n responses which are not
accounted for by noise level. The support for this assertion comes from
r comparlsons of the standard errors of kN _hich were calculated with four
different sampling assumptions.
For these comparisons the values o£ kN and the stanoard errors of
kN were calculated four times using the responses of the 4178 respondents
with the noise characteristics based on all the observed flights in the
noise data base. When the actual complex sample structure is taken into
_ account using the bootstrap repeated replication techrique, then it was
_ seen in table III that the standard error of kN is 3.1. For a second
(incorrect) estimate it was assumed that there is a simple random sample
i of 4178 observations. In this case the standard error ot 1.08 was almost
the same as the standard error of i.i0 which was calculated using a third
technique, ]ackknife repeated replication, assuming that the 4178 obser-
vations were clustered into 29 study areas. When, however, the sample
was considered to be a simple random sample of study days (each observa- !
tion is the mean annoyance response for a study day), then the standard i
error increased to 2.74. These results would seem to indicate that the
_ main source ot inprecision in the study design is a large between-day
variance in responses which is not accounted for by the acoushical para-
meters measured here. This suggests that a more accurate study design
would need to include more study days. Further analyses ot these data
-. would be required before it would be possible to determine how numbers
,: c _ people, areas, and study days should be combined to form efficient
• study designs.
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APPENDIX J:
\j
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 9-HOUR AND 24-HOUR ONE-DAY RATINGS
If there were an interest in ratings of 24-hour periods for single
days then the relationship between the 9-hour ratings, used in this
study, and 24-hour rltings of a single day noise environment would be of
importance. If the respondents use a strict energy averaging approach
and if the only noise events durinq a 24-hour period occurred during the
9 daytime hours, then it would be expected that a 24-hour rating would
be the equivalent of about 4.3 decibels less. Given the regression slope
of BL=0.22 , it would be expected that 24-hour ratings would average about
t 0.95 annoyance score points less.
• To exa_tine this relationship the standard interview was lengthened
on the next-to-last interview day. After the standard telephone ques-
tionnaire had been rea_ the interviewer continued with questions concern-
ing an entire 24-hour period starting from 5 PM on the previous day up
through the 5 PM time which had been covered by the normal interview.
_ (This modified version of the interview is reproduced in appendix B).
The ratings of helicopters for the £-hour and 24 hour period have been
compared.
Of the 286 people who were interviewed and had been home for most
of the 24 hours, 194 gave exactly the same rating for the 9-hour and 24-
=_ hour periods. Twenty-nine gave lower annoyance ratings for the 24-hour
period (as expected from an energy averaqing perspective) and 15 gave
:_ higher annoyance atings for the 24-hour period. There appears, however,
to have been some confusion in respondents' minds on this question. In
spite of explicit instructions, 33 respondents were clearly inconsistent
since they said they heard helicopters during the 9-hour day but then
went on to report that they did not hear any helicopters during the 24-
hour period which included that 9-hour day. Over the set of eight annoy-
ance questions some 87 respondents were similarily inconsistent on at
least one question. It thus appears that many respondents were in fact
rating the nighttime period rather than the entire 24-hour period. A
focus on nighttime events was evide.lt in the spontaneous comments re-
corded during these interviews.
If the 87 respondents who definltely misunderstood the question are
excluded, the 24-hour rating is -0.02 (+0.21) low_r than the 9-hour rat-
_ ing. This indicates less of a red,_ction in annoyance than would be ex-
_! pected from an equivalent energy model (0.95 would be expected). Though
, this is the only estimate available not much importance should be attach-
ed to it. The interview question appears to not have been clearly under-
stood. In fact it seems unlike] V that respondents should be expected to
be able to shift in a minute's [_me from a question which had been asked
20 times about a 9-hour period to a question which asks about 24 hours.
A much more substantial investment in interview tlme and survey design
would be needed to carefully measure the difference between th_ 9-hour
and 24-hour one-day short-term ratings.
E
g
!
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